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PREFACE 

This is the Final Report of the Commission appointed on 12 
July 1975, in pursuance of section 11 of the Environment 
Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act, 1974-1975, to conduct 
an inquiry (known as The Fraser Island Environmental 
Inquiry) 

in respect of all of the environmental aspects 
of the making of decisions by or on behalf of 
the Australian [commonwealth] Government in 
relation to the exportation from Australia of 
minerals (including minerals that have been 
subjected to processing or treatment) extracted 
or which may hereafter be extracted from Fraser 
Island in the State of Queensland. 

Four Advisers to the Commission were also appointed, under 
Sub-section 11. (2) of the Act. They were Dr G. J. R. 
Linge, Mr C. R. Loorham, Associate Professor G. D. McColl 
and Dr P. R. Stevens. 

The Act states that an Inquiry may be conducted in 
respect of the environmental aspects of a matter whether or 
not an Environmental Impact Statement dealing with the 
subject of the Inquiry has been prepared (sub-Section 
11. (I». In this case, there was no Environmental Impact 
Statement in existence which was made available to the 
Commission. One of the functions of Environmental Impact 
Statements is to provide information relating to the nature 
and details of relevant projects and proposals. They can 
thus facilitate the informed participation of witnesses and 
reduce the time otherwise spent in gradually acquiring 
evidence of the details of such projects and proposals. 
The absence of such an Environmental Impact Statement has 
also made it necessary for the Commission, in this Report, 
to provide a deal of factual information which would 
normally be expected to be found in an Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

On appointment, the Commission advertised the 
subject matter of the Inquiry, and the time and place at 
which it was to begin, in the Australian Government Gazette 
and in the press. So great was the interest in the subject 
matter of the Inquiry, and so extensive and complex was the 
evidence, that it was necessary to conduct public hearings 
on thirty-one days between 5 August and 3 October 1975. 
This was so even though almost every witness who appeared 
personally before the Commission tendered a written 
statement which, after verification, was admitted as 
evidence under the provisions of Sub-section 14. (3) of the 
Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act, without 
being read into the transcript. In all, the oral evidence 
occupies 3496 pages of transcript. Furthermore, there were 
658 exhibits before the Commission. Many of these exhibits 
were verified written statements admitted in evidence to 

xi 

which e,xhib,it numbers were attached 'n 
f h 

~ order to avoid the 
con us~on ~n erent in having more th 
numbering relatin to the d an one system of 
before the commis~ion In oc~entary and other material 
exhibit numbers in th~ textmos cases the references to 
oath or affirmation. All th:

re ~~ stat7ments verified on 
given in public. ev~ ence ~n the Inquiry was 

The Commission and its Advisers also viewed 
number,of places and activities, including sandminin

a 

operat~ons and the rehabi1itat'on f d' g 
F I 1 d 

~ 0 san m~ned areas on 
raser s an , North Stradbroke Island I k' , 

Rainbow Beach, and the Cooloola area ~, ns ~p Po~n~, , 
and helpful co-operation of th ,,~th the perm~ss~on " , e var~ous lessees of the 
m~n~ng s~tes concerned. Like the exhibits th ' 
form part of the evidence (Environment P t t7se ~~ews 
of Proposals) Act, SUb-section 14 (6)' Tr~tec ~on Impact 
(Ch D) [1975] 1 

• , ~ 0 v. Waddell 
. . Weekly Law Reports 1303 t a pp.1307-1308). 

Th7 ~irst Report of the Commission 
the then M~n7st7r of State for Environment 
1975; ,the F~nd~ngs and Recommendations f 
Append~ces III and IV. 0 

was submitted to 
on 1 December 
that Report form 

Unless otherwise indicated, the facts set out ' 
Report r 71ate to the position as at 3 October 197~n 

cCc~*'~E~'lneon Wh;Ch the Commission completed its hearings in 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Report 

In order to place the environmental aspects of the making 
of Commonwealth decisions on the export of minerals 
extracted from Fraser Island in their appropriate context, 
the first part of this Report, consisting of Chapters 2 - 4, 
as well as the balance of this chapter, describes the 
environment of the Island. Chapter 4 assesses its 
environmental significance and deals with the evidence 
relating to Fraser Island as part of the National Estate. 
The second part of the Report, comprising Chapters 5 - 9, 
ae,se,ribes sandmining and its effects on the natural and 
~b~~I~C):e~n~:v~,1~'.r~onment of the Island and on the human 
~ elsewhere. The discussion of the effect of 

.• ~~~~~~!;~~;n~ on the human environment includes separate 
; on its effects on the national and regional 

This consideration of the human environment and 
aspects of decisions affecting it is 
of the wide definition of 'environment' 

ent Protection (Impact of ProposaZs) Act, 
ion 3), which 

includes all aspects of the surroundings of 
man, whether affecting him as an individual or 
in his social groupings, and 'environmental' 
has a corresponding meaning 

sion considers that it should interpret the word 
pnme,nt:al' where it appears in the Direction 

the Inquiry, in accordance with the definition 
in the Act, particularly since the purpose of the 
to achieve the object of the Act (Sub-section 

Direction of 12 July 1975). 

10, the final chapter, explores the 
bEltl<e,en the environmental aspects of the making 

decisions on the export of minerals 
from the Island and the environmental effects of 
conducted on it. The phrase 'environmental 

both in the Direction authorizing the 
the sub-section of the Act conferring the 
the holding of inquiries {Sub-section 
is no suggestion in the Act or in the 
ishing the Inquiry that the word 'aspects' 

unusual technical sense. The relevant 
of this word as defined in the Shorter 
are 'the action of looking at; 

mental looking'. It would seem then, that 
~ent:al aspects of the making of decisions 
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relating to the export of minerals extracted from Fraser 
Island are those environmental matters of significance 
which should be considered and looked at during the course 
of making decisions; in essence, the environmental 
implications of alternative decisions. 

The Recommendations of the Commission follow its 
Findings. The word 'Recommendations' is not defined in the 
Act and has been interpreted in its ordinary sense of 
advising a course of action: in this context, a course of 
action concerning the taking into account of matters 
affecting the environment to a significant extent in the 
making of decisions relating to the export of minerals 
extracted from Fraser Island. The dual objects of fully 
examining and taking into account matters affecting the
environment to a significant extent are quantified in 
sub-section 5.(1) of the Act by the words 'to the greatest 
extent that is practicable'. In other words, the 
Commission, in reporting its Recommendations, must 
recommend what is the greatest extent that it is 
practicable to take into account matters affecting the 
environm~nt to a significant extent in the making of 
decisions on the export of minerals extracted from Fraser 
Island. 'Practicable' remains undefined in the Act, and 
has been interpreted by the Commission in its ordinary 
meaning of something capable of being effected or 
accomplished. It is important to distinguish the words 
'practicable' and 'practical', the latter meaning 'being 
adapted to actual conditions', and the former meaning 
'something capable of being effected or accomplished', that 
is,' something possible (cf. Fowler, 2nd. Ed., p.469). 

1.2 Brief description of Fraser Island 

,k Fraser Island, off the east coast of Queensland, is 
approximately 122 km in length, ranges from 5 to 25 km in 
width, and covers an area above mean high-water mark of 
about 163,000 ha. The highest elevation is 235 m. It is 
aligned NNE-SSW and lies between latitudes 24 0 40' Sand 
250 50' S, and longitudes 1520 55' E and 1530 20' E. At 
the nearest points it is twenty-six kilometres due east of 
the urban centre of Maryborough (19,900 population in 1971) 
and eighty kilometres east of Bundaberg. The west coast is 
separated from the mainland by the shallow shoals of Great 
Sandy Strait and the southern tip of the Island is two 
kilometres from the mainland at Inskip point (Fig. 1.1). 

Most of the Island consists of State Forest Reserve 
(118,000 hal and National Park (34,000 ha). The remainder 
includes vacant Crown land, township reserves, a lighthouse 
reserve, and some freehold (Table 3.1). A number of Mining 
Leases have been granted, for the most part within the 
State Forest Reserve or on vacant Crown land. There is a 
tourist resort at Orchid Beach, two small settlements at 
Eurong and Happy Valley, residential facilities for 
forestry and lighthouse personnel, and a number of huts at 
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Fig. 1.1: Location map of Fraser Island 
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scattered locations. Approximately 100 people permanently 
reside on the Island. The main activities ar7 tourism, 
forestry and sandmining; there is no commerc1al 
agriculture or grazing. 

Fraser Island, the largest sand island ~n the world 
in both area and volume, is compos~d ~lmos~ ent1rely of 
loose siliceous sand apparently depos1ted 1n a number of 
episodes during the last few million years. Hard rock 
outcrops only in the Indian Head - Waddy Point area on the 
east coast and at one locality on the west coast. ~any of 
the numero~s sand dunes comprising the Island occur 1n, 
parabolic form, with steep sides,stabilized by vegetat10n, 
but there are many naturally-act1ve sandblo~s some 
extending over several hundred hectares. H1gh rates ~f 
natural erosion of both shorelines and uplands are eV1dent. 
The Island has over forty lakes, both perched and as 
'windows' in the regional water-table, and many o~ the 
lakes swamps and creeks are of great beauty and 1nterest. 
The v~getation is very diverse, and includesJheaths, 
wetland communities, grasslands, shrublands and forests,of 
several types, including dense rain-forests: T~e,aquat1c 
fauna, in particular, is of considerable sC1ent1f1c 
interest. 

The east coast comprises two very long beaches, 
mostly trafficable by the four-wheel drive vehicles that 
are also used on the sandtracks of the Isl~nd. ,The eas~ 
coast has excellent fishing. Deposits~;f 1lmen1te, rut11e, 
zircon and several other heavy minerals j/occur mostly along 
or near this coast, concentrated in seams on t~e beaches 
and disseminated within parts of the low and h1gh dunes. 
There was evidence that the qualities of Fraser Island most 
appreciated by visitors are its isolatio~ and wilder~ess 
value, its unusual and unique features, 1tS extraor~1nary 
beauty and its present relatively natural and unsp01led 
environment. 

1.3 Sandmining on Fraser Island 

Sandmining is the only form of mining conduc~ed on the 
Island having any significant environmental 1mpact,and,the 
only form of mining conducted on the Island result1ng 1n 
the export of minerals. Its principa~ purpos7 and sole 
economic justification is the extract10n of m1nerals for 
export. The term 'beach mining', sometime~ use~ as a 
synonym for sandmining, has not been used 1n th1s Report, 
as little or no sandmining is conducted on the beaches of 
the Island at the present time. 

Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd and D M Minerals 
are currently engaged in sandmining operations on Fraser 
Island. 

5 

Queens la>;d Tit.anium Mines Pty Ltd was incorporated 
under the Compan~es Aat, 1961-1964 of Queensland on 12 
october 1964. T~e two equal shareholders are the Titanium 
Alloy Manu~actur1ng Co. Pty Ltd (which is wholly owned by 
NL Industr1es Inc. of the U.S.A. and Titanium Metals 
corporation of America). The Company has twelve mining 
leases on Fraser Island covering an area of abol\t 1 000 ha 
(Table 3.2). Its mining operations on the Island c~mmenced 
h D7c 7mb,;,r 1971,- ,:nd by mid-May 1975 the area 'disturbed 
bym1n7ng was est1mated by the manager_of the Company's 
dperat10ns on Fraser ~sland to have been- 158 ha. ,Operations 
have so far been conf1ned to MLs 84, 104 and 105 in the 
southeast of the Island (Fig. 3.3). Production to that 
~ate was stated to be 44,292 tonnes of rutile and 32 793 
t0'lles ,o~ zircon. The Company has applied for a further 
h:Y~I?1n1n9 ,leases on Fraser Island (Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.3) 
C~!:r1ng an areas of about 580 ha. 

. D"M Minerals is a partnership between Dillingham 
COll.struct10ns pty Ltd~which is a subsidiary of Dillingham 

of Austra11a Ltd, a wholly-owned American 
'~h~~~~~::~I~;a~:n~~d Murp~y~res Incorporated pty Ltd (a 
.•.• subs1d1ary of Murphyores Holdings Ltd) The 

of,th7 partnership agreement were not disclos~d to 
Comm1ss10n, but a company review compiled by the 

and Statistical Bureau of the Sydney Stock 
:~n~~~~::q~Ltd'shOWS that Dillingham Constructions pty Ltd is 
co ;~artne:, and that Murphyores Incorporated pty 

rece1ve th1rty per cent of the profits until a 
, 551,000 tons [about 560,000 tonnes] of rutile and 
1S produ~ed, and thereafter half the profits. 

,r,rt,nn to eV1dence before the Commission, this quantity 
1n'eraiS would take eight to nine years to produce. 
~y,or.es Incorpor,:ted pty Ltd has twelve mining leases on 

sland ~over1ng an area of about 12,000 ha (Table 3.4). 
D M M1nerals commenced sandmining operations on ML 
3.3). No production data were made available to 

'mrrl~s'sj.on but, as at 25 September 1975, .approvals had 
for export,permits to be issued to D M Minerals 

to,nnles of rut11e and 670 tonnes of zircon. 
Incorporated Pty Ltd has applied for a further 
leases on Fraser Island (Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.3) 

an area of about 2,260 ha. ' 

Evidence was presented to the Inquiry by witnesses 
of Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd. However, 
on beh,:lf of the Companies forming the 

D M M1nerals gave evidence, and the Commission 
~ra1ne'd from compelling the attendance of any such 

Order of,the High Court of Australia. 
, ~he Comm1ssion not only indicated willingness 
ev7dence VOlunteered on behalf of the partnership 

1t fre9uent opportunities to ask questions of 
No quest70ns were asked by or on behalf of the 
of any w1~ness at the Inquiry. Despite the 

such w1tnesses, there was a considerable 
~dence be~ore the Commission relating to the 

D M M1nerals on Fraser Island. 
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and 
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. . n and its Advisers viewed the operations 
ThelCrOemmady~S!~~ed on the Island by both D M Minerals 

areas a . d 
Queensland Titanium M~nes pty Lt • 

CHAPTER 2 

FRASER ISLAND: 
THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter briefly describes various facets of the 
natural environment of Fraser Island of particular 
relevance to the Inquiry, and highlights the significant 
environmental constraints within which decision makers must 
operate if the various ecosystems of Fraser Island are not 
to be permanently degraded. It also discusses unique or 
highly unusual features of the Island, including its 
perched lakes, cliffs of Teewah [Coloured] Sands, sandblows 

rain-forests. But necessary as it is to dwell in some 
:~~:~:;~~:h~o:~n these features of the Island, the point must 

" ess be made that its environmental significance 
\%I~~~;:~ri~~':n~n~ more than the possession of a series of 
; features. It is the overall impression 

l*WJ'~<"~.CllC~S which gives unity to these individual natural 
and to the Island as a whole. Nevertheless, it is 

~e:melv difficult to convey in words either the strength 
impression of wilderness or the quality of the 
beapty. The reader may, perhaps, obtain some 

in this regard from the photographs to be found 
,ppemd:lx 1. 

ways in which the natural features of the 
formed and are being changed, and the 

~el:at;iclns:hi.ps between the physical and biological 
are outlined to serve as a basis for Chapter 

effects of sandmining operations upon the 
environment are assessed. 

Commission has not attempted to write a 
text on the natural environment of the Island. 

is insufficient space in this Report for such 
readers who wish to pursue the matter are 

read the detailed evidence submitted to the 

Commission was impressed by this 
of factual material, it nevertheless 

with numerous witnesses who observed 
deal remains to be learned about the natural 

Fraser Island. It is very clear from much 
,ue,nc:e before the Commission that Fraser Island 
~j.~~:~~~~~~~:~~~' and increasingly important, role as 
~ for investigators in many fields of 

respect, the Commission concurs with the 
tes:se:s who suggested that there appears to be an 

the establishment of a permanent 
on Fraser Island which could be used as 
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a base to conduct research and to monitor envir~nmental 
change. Furthermore, the diversity an~ comp~ex1ty of the 
natural environment of the Island pr~v1des r1ch , 
opportunities for secondary and tert1ary level teach1ng and 
research. 

2.2 The physical environment 

The location of Fraser Island in relation to the Queensland 
coast and nearby urban centres was i~dicated ~riefl~ in 
Chapter 1. This section discusses, 1n turn, 1tS c11mate, 
geology and geomorphology, soils, land systems and 
hydrology. 

/, 
/ Climate 

---0, 

Fraser Island has a maritime subtropical climate~ wi~h 
generally moderate temperatures, though local c11mat1c 
variations occur due to the influences of topography and 
vegetation. occasional inland frosts ~ave been r;co:ded. 
At Sandy Cape the mean maxima are 28.6 C and,29· 7 C,1n 
January and July respectively, with a mean m1n1mum 1n July 
of 14.0°C. On the average, four days in January exceed 
30.6 0 C (Exhibit 9, p.23). 

The wettest parts of Fraser Island occu: where the 
prevailing southeasterly winds impinge on the lU,gh __ dunes • 
This pattern resembles that found on North Stradbroke 
Island where the highest annual rainfall exceeds that of 
Clevel~nd (on the adjacent mainland to the west) by more 
than 800 mm. On Fraser Island, a long-term average 
(1871-1973) of 1,263 mm is recorded for Sandy Cape, ~,740 mm 
for Ungowa and about 1,500-1,600 mm for Central Stat10n. 
The highest dunes in the centre of the Island probably , 
receive about 1,800 mm rainfall annually. About two-th1rds 
of the rain falls during the period January to June, and 
its variability is likely to ha~e important effect~ on 
plant growth on such freely dra1ned and non-retent1ve 
soils. 

. The prevailing winds are from the s9utheast, and 

. have a predominant influence on the topograp~y of th7 
Island. There are also daily sea breezes w~11e~ dur1ng the 
summer months winds associated with cyclon1c d1sturbances 
often reach g~le force, causing widespread dama?e to , 
vegetation, as well as initiating and exacerbat1ng erOS10n 
of beaches and dunes. 

/'Geology and Geomorphology 

Fraser Island is composed entirely of siliceous,sands of 
various types, rgl'l_ting upon bedrock at least th1:ty me~res 
below sea level (Exhibit 9, p.ll). The bedrock,1s be11eved 
to be sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous age, poss1bly the 
Burrum Coal Measures. The only rock outcrops on th7 east 

/ coo-stare at Indian Head, Middle Rocks and Waddy p01nt, and 
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are mainly of rhyolitic :ocks of Mesozoic or Tertiary age. 
On the west coast there 1S a small outcrop of hard rock at 
Bun Bun Rocks (Exhibit 26, p.4). 

Like the sandmasses of Cooloola, ~North Stradbroke 
Island and Moreton Island to the south, /iJ;'aser Island has 
been formed from quartz sands which were weathered from 
rocks on,the Great Dividing Range and then moved to the sea 
by the r1v~rs of n~r~hern New South Wales and southern 

( Que<;msland.l The s111ceous sands and heavy minerals 
res1sted breakdown, and over long periods the prevailing 

I wave patterns and ocean currents moved them northwards 
! along the coast. An unknown proportion of these materials 
wa~ 'stranded', and has formed these huge sandmasses.- Sand 
wh1ch was not trapped on the. beaches, or blown inland to 
form dunes, passed beyond the northern tip of Fraser Island 
to form the sandbanks of Breaksea Spit and finally off the·-" 
~c'n';1I,~"tal Shelf into deep water at the northern end of 

t., Some sand also moved westward across Hervey Bay 
ma1nland. These processes are still continuing 

~aat;hc'uglh presumably at different rates from those in the 

,The intricate pattern of the sand dunes on Fraser 
1S largely the result of wind action and water 

When loose sand on the beach is blown above the 
of the 'tides it forms dunes, which are initially 
para~lel,t~ the coastline. ,These are colonized by 

that stab111ze the dune and 1ncrease its height by 
further sand blown off the beach. Under certain 

~~:Lo:ns, such as periods of very high winds or 
U~~;~~~d.~ry,COn~itions, the stabilizing effect of the 
~ ,t1es 1S overcome and a 'sandblow' is formed. 

1n many shapes and orientations, but parabolic 
11I'pJ.n' dunes with their axes from southeast to 

common •. Some sandblows.are presently active, 
qtli,=sl~ent, wh11e some are be1ng colonized and 

by vegetation. Once a sandblow has been 
it usuall¥ receives a regular supply of sand from 
and from 1tS base, and tends to advance inland 

the vegetation in its path. This can conti~ue 
supply of sand is minimized when the land surface 

water-table and/or when plants colonize the ( 
of the ~andblow. The active sand can still move 

long ~1stances until it is eventually 
and 1n the process it will often overlie older 

thus raise the land surface. By this process of i __ . 

.
sand movement, the landscape of Fraser Island has \ 

of separate, overlapping, buried, ~ 
and excavated dunes of many different ages. 

simplified description of how the Island was 
, by the changes in sea level over 

t1me. For example, the sea was about 100 m 
level approximatel¥ 20,000 years ago, and 

and down at other t1mes during the 
Island. When the sea level was low the 
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coastline would have been many kilometres east of its 
present position, and dunes and gentle sandplains would 
have been found adjacent to it. As the sea level rose the 
coastal dunes and plains were destroyed, and some of the 
sand moved westwards. It is likely that the orientation of 
the coast, and the direction of the prevailing winds, would 
have varied from time to time, thus causing the present day 
dunes to be differently oriented. 

One of the most important features of Fraser Island 
from a geomorphological viewpoint is that it exhibits the 
greatest number of distinct and independent dune systems 
found anywhere in the world. There was uncontested expert 
evidence that Fraser Island is of importance as a natural 
geomorphological laboratory, and a considerable amount of 
scientific work is still required to 'decode' its 
geological and geomorphological history. The necessity for 
this decoding is evidenced by the debate as to whether the 
Island has been formed episodically or continuously -- that 
is to say whether periods of active dune formation and 
destruction have alternated with periods of quiescence, or 
whether these activities have been more or less continuous. 
This debate has interesting scientific implications which 
cannot be enlarged upon here, but is also relevant to the 
ultimate analyses of the environmental effects of 
sandmining. Thus, if the Island is at present undergoing a 
period of intense activity, landscape stabilization might 
be more difficult than during a period of dormancy; but if 
landscape formation has been continuous there may be a 
constant and predictable natural hazard. At present we may 
be experiencing a phase when the natural tendency for wind 
erosion is relatively slight (Transcript p.174). 

The foregoing emphasizes the need for the 
delineation of geomorphological reserves in any plan of 
management for Fraser Island. The main function of such 
reserves would be to preserve a variety of landscapes for 
geomorphological and archaeological research. Fig. 2.1 
shows one such scheme of proposed reservations, delineating 
five types of reserves; Benchmark (for observations of and 
for monitoring present, active, geomorphological 
processes); unique Case (for study of unique landforms); 
Management (to study the ways in which the uniformity of 
the landscape already mined might be broken down by 
geomorphological processes); Educational' and 
Representative (for preservation and study of excellent 
cross-sections of major landscape types); and Scenic (for 
preservation of very beautiful areas not otherwise 
preserved) • 

The eastern beach is formed by high-energy waves 
cutting into the sand dunes. It is not particularly wide, 
as the high-tide mark is often at or near the toe of the 
dunes. Occasional exposures of 'sand-rock' (sand cemented 
or indurated by organic materials) prevent vehicle movement 
along the beach at high tide, and sand-rock may lie at 
shallow depths under much of the ocean beach. The sweep of 
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this beach is interrupted by the rock outcrops of Indian 
Head and Waddy point, but south of Indian Head it is still 
approximately ninety kilometres long. T~e Ind~an ~e~d,and 
Waddy Point rocks have attractive pools ~n the~r v~c~n~ty, 
provide excellent views of the ocean beaches as they sweep 
away to the south and north, and are popular fishing spots. 

Along much of the Fraser Island coastline the sea 
is cutting into old or moderately old sand dunes, as only 
the extreme southern part of the Island has modern 
foredunes running parallel to the coast. Some of the 
mining leases define a foredune as the dune nearest the 
sea, whereas, geomorphologically, there is a true foredune 
only in the southern part of the Island. The effects of 
sandmining, and the possibility of successful , 
rehabilitation, differ on these two types of coastal dunes. 

The modern foredunes on the Island are typical of 
such dunes elsewhere. While they are often aesthetically 
attractive it should be borne in mind that they are 
naturally ~nstable, and are being continuously shaped and 
reshaped. Nevertheless, it is most important that there 
should be a stabilized foredune if it is desired to avoid 
new sandblows. 

AS mentioned already sandblows are natural features 
of the Island, and may be most attractive and interesting, 
perhaps because they are observable manifestations of the 
power of natural forces. They may also reveal landscape 
history as buried layers are exhu~ed. Any bare area ,of 
sand which is exposed to strong w~nds from the sea w~ll be 
much more susceptible to forming a sandblow than a more 
protected area. Therefore the most susceptible areas are 
foredunes, the older dunes next to the sea and steep dunes 
inland which have exposed eastern faces. 

Where a foredune has formed, a level area (or 
basin) is commonly found behind it and then anoth7r dune, 
known as the 'hind-dune'. There may be a success~on of 
such parallel dunes, although us~all¥ the first two are 
more prominent. The foredune, w~th ~ts grasses and 
succulent plants, protects the hind-dune to some extent, 
and low trees often grow there, providing shade for 
camping. 

The term 'steep dune', where used in this Report, 
means a dune with a maximum side slope of more than 
twenty-five degrees. unstabilized, non-coherent, blown 
sand generally forms slopes with a maximum angle at the 
'angle of repose' of the material which is approximately 
thirty degrees. Where vegetat~on has subsequently , 
stabilized the dune, slopes sl~ghtly greater than th~s may 

be found. 
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, ,~he ~une~ on Fraser Island exhibit great 
var~~b~l~ty ~n,d~rection, slope and micro-topography, 
lead~~g to a d~versity of plant communities which 
mater~ally add to the scientific and aesthetic interest of 
the I~l~nd. ,A dune which lies across the direction of the 
preva~l~~g w~nds will commonly have different plant 
commun~t~es on each flank, on the crest and in the valleys 
T~e extent to which they are exposed to salt-laden winds • 
wl11 also s~rongly affect the structure and appearance of 
th~ veget~t~~n commu~ities. This effect is particularly 
eVldent w~th~n a str~p perhaps two kilometres wide alo 
the eastern coast. ng 

It seems that the heavy minerals found on Fraser 
I~l~n~ were origina~ly within the rocks of the Great 
D7v7d~ng Range, res~sted weathering along with the 
s~l~ceous sands, an~ were thus brought to the beaches by 

processes descr~bed previously. They were (and still 
concentrated near the inner edge of the b h k' eac es. 

,Icont:~n ,rewor ~ng by '."aves and winds brought about the 
:(~:;j;~:l;~:~'~:~:~L;J.al . concentratlons of heavy minerals into 

: r~ch bands within the dunes near the sea or in 
lower concentrations disseminated through'the 
s of the steeper dunes. If the heavy minerals 

the Island in the manner already described (and 
was no evidence that disputed this) it is possible 

pockets, of heavy m~nerals are dispersed throughout 
pa:ts ~t the Island. In short, it would not be 

~ng ~~ there were many more ore bodies on the Island 
already '."i~hin the areas leased (or under lease 
s) ,for m~nlng purposes. Whether these would be 
mlne at ~he present or some future time is 

Extens~ve exploratory drilling has been 
o~e: most of the Island (Exhibits 59 and 60) but 
l~m~ted depth (Exhibit 265, p.734). 

could be anticipated that the dunes which formed 
of the present coastline when the sea level was 

would have contained heavy minerals. As the sea 
se and ~he dun~s were destroyed, they might have 
depos~t~ beh~nd. Exploration has shown that 
heav¥ m~neral deposits offshore, but apparently 

t~ons are not sufficiently high for them to be 
present. 

Commission had before it a number of Exhibits 
, 41~ 61, 67 and 69) delineating in plan and/or 

,,:n-,"," v~ew the known ore bodies in many of the 
and lease application areas. Fig. 2.2 shows 

~\lt~on of some ore bodies near the eastern coast 
Some of the ore bodies depicted in 

ope~ ends at the lease boundary, showing that 
contlnues outside the delineated area. While 

of the existence of ore within these 
was no evidence that all ore bodies were 

th~m. Furthermore, there was clear 
eXlstence of an ore body containing 

-I ' 
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approximately 50,000 tons of rutile and zircon in and 
around the White Lake system in the northern end of the 
Island (Exhibit 265, p.729). Hence, having considered the 
largely uncontested geomorphological evidence, the 
cowmission must assume that ore bodies of heavy minerals 
are likely to exist outside existing mining leases and 
lease application areas, and that they might at some future 
time become mineable. 

Lastly, several of the mining leases (e.g. Exhibit 
19) mention other minerals which may be extracted from 
Fraser Island. As well as rutile, zircon, ilmenite and 
monazite, they include tin, platinum, garnet, silica, 
magnetite, leucoxene, tantalite and scheelite. None of 
these are found only on Fraser Island, and none are 
particularly rare. There is also some indication that 
deposits of coal are to be found on Fraser Island, though 
nb precise evidence of their extent and value was presented 

the Commission. 

of Fraser Island is a guide to soil 
although the soils are variable over short 
tend to occur in a complex mosaic influenced 

6b'DoraotLv, vegetation and past and present erosion. In 
['t:eI:ms, de'ep siliceous sands are dominant in the 

half o~ the Island, and podzols (with and without 
hardpans) tend to be most common in the western 

;"ICont:i'Ln'uouS ly moist areas often have humus podzols, 
peats are found in swamps. Low lying areas in the 

a variety of salt-affected soils. Despite the 
of soil distribution, soils often occur in 

sequences according to soil age, attendant 
and position on the landscape. 

)~~id'~.~::~~~e~s~o:ii:~lS are generally deep, very freely 
~ of very low fertility due to the 

materials from which they have been 
nutrients are held very weakly against the 

downward movement of rain-water through the soil 
that the l1\aintenance of soil fertility depends 

,,~,,~:~ ... cycling of nutrients through plants, litter 
c matter and then back again through 

Nutrients which move below the range of 
Ce,sc'a~)e from the cycle and are generally 

to water-tables, and thence to the sea . 
of various plant nutrients can occur in 
other ways. In effect, the vigour and 

lity of most plant communities on Fraser 
upon the maintenance of this delicately 
seen at its most complex in the rain-forest 

?OCcur in sheltered basins where nutrients can 
it is possible to supply several plant 

~Cct~~Y, using fertilizers on mined land, 
are usually rapid and severe as the 
the soil to hold nutrients is further 
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diminished when the soil profile and plant roots are 
destroyed by mining. Nor does the replacement of topsoil 
after mining ameliorate this process to any significant 
extent (Exhibit 317, Table 4) although, of course, topsoil 
replacement is very important in post-mining rehabilitation 

for other reasons. 

None of the soils on Fraser Island can be 
considered unique in itself (similar soils being found on 
other sand masses such as Cooloola), but it is clear from 
evidence before the commission (e.g. Exhibit 26) that the 
patterns of soil distribution over small areas (such as 
ridges and adjacent valleys) and within and between larger 
landscape units (Figs 2.3 - 2.5) are of considerable 
theoretical and practical interest. Landform, vegetat~on 
and soil are inextricably related in numerous and complex 
ways. Any land use practices which tend to minimize or 
destroy this landscape diversity detract from its attendant 
aesthetic and scientific interest. 

Land Systems 

In order to understand better the geomorphology of Fraser 
Island, and to aid land use planning and management, the 
various landscapes may be categorized as land systems, 
defined as 'an area or group of areas, throughout which 
there is a recurring pattern of topography, soils and 
vegetation' (Exhibit 26, p.27). Such a classification is 
shown in Fig. 2.3 which distinguishes four land systems. 

Teewah Land System 
Distributed chiefly over the high central massif of the 
Island and occupying about a quarter of ~he area of the 
Island. It contains the highest proportion of the best 
quality Eucalypt forest, virtually all the rain-forest and 
many of the perched lakes. Only a few of the present MLS 
and MLAs touch this land system and together cover only 
three per cent of it. It contains much of great e(oo.LC,glLc,a.L 

and aesthetic interest. 

Cooloola Land system 
Occupies about forty-eight per cent of the Island, 
essentially consists of the lower altitude dunes 
surrounding the Teewah Land System, and includes all of 
sandblows south of Orchid Beach. Includes the extensive 
exposures of cliffs of Teewah [coloured] Sands. 

Bribie Land System 
Includes wetlandS and their low flanking dunes, and is 
found only on the southeastern and western coasts. 
Includes the extensive mangrove areas. 
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Carree Land System 
Includes the extensive area of generally lower dunes of 
confused pattern north of Orchid Beach. Includes many 
lakes and sandblows; the vegetation is dominated by low 
woodland and heath. 

The Teewah [coloured] Sands are said to occur as a 
massive core in the dunes at all elevations, and are widely 
recognized in other sand masses. They are often overlain 
by the 'Oceanic Sands', which are evidently younger, and 
comprise much of the Cooloola Land System. A consultant 
for D M Minerals was of the opinion (Exhibit 265, p.317) 
that the Teewah [Coloured] Sands were not mineralized (and 
presumably would not be mined); heavy minerals occurring 
only in the 'Oceanic Sands'. On the other hand, there, was 
evidence that the Teewah Sands were being mined on North 
stradbroke Island (Transcript p.1828) and that their 
colouration is simply due to the weathering of the 
constituent heavy mineral ilmenite and the release of free 
iron oxides; the distinctive difference between the Teewah 
and Oceanic Sands being merely one of weatheriqg status 
(Transcript p. 1829). In any case, during exploration for 
heavy minerals on Fraser Island drilling ceased where the 
drill met either indurated [coloured] sand and/or the 
water-table, and, in any event, at a depth of about 
twenty-five metres (Exhibit 265, p.734). In these 
circumstances, and in the absence of evidence proving that 
the Teewah Sands are not mineralized, the Commission cannot 
be sure that heavy minerals do not occur in these sands, 
and that they will not at some time be mined. 

Another witness recognized nineteen 'dune lands', 
defined as areas possessing 'a uniform geomorphological 
history, which is dominated by the one parent material, and 
which has a characteristic range and aggregation of 
vegetation structural types' (Exhibit 9, p.30). This 
definition resembles that of land systems, but allows the 
recognition of finer detail in the landscape. Although the 
individual dune lands cannot be described here because of 
lack of space, they are shown in Fig. 2.4. Again the high 
central massif is evident, but the Cooloo1a Land System is 
divided into a number of dune lands (Waddy, Cathedral, Eli, 
Eurong and others) although the correspondence is not exact 
as different criteria for classification were adopted. 

Yet another c1assificatibn is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
Here the age relationships of the various geological units 
become apparent. Apart from the freshwater, swamps, tidal 
marshes and modern foredunes, swamps and marshes, the 
youngest unit is the Cape dune sands, on the eastern coast 
north of Orchid Beach. Successively older units are shown, 
with the Teewah Land System largely falling into the 
relatively old units of the Garawongera, Bowarrady and 
Yankee Jack dune sands. The oldest unit is the Awinya 
sands, covering much of the western half of the Island. 
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Thus, Figs 2.3 to 2.5 show, at ditrering levels of 
complexity, that Fraser Island is comprised of a wide range 
of 'landscape formations', which differ in many 
characteristics such as vegetation, topography, soils and 
age. All these characteristics must be taken into account 
when planning and managing Fraser Island for various land 
uses, because each 'formation' will react differently to 
different intensities and types of activities. 

Hydrology 

AS described earlier in this chapter, Fraser Island is a 
huge mass of permeable sand with varied surface 
configuration, resting on hard rock some distance below 
'~~;:;~~.~!t~sea level. ) Rain falling on its surface may E , run off over the surface, be used by plants or 

te througlj.· the soil profile and down to the 
(Fig. 2.li)j. The water-table is the upper 

of the regional aquifer (the permanent body of 
water) and its depth below the surface may fluctuate 

A high proportion of the rain falling on the 
reach the regional aquifer, and will flow 

a generally radial fashion from the hinterland to 
In some cases the water may not reach the surface 

point before it emerges at the beach, and in others, 
appear creeks, swamps or as 'water-table window· 

Wabby. Hydrologically, the Island is an 
Une,a~ aCju.ner, with a"'~:t:~J:"-table slope of about 1 in 

ibit 52, p.7). A gradient of 1 in 65 was quoted 
North Stradbroke Island (Exhibit 445, p.16). 
is held within the Island as a huge dome shaped 

it moves inexorably to the sea. Seawater 
because of its different density, but any 

in the outward flow from the regional aquifer 
some ingress of salt water. Huge quantities of 

held in these sandmasses, and various schemes 
one time or another been proposed to tap this 

for domestic water supplies for Brisbane (from 
Island) and Hervey Bay (from Fraser 

was evidence questioning the technical 
ecological wisdom of such proposals 

to evidence on the regional aquifer, 
heard much evidence concerning various 

found on the Island. In various places 
elevations, bodies of relatively impermeable 

~olnmon, their low permeability being due to 
by organic materials and/or iron compounds. 

and lateral limits of these bodies are largely 
around places like Lake Boemingen, as an 
expensive drilling programme would be 
fine them adequately. Nevertheless, there is 
that water can be 'perched' within these 

, depressions, and many of the high altitude 
Lake Boemingen, are in fact regarded as 

(Fig. 2.6). They are probably not completely 
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isolated from the regional aquifer because it is likely 
that saturated and non-saturated flow through numerous 
layers of varying permeability occurs beneath the lakes. 
In the case of Lake Boemingen, water is added by rain 
falling on its surface, by seepage around its shores and by 
creek flow at the northwest end of the lake. Evaporation 
from the surface of this lake approximately balances the 
input from rainfall, so that seepage through the poorly 
permeable lake bottom must balance the other inputs if the 
lake level is to stay approximately constant (Transcript 
p.1863). There is a danger of inducing changes in the 
water level of the lakes if any of the layers beneath them 
are disturbed or breached (e.g. Exhibits 223, 273, 478 and 
584) . 

There was much uncontested evidence -- to which the 
Commission gives considerable weight -- about the unusual 

even unique nature of many of the lakes on Fraser 
(e.g. Exhibits 205, 223, 273, 274, 275, 453 and 

). Some of these exhibits were concerned mainly with 
unusual freshwater fauna of the water-bodies, but the 

nmllL"eion accepts the contention, strongly expressed by 
witnesses, that the characteristics of the faunal 

mrnlurlliCles cannot be considered separately from the nature 
water-bodies on which the fauna is so dependent. In 
, the lakes are highly oligotrophic, containing very 

quantities of nutrients (due to the infertile sands 
them) land are well oxygenated but of low biological 

Such lakes are unusual in Australia -- even 
-- and can easily become irreversibly 

, or biologically degraded, if human activities 
sive quantities of nutrients to them. 

evidence was presented to the Commission 
p.3} 

Most of the Fraser Island lakes are highly 
unusual and of outstanding aesthetic importance 
and scientific interest, not only from the 
viewpoint of the Australian nation, but also in 
a world context 

to the class of lakes called 'lakes resting on 
organically bonded sand-rock in dune 
" further uncontested evidence was given that 

273, p.4} 

This type of lake is not unique to Fraser 
Island, but the extent of its development on 
that Island in numerical terms is, so far as is 
known, without parallel elsewhere; it is not 
well represented outside Australia. 
Additionally it must be pointed out that the 
largest known lakes of this special type are 
found on Fraser Island 
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Queensland is rather poorly endowed with lakes, and in the 
whole of Australia, Fraser Island is the only area (apart 
from the central plateau of Tasmania and the western 
district of Victoria) that might be considered 'a lake 
district' • 

Numerous streams, fed by continual seepage from the 
regional aquifer, flow to the sea on both the east and west 
coasts. Many, such as Eli and woongoolbver Creeks, are of 
outstanding beauty and interest, while others, such as 
First and Second Creeks, are valuable recreational 
resources for visitors camping near the eastern beach. 

Swampy areas are associated with many of the creeks 
of the Island. The plant communities of these swampy areas 
are delicately balanced and heavily reliant on the 
maintenance of the quantity and quality of the ~Iater under 
which they have developed. 

2.3 Flora 

There was a considerable body of largely uncontested 
evidence relating to the flora of the Island. It is clear 
that there is a close relationship between the different 
land systems mentioned previously in this chapt7r and the 
distribution of vegetation on the Island. It wLll 
therefore be helpful to describe the nature of the 
vegetation predominating on the different land systems. 

Teewah Land System 
The dominant vegetation of the Teewah Land System is closed 
f,orest of two main types, rain-forest and open (or 
myrtaceous) forest. The rain-forests are frequently 
referred to as vine forests because of the presence of a 
variety of vines, notably the genus Simitax. other 
important genera are Bietsahmie~ia, Etaeoaarpus, 
Ftindersia Agathis and Arauaar~a. The open forests 
dominate the slopes of the major sand dunes, whilst the 
rain-forest is to be found in the valleys between the 
dunes. NOrmally there are narrow boundaries between the 
two types. 

Satinay (Synaarpia hittii) LS one of the most 
characteristic trees of this land system and is usually 
found in association with brush box (Tristania aonferta). 
Blackbutt (Euaatyptus pitutaris) is predominant in the 
drier areas of the open forests and is often found on the 
ridges It is not normally present in the rain-forests, 
in contrast to the satinay and the brush box, which are 
found throughout the Teewah Land System. The undergrowth 
is frequently dense, and often dominated by carrol . 
(Baakhousia myrtifotia). Normally the ground stratum LS 
replaced by a continuous litter layer a few centimetres 
thick. 
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cootoota Land System 
open forest is the dominant vegetation of the cooloola Land 
system, though on knolls directly exposed to the southeast 
winds it can become a mal lee type open scrub. 

Eucalyptus species are dominant, with the scribbly 
gum (Euaatyptus signata) the most common. The bloodwoods 
(E. intermedia and E. gummifera) are to be found in 
association with the scribbly gums on the lower sandhills. 
In some places the blue gum (E. teretiaornis) is common 
while the grey ironbark (E. drepanophytta) is seen ' 
occasionally. Euaatyptus tessettaris grows on the lee 
slopes of transverse dunes. Banksia aemuta B. 
integrifotia and Casuarina tittoratis are often associated 
or in alliance with various eucalypts. Aaaaia and 
persoonia are common shrub genera. 

In the poorly drained areas there are open forests 
i"'fi\i';!~_Metateuaa quinquenervia, and a number of species from 

families Epacridaceae, Fabaceae, Xanthorrhoeaceae and 
form open heath or low shrub land formations on 

or exposed areas. Species from the Cyperaceae and 
families are found in swamps and lakes. 

Over much of this land system the dominant 
tory species are bracken and blady grass, which are 

to survive the frequent fires which have resulted in a 
surface leaf litter. 

e Land System 
trees commonly found, in the Cooloola Land System 

appear on this land system, they are much more 
, and are frequently replaced by Cattitris 

ttaris. The shrub and ground plants are generally 
than on the Cooloola Land System and tend 

a greater diversity, though the mangroves, swamp 
aa,qc,on floras are distinctly zoned. 

Land System 
dry land areas of this land system low open forest, 

and open heath predominate. This vegetation is 
tolerant of fire. 

The distribution of mangrove and tidal marsh flora, 
ly in relation to the marine fauna, will be 

later. 

helpful discussion of the flora on MLs 106, 107 
Indian Head (none of which have yet been 

~ppeax·s in Exhibit 317 (Annexure 'B') which also 
O"L",led material relating to MLAs 131-134 near 

(Annexure 'C'). This information will be 
Chapter 6 of this Report. 
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Exhibit 571 gives an interesting account of the 
relationships between rain-forests on Fraser Island and 
elsewhere. Fraser Island rain-forests have closest 
affinities with those at Cooloola, and lesser degrees of, 
resemblance to others at North Entrance, ,I1uka a~d Cabar1ta 
(all in New South Wales) and near Surfer s Parad1se. They 
bear little resemblance to rain-forest~ on,th:.adjacent 
mainland. Forests of satinay (Syncarp~a h~ll~~) are found 
only on Fraser Island, which is noteworth~ an~ of , 
considerable scientific interest. The p01nt 1S made 1n 
Exhibit 571 that several rain-forests which would have 
given important clues to puzzling species distributions 
have now disappeared due to sandmining (at Cabarita) and 
tourist development (at Surfer's paradis:). Thus, the 
remaining rain-forests have an enhanced 1mportance. 
Lastly, Fraser Island seems to be an 'o~e:1ap area' for 
many species at either their northern ~lm1ts (e.g. , 
Eucalyptus gummifera, E. robusta, E. ~~gnata) or the1r 
southern limits (e.g. E. dichromophlo~a). Clearly, the 
vegetation of Fraser Island has much to offer the plant 
geographer. 

Sharp boundaries between various plant communities 
are common on Fraser Island, due to the influenc: of ~t 
least six factors -- depth to the water-table, d1ffer1ng. 
soil profiles, depth of topsoil, soil nutrient status, f1re 
history and management pressures -- and also to 
geohistorica1 factors such as the geomorpho10~y of the 
Island and its location in relation to the ma1n1and 
(Exhibit 9, p.15). The first four soil related f~ctors in 
this list tend to change in a fairly regular fash10n 
according to topography; soils on,ridges ar: ge~eral1y 
relatively dry, with shallow topso11s and th1n 11tter 
layers. They are usually the sites most exposed ~o dry 
and/or strong winds, and may suffer more severe,f1re damage 
than sites in valleys, where soils ar: ~ften m01st or ev:n 
swampy. Thus, differing plant commun1t7es may be found 1n 
'bands' across slopes, according to a1t1tude and exposure. 

Superimposed upon these topographically related 
vegetation patterns may be further patterns :elated to 
distance from the sea (with its salt-laden w1nds) a~d to 
soils of various degrees of development on geomorph1c 
surfaces of differing ages. These and other ,factors, .such 
as soil phosphorus content and rates of nutr1ent cyc11ng, 
act in as yet poorly understood and subtle ways to 
influence the present vigour and character of the plant 
communities. 

In such a complex pattern, varying susceptibilities 
to disturbance and management are.to be :xpected. ~or 
instance, in some areas long cont1nued f1re protect1on has 
changed open heath to closed heath and shrub1ands~ ~nd has 
decreased species diversity (Exhibit 9, p.20). Slm11ar1y,. 
grazing by wild horses (brurnbies) .has severe1~ damaged 
native grass communities on the v1ta1 protect1ve foredune 
complexes of the exposed eastern coast (Exhibit 9, p.21). 

It was asserted that each brurnby might require annually the 
forage from at least one kilometre of dune frontage 
(Exhibit 26, p.24). Clearly, the problem needs further 
study but even if this figure is approximately correct, the 
brumby must be implicated as a destabilizing influence on 
some foredunes and sandb10ws, together with other agents of 
disturbance such as unwise camp placement, and constant 
foot and vehicular traffic. 

Even before Europeans carne to Fraser Island, the 
'plant communities would not have been static and 
unchanging. They would have accommodated themselves at 
differing rates and in differing ways to many influences, 
from slow evolutionary development over many millenia and 
climatic changes over several centuries, on the one hand, 
to sudden disturbances such as severe fires and cyclones on 
the other. For instance, sandb10ws may be started and 

erbated by cyclones, with the effect of setting back 
plant succession to its initial stage. The plant 

;~~mn,urlities then recolonize the sandblow in a sporadic and 
fashion, at varying rates on different sites, 

overall in a mosaic pattern which is essentially 
~t~t.ec,tive, partly because there are few large uniform 

Further influences, such as insect plagues, disease 
.breaks and changes in grazing pressures by native 

would have altered vegetation patterns, but usually 
specie~ diversity and community vigour were 

on the broad scale and in the long term within 
imits imposed by external environmental factors. 

One possible consequence of recent and contemporary 
manipulation of plant communities on Fraser Island, 

well meant, is that these complex patterns may be 
in such a way as to destabilize delicately 

ecosystems. An extreme example of this process is 
tab1ishment of plantations of one exotic or native 

which some ecologists allege are susceptible to 
at unnaturally rapid rates by disease, insects, 

other agents. Similarly, an extensive sandmining 
bares large contiguous blocks of land in a short 

back the plant successions to their initial 
at a greater rate, on a bigger scale and in a more 
manner than would normally occur. One of the aims 

rehabilitation is to accelerate plant 
artificially with fertilizers and by hand 
tree seedlings, in an attempt to confer 

and diversity. 

ion received several submissions about the fauna 
Island. Despite the detailed information in many 
it was c1epr that much remains to be learned. In 
, the past biological isolation of Fraser Island 
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has encouraged the development of distinctive frog and fish 
fauna which are of great scientific interest, and which 
should be studied soon before any environmental changes 
destroy unusual biological features. There was evidence 
that deliberate or accidental alteration of habitat by any 
agencies would hamper or invalidate further studies. The 
following brief notes outline some of the features of the 
terrestrial freshwater and marine fauna. 

Terrestrial fauna 

The Island may be divided into seven broad zones, based on 
a classification of the vegetation (Exhibit 26, p.43; 
Exhibit 29, p.l), and the distribution of 252 terrestrial 
vertebrates in one or more of these zones is given in 
Exhibit 29. 'The vertebrate fauna of Fraser Island is 
relatively poor, although it does include a number of 
species which are rare or of limited distribution' (Exhibit 
29, p.7), such as the ground parrot (listed by the 
International Union for the conservation of Nature as being 
in danger of extinction), the black-breasted quail, a 
skink, and the acid frog fauna. A total of fourteen 
animals deserve special consideration, being either rare or 
at a geographical limit of distribution (Exhibit 26, p.43). 
At least 200 different kinds of birds have been identified 
on Fraser Island and the waters around it. A number of 
these are migratory, spending part of the year in the 
Southern Hemisphere and part in the Northern Hemisphere. 
They include shearwaters, frigate-birds, egrets, 
sand-dotterels, plovers, sandpipers and terns (Exhibit 

220) • 

Fortunately, the house mouse, exotic rat, fox and 
the feral cat are apparently absent; this rather unusual 0 

situation must be maintained if many of the native animals 
are to survive. It is perhaps worth noting that the 
terrestrial vertebrate fauna is probably not very 
distinctive to the average visitor, except for the numerous 
birds, the occasional eastern grey kangaroo, and frequent 

dingoes and brumbies. 

Vegetation damage attributable to grazing by 
brumbies was discussed earlier in this Chapter. Their 
numbers have 'been variously estimated over a range of 2000 
to about 50. It is thought that the number is declining' 
(Exhibit 26, p.24). From time to time their extermination 
or removal have been proposed, but vociferous public 
sympathy (Exhibit 432) seems to have quashed such action. 
Apparently, dingoes prey on young or sick brumbies, and 
perhaps artificial removal of this food source might 
encourage dingoes to prey excessively on the native fauna. 

The invertebrate terrestrial fauna has received 
very little attention. Articles in Exhibit 206 described 
collections and studies made during a short expedition to 
the Island in 1967. Exhibit 422 listed species collected 
from ten localities over two weeks in 1972, and observed 
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that the insect fauna is b 
mainland types, although i~o ably representative of the 

pec1.
'es f'd 0 new genera and twenty . new 

s 0 sp~ ers were collected. -n~ne 

Freshwater fauna 

There was uncontradicted evidence f ... 
freshwater fauna on Fraser Island 0 ~ ve:y d1.st1.nct1.ve 
the unusual physical and chemical' ~h1.Ch l.s.du7 largely to 
lake~, . streams and swamps which f c a~~c~er1.st7cs of the 
(Exh1.b1.ts 223, 273 274 275 314

0rm
d e1.r hab1.tats , , , an 584). 

, Development of the 'Gold Coast' , . 
Coast on the coastal lowlands ('wall ,)nd f Sunsh1.ne 
Qu.eensland and northern New South W um 0 southeastern 

available undisturbed acidi f al~s has rap~dly reduced 
.'.EoLa.;~L Island is one of the f c re~ ~ater hab1.tats. 

habitats of this t ew remha1.n1.~g places with large 
ype. T e ra1.nbow fish 

0(.RhadinOa·bC~~~~~~,o~~~;~s~0~~dreosntrFicted to them, and is 
1 'd ,raser Island The 

ac1. frogs are also found in these wetiand 

n1~Rr~'c~~0~r~nS;~~!~li!~~ ~~~~tivdes of sP7cies which 
The two 1. .an very w1.despread 

. groups do not m1.X because of their 
requ1.rements but if the 'd f 

are changed by disturbances a~1. :eshwa~ers of the 
cal distinct acid frogs do ~otv:~~~~~ek1.ndS the 

., Fraser Island offers the 1 . o~undisturbed acid frog habit:~gest duant1.ty 
supports the bulk f th . s, an 

cooZooZensis and P8e~doph~ ent1.re ~opu~a~ions of 
the isolation of natural ~~: sp. ~Xh1.b1.t 314, p.4). 
safeguard the genetic puritya~fO~her:~~~ ~~;~~~ 

Af~~~ds;~~~e~no~a~~n~!:~i~Mezanotaenia sp. nov.) 
on Fraser Island which' gent' Lake Wabby and Red 
of thO ' 1.S no eworthy because 

1.S genus have not pr . 1 This . . . ev1.OUS y been found south 
7s an 1.nterest1.ng example of a dis' t 

Ul.ST.r1 h,.+ 1.0n- a th . Junc , ~o er 1.~ the presence of the 
(HypseZeotr~s kZunz~ngeri) which i th . 

the Murray-Darling River sy~tem. MO:tOot~~;1.se 
• SouLttLe"nFraser Island are also found along much of 
'0' Queensland, so that unusually valuable 

t on Fraser Island for studies of the 
'~:;1.()n:ship's between the rare and the common s . 

3~.alintharii~ular, Lake wab~y has the ri~~~~~s 
e a es so far exam1.ned and' th 

the least acid (Exhibit 274 p 1'2) 1.ItS e 
chan i 1 f • • s 

'S'eem~ to fh~g C on ¥ s~owly in response to natural 
. omm1.SS1.on to be of considerable 
1.mportance. 

interest to v~sftors are the tortoises 

1 
: Cons1.derable numbers come to the 

c es arr1ve and (Exhibit 9 2' a:e.so tame that they can 
, p. 2; Exh1.b1.t 646, p.3). 
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Marine fauna 

The southern part of the west coast of Fraser Island is 
washed by the shallow shoal-filled waters of southern 
Hervey Bay and the Tin Can Inlet - Great Sandy Strait 
complex. The fringes of these waters support approximately 
11,500 ha of tidal wetland plant communities, such as 
mangroves (Exhibit 264, p.9). There are about 4,000 ha of 
tidal wetlands on Fraser Island alone (Exhibit 454, Table 
3). Detailed information on the various mangrove and 
seagrass communities may be found in these two exhibits. 
Three species of mangroves evidently reach their 
southernmost limit in this area (Exhibit 26, p.22) and the 
presence of a rich mangrove flora on such a coarse 
substrate as sand is of interest. Such areas also support 
a rich fauna, collections at the mouth of Bogimbah creek 
included forty-eight species of molluscs and twenty-seven 
species of crabs, and 2,000 to 6,000 gastropod snails per 
square metre were common (Exhibit 9, p.22). 

It is not surprising, then, that these areas, and 
associated seagrass beds, are important feeding and 
breeding grounds for a wide range of marine fauna. 
Biologically, the most significant part of the estuary 
enclosed by Fraser Island is the part south of the Mary 
River, which has a greater amount of seagrass per unit area 
than any other estuary south of Bowen (Exhibit 264, p.9). 
Such areas are vitally important nursery grounds for marine 
fauna (such as bream, whiting and flathead), for mud crabs 

and for prawns. 
Another animal which is dependent on the seagrass 

beds is the dugong, the only existing species of 
herbivorous mammal that lives exclusively in the sea 
(Exhibit 379, p.2). The International Union for the 
conservation of Nature lists the dugong as vulnerable to 
extinction. 'The northern shallow coastal waters of 
Australia possess by far the largest residual stocks of 
dugongs in the world' (Exhibit 379, p.3), and the Hervey 
Bay _ Great Sandy strait area is an extremely important 
habitat for resident and migratory dugongs (Exhibit 379, 

p. 8) • 

A substantial commercial and amateur fishery for 
scale fishes, and an important commercial fishery for mud 
crabs and prawns, is to be found in the waters west of 
Fraser Island (Exhibit 264, p.4). Most of these fishes and 
crustaceans are estuarine-dependent for at least part of 
their life cycles, so the importance of the wetland and 
marine plant ecosystems is obvious. 

Lastly, a high proportion of visitors to Fraser 
Island camp near the eastern beach and fish the surf 
enthusiastically for tailor, and many other species, at 
various favoured times of the year. These resources of 
fish are an important influence on the temporal and spa 
nature of the recreational activities of Fraser Island, 
their consequent pressures on its natural environment. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

The natural environment of significance, complexit anFraser,I~land is of great 
possesses individual feYt d frag~l~ty. The Island 
importance, such as itsa ure~ ~f great attraction and 
cliffs of Teewah [colour~~lcse dlakes, immense beaches 
rain-forested sand dunes BUan s, ~and~lows and ' 
of ~he presence and impo~tanc; ~~et~~ev~~ab~e,highlighting 
of ~ts natural environment h 1 se ~nd~v~dual features 
the links and interdepend s ou d,not be allowed to obscure 
while, overall, an impres:~~y o~ ~~s many fragile elements 
the broad spectrum of the p nt ? w~lderness gives unity to' 
the Island. ar ~cular natural features of 



CHI\PTER 3 

FRASER ISLAND: 
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes man's activities on Fraser Island.' It 
helps to show 'the origins of the present conflict and 
provides further background for the discussion later in this 

Report. 
Briefly, the considerable Aboriginal population on 

the Island had all but disappeared by the end of the 
nineteenth century. Meanwhile, timber firms at Maryboroug

h 

were tapping the hardwood forest resources, and between 1908 
and 1925 virtually the whole Island was declared a State 
Forest Reserve and brought under the control of the 
Department of Forestry. This remained the position until 
1963 and 1964 when areas along the east coast were excised 
from the State Forest to facilitate the development of 
holiday cottage and tourist facilities; in 1971 and 1973 
further areas were excised in the north of the Island and 
gazetted as a National Park. In 1950 four Dredging Leases 
were granted to a mining syndicate, but little work -- even 
of an exploratory nature -- appears to have been done on 
these (and other leases that had been granted in the 
meantime) until 1956. Extraction of heavy mineral sands 
commenced during December 1971 on state Forest land in the 

southeast of the Island. 
From a variety of sources the commission has prepared 

Table 3.1 which sets out estimates of the areas reserved for 
various purposes, excised as leasehold or freehold tenements, 
or retained by the State of Queensland as vacant crown land. 
Mining leases are not included because, as a comparison of 
Figs 3.1 and 3.3 indicates, these are 'superimposed' over 
areas which, for the most part, are designated as state 

Forest Reserve or Crown land. 

3.2 pre-European settlement 

Evidence was placed before the Commission suggesting that 
Fraser Island has a cultural historY stretching back from 
ethnographic present, through its historically recorded past 
into truly pre_historiC time (Exhibit 543, p.4). For 
example, during a very brief visit an experienced 
ethno_archaeologist discovered two stone axes and two large 
core scrapers at middens beside low coastal dunes five mileS 
south of Indian Head; these implements originated on the 
mainland where tools fashioned in similar ways have, at 
central sites, been dated at between 18,000 and 22,000 
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before the present ( d before the present (~ ge ground axes) and u to 
The numerous large ,~~e scrapers) (Exhibit

P 
543 3~~LOgO_ years 

m
2 

__ alon m1. ens -- some of wh' ' pp.3-4). 
suggest th~tt~~e;oredune area of the eas~c~oextend over 1,400 
popu~ation on Fra:e;a~~latdtimes, a consider:~iea~g e~s~where 
deta1.1ed expert ex ' ~n. It seems how or1.g1.nal 
middens (heaps of :~1.n~t7on has been m~de o~v:r, that no 
which unless dist or1.g1.nal food remains t ny of the 
that the commissi~~bed, are stratified ch;on~~ls,and weapons, 
short-term or 1 cannot form a view as og1.cally) so 
involved Thusong-term fluctuations in th~O the seasonal, 
1905 the;e were' o~~st~n considered (Exhibit ~~~ers of people 
Island compared w't~ 2wenty Aboriginals rema' " p.5) that in 1. ,000 to 3 000 fift 1.n1.ng on the , y years previously. 

TABLE 3.1: AREAS ON FRASER ISLA 
OTHER TENURES (EXCLUg~N~ELD AS RESERVES MINING LEASES) 

OR 

(hectares) 

mean high-hlater mark 

Forest Reserve 
"a'c~()ll"l Park 

Valley ~ownship R 
:uz,or,q To h' eserve wns t.P Reserve 
'i,,;tlarmam' s Camp Reserve 

Reserve 
Official Reserves 

Reserve 
~p'n~ .. n_on-urban freehold allotm 

a
ll,ot:nt"W,no non-urban leasehold ents 

ts 
land: strip be'tween Happy 

Eurong 
Eurong to Sandy C . , ape 
1.s~ands off west coast 

118,200 
33,640 

253 
282 

16 
1 
1 

259 
383 

161 

1,440 
7,869 

213 

Sub-total 

mean h' h d ~g an ZOhl-hlater 

coast of Fraser Island 
coast of Fraser Island 

marks 

about 1,100 
about 4,850 

Sub-tota11 

162,718 

5,950 

168,668 
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e may have been 3,000 and 
suggestions thatdt~:~ore the advent o~ white man 

Aboriginals on the Islan nted one per cent of the total 
that this possibly.represe thou ht by an expert wit~e7s. 
Aboriginal populat10n w~~ewithi~ the bounds of p07s1~11~;~. 
(Transcript p.2654) t~ant of the wondunna people 1nd1~:nded 
In contrast, a descen at nO more than half-a-d~zen.ex of the 
(Transcript p.3099) th d but that at certa1n t1m~S 
families lived on th~ IS~~~ diamondcscaled mu~let (L~~a 
ear especially dur1ng a considerable 1nflux 0 

;aigiensis) season, the:e.w~sin the Badyala (or Batyala) 
visitors from ot~er fa:~~~~ded from Burrum River thro~~hsame 
tribe whose terr1tory . t (Transcript p.310 0). ~ d 
Bauple Mountai~ t~ ~~~ki~~~~tance of ceremoni~l' .~~~~al an 
witness emphaS1zethe Island not only for the ~~1 on the 
sacred places on . remainder of the tr1 ~ 

~:~~~;~~ ~~~~~,b~~~;~~e{~~siv:~t~~lt~:l~~~~st~fh~~~S~~~andese 
land' An indicat10n was g d. the relationsh1P of th 

. . 1 rded as sacre , 6 
that are st11 reg a . . discussed in chapter • 
to sandmining operat10ns 1S 

3.3 
Early European contact 

. htin of Fraser Island by .~u:opeans 
The first recorded S1g ~ tain James Cook, sa111ng 
occurred in May 1770 when s~p of what was thought to be a 
northwards up the east coa d Indian Head and Sandy Cape. 
headland or peninsula, n~m~he Island in July 1802.when rt 
Europeans first lan~ed to (Matthew Flinders) .and :ts suppo 
parties from Invest~ga ~r e at Sandy Cape collect1ng d 
vessel spent a.day on ~l~~ders' chart s~owed 'Greatiia~h~ 
botanical spec1me~s. f the mainland; it was notsun~y Strait 
peninsula' as par 0 ecorded through Great an 
1840s that voyages weree~arating this Island f~om the ming 
__ the narrow pa:sa~~m: too the name 'Fraser wa~h~olanding 
mainland. By th1~ l~owing the publicity given to r and some 

;~~os~~~:~~~n~s:ur~er t~~~:dO~t~~i~~~nc~~~~: I~a~~36 and the 
of the crew from ~h~r~rFraser. 
eventual rescue 0 

d ears or so, the main European 
For the next hundreth~ exploitation of its hardwood 

'nte-est in the Island was M 1842 Andrew Petrie had 
~ • AS early as ay 
timber resources. 
reported that . 1 

ous on Frazer [s~c 
The blacks are ~ery nu~e~hey.find on it which 
Island; there 1S a.nu e v~r plentiful. The 
they eat, and the f1s~.ar f t~e island are much 
formation and produ~t~~~:t~n Island; the timber 
the same as those o. and alsO the soil; 
is a great deal super10r'Island being quite 

'ne upon Frazer . cypress p1 T Pe tr~e ' s 
splendid (petrie, C.C., am Land 1932, p.268). 
Reminiscences of EarLy Queens , 
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Twenty years later kauri pine logs were being rafted to a 
mill on the Mary River and later to others including those 
of Wilson, Hart and Bartholomew (now known as Wilson, Hart 
and Co. Ltd) and R. M. Hyne and Son which began operations 
in 1865 and 1879, respectively. At first the timber 
operations were concentrated around Woongoolbver Creek on 
the west coast, but, as millers pursued hoop pine, kauri 
and white beech, logging operations were extended to Yidney 
in the east and Woralie and Bowarrady scrubs in the north. 
Blackbutt and tallowwood then attracted the attention of 
the sawmillers; by 1905 these species were being logged in 
the Poyungan and Bogimbah Creek areas, carried on tramlines 
to the west coast at Urang Creek (Exhibit 11), and rafted 
to Maryborough. From 1919 to 1925 McKenzies operated a 
sawmill and jetty at North White Cliffs and a tramline to 
tap nearby stands of timber; for the most part, however, 
timber operations on Fraser Island were confined to felling 
.and rough trimming of logs that were milled in Maryborough. 

Island was also used by fishermen; in 1889, for 
tance, sixteen hectares were set aside in the southwest 
a camping Reserve 'for the use of the Licensees of 
ter Banks'. 

I~~1908 the central portion of Fraser Island was 
a State Forest Reserve (QueensLand Government 
10 October 1908, p.683) and came under th" control 

, ~trl1m1~.~.~a~~~'E '~~ of Forestry. Two"years later this 
~ up an administration centre at Bogimbah 

which was shifted eighteen kilometres south to the 
of Woongoolbver Creek in 1913, then seven kilometres 

to 'Central Station' in Pile Valley on the headwaters 
Woonqo,ol.b,'er Creek in 1920, and then again to Ungowa on 

west coast in 1959. According to Stanton (Exhibit 9, 
, the then Director of Forests drew up a working plan 
the Island in 1922 to provide for 

The liberation, regeneration and fire 
protection of Eucalypt areas; the improvement 
of the Satinay and Brush Box stands by 
ringbarking (of useless trees) and the planting 
of poorly stocked areas with conifers, Hoop and 
Kaur i Pine,. and in the Cypres s areas, 
regeneration treatment, planting of 
under stocked areas with more valuable softwoods 
and fire protection of all treated areas. 

and southern portions of Fraser Island were 
existing State Forest Reserve in 1925 
~vernment Gazette, 23 May 1925, p.2085) making 

approximately 162,163 ha. 

During the period 1961-62 to 1973-74 the annual cut 
averaged 22,097 m3 (Exhibit 287, p.54), the logs 

,aY'a~,~ to sawmills at Maryborough from a number of 
on the west coast south of Moon Point. The 
of hardwood from Fraser Island has been set 

~r'r~.~t·r" Department at approximately 22,500 m3 
p. 8) • 
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3.4 Tourist facilities 

In the early 1930s the.Queensland Government gave 
permissliintoone operator to conduct tours on Fraser 
Is-lancC·(Queens Land Par L. Debates, vol. 236, f963-:'64, 
pp.1879-

80
, 29 November 1963). This firm, The Fraser 

Island Tourist Resort Company, established huts on the 
outer beach to accommodate tourists. No leases were 
entered into under this arrangement but intending tourists 
were required to obtain.a.permit from the Department of 
For.estry. In time a procedure evolved whereby this 
Department issued permits to people seeking temporary 
residence on the Island for holiday camps, fishing weekends 
or other pursuits. Such sites, 'restricted to sixteen 
perches [405 m2]', were not intended 'for permanent 
residential sites or for building for rental'. Given the 
small numberS involved these were regarded as workable and 
satisfactory arrangements. During the 1950s and 1960s, 
however, some permit holders started to sub-let their sites 
while others who had erected 'substantial structures 
without authority' endeavoured to secure firm tenure over 
their sites to protect their assets. Furthermore, the 
Queensland Government waS receiving applications for the 
lease of areas on the east coast of the Island to cater for 

tourists on a commercial basis. 
Senior officers of several Queensland Government 

Departments reviewed this increasingly confused situation 
in 1963 and attempted to resolve it by recommending the 
excision from the state Forest Reserve of 1,975 ha on the 
east coast. This area was n,ade up as follows (Fig. 3.1): 

(hectares) 

129.50 
Happy Valley Township Reserve (320 acres) 

Eurong Township Reserve (720 acres) 

coastal strip, forty chains [805 m] wide 
between HapPY Valley and Eurong (3,840 

acres) 

291. 37 

1,553.99 --
1,974.86 

Commonwealth of Australia 
(lighthouse) 

Island t(ir Pty Ltd 
(formerly Fishermans Cove Pty Ltd) F __ --""'"''''''''''-''''"'-

1 Richards Rent-a-Plane Ply Ltd L 

2 Co~monw9alth of Australia 
(radIO telephone station) R 

3 Richards Rent-a-Plane Ply ltd L 

M Nauta F 

R.J.Bagnell F 

N.P.Jensen L 

L 
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(S~b_~eaChd(FraSer Island) Ply Ltd L 
. ease to Island A" PI 
In August 1974 f f" Ir y Ltd or Ive-year term) 

POint 
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N 

Cathedrals 

Township R 

~~~~..":~:""'~~ ",d Official Purposes R 

R 
National Park Reserve 

b::H1 State Forest Reserve 

c:J Vacant Crown Land 

_ Other major reserves and alienated 
more than 1000m 2 areas 

(R official reserve: F freehold: l leasehold) 

Other m.inor alienated areas 
(mostly mdividual residential s"t ) 
less than 1000m 2 I es 
(F freehold L leasehold) 

o 
I 
o 

1p kilometres 

1'0 miles 

Reserves , vacant Crown land and r a lenated areas on Fraser Island 
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It was thought that this would cater for the 'squatters' if 
a further 23.48 ha were set aside on the western side of the 
Island between Urang and Bogimbah Creeks for them to garage 
their vehicles; it was envisaged that people would boat 
from the mainland, pick up their vehicles and drive across 
the Island to their establishments on the east coast. These 
proposals were announced in the Queensland Legislative 
Assembly by the Minister for Local Government and 
conservation on 29 November 1963. Four days later the 
Member for Maryborough indicated his approval (Queenstand 
Part. Debates, vol. 236, 1963-64, pp.l914-5, 3 December 

1963) and added 
I take it that the Minister's decision to open 
up part of the island for settlement in this way' 
is a clear indication that the Government will 
resist any effortS that may be made by the 
commonwealth Government at a later stage to have 
the island handed over for settlement by 
Nauruans. This is a matter that concerns 
Maryborough people very much as the future of 
the timber industry in that city is dependent on 
the timber resources of Fraser Island. 

It may be that the Happy Valley and Eurong township reserves 
and the proposed garage reserve have never been gazetted but 
(from the boundaries shown on the 1:50,000 Department of 
Forestry map) the township reserves appear to be 
approximately 253 and 282 ha respectively. The excision of 
these 1,975 ha reduced the State Forest Reserve to 

approximately 160,188 ha. 
A year later the Queensland Legislative Assembly 

agreed to the excision of a further 9,429 ha from the Forest 
Reserve. It was explained (Queenstand Part. Debates, vol. 
239, 1964-65, p.1943-4, 1 December 1964) that the Government 
had recently received an application to establish a tourist 
resort on the Island north of the area that had been excised 

late in 1963 
The 23,300 acres [9,429 hal noW proposed for 
excision will, when added to the area already 
made available, provide an area for private 
development on the outer beach in a continuouS 
belt from Eurong township north to Sandy Cape. 

In effect a strip 800 m wide along the northern two-thirdS 
of the east coast of the Island had reverted to the statuS 
of vacant Crown land (Exhibit Ill, p.15). The exception waS 
an area of 809 ha embracing Waddy point and Indian Head 
which was a designated 'Beauty spot' (section 3.5) and thuS 
remained under the control of the Department of Forestry. 
In fact the area excised measures about 7,910 ha so that the 
Forest Reserve was reduced to 152,27

8 
ha. 
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An answer to Assembly on 14 S a question on not' , 
voL: 243, 1966_6;p~e~~~r), ,19~6 (QueensZ~~/'~ t~e Legislative 
reV1ew the situati • 1nd1cates that th' ar . ,D~bates, 
made not only be on along the Island' 1S dec1s1on to 
, t cause Of's eastern b 
1n erested in establ' , numerous inqui ' sea oard was 
'regularise several 7sh1ng tourist enter

r17s 
from persons 

occupation' Th 1 1nstances of nsquattI?r1ses' but also to 
. . e atte ~ng" 0 spec1al leases to ind' ~ problem was handled r unauthorised 

(Queenstand Part D b1v1duals for reside t' by granting 
such leases were' e ates, vol. 243 196~ ~al purposes 
1966: all were fgranted between De~emb - 7, p.539). Six 

or twent f er 1963 d 
located south of th y- our perch [607 2 an September 
clusters at Yidn e Happy Valley townsh' m 1 allotments 
passim). ey Rocks and Poyungan R 1k reserve in two oc s (Exhibit 647 , 

Evidence of 'su . tourist resa stalned interest in 
CGov'elcmnent in 196~t t~n the i~land' encoura ~~e establishment 

of a specIal 1 advert1se for applic~t' the Queensland 
,ironTO Only ease over a 'suitabl 10ns for the 

1969 t~n~ pr~posal was receiv:d
area 

on the ocean 
granted the le~~~1dfBeach (Fraser ISl:~~) t~!s led, on 
3.1) on condit' _oS._45ha north of W y Ltd 10n that the c· - - -- addy._Point 

valued at not 1 ompany effected 
A 'Sam<;:>an-t ' . - es.s than $80 000 ' , now hype, tourist viIi ,.w:I..th.1n·t-hree 

1. 18_8 J..or sev:en_ty-nine ay ?S overn1ght facil't' ag~ was opene.din M 

In addit' l.on, accommodat' . 
caravans was bein lon In cabins so that by mid-197§ developed elsewh' cottages, and 

as follows: there were a f ere on the urther 220 beds 

Happy Valley township 

Eurong township 

Indian H 2.-eau cabins 

Waddy Point cabins 

Yidney cabins 

90 

70 

16 

30 

14 

, then, it seems th on the lsI d at there are b 
s ranging f~~m for o,:,ernight ViSi~0~~ti300 beds 

o--."A~-_ accommodatio~e!~t~~~l~texpensive, se~vi~~~anent 
verage annual -1 -yourself' f' ' no more th occupancy rates a - 1sherman's 

available :~ntwenty per cent over~i~ar( to ~e low --
to th- ce n~ne of the entr prec1se data 

t 
e Inqu1ry) epreneurs c 

hat in 1975 " However th C ,o~cerned 
of six 'h poss1bly 3 600 ' e omm1SS10n 

n1g ts in such acc' pe~ple spent an ommodat10n. 
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Most visitorS to the Orchid Beach resort, which was 
s~ub-let to Island Air~Pty-r:.td~~~~inAugU$t 1974 (Exhibit 647), 
are brought to the Island in light:~_a.ircraft. some of the 
visitors to Happy Valley and Eurong settlements arrive in 
aircraft that land on the beach while others travel from 
Urangan on the mainland to Moon point or Urang Creek by boat 
and then use hired vehicles to take them across to the east 
coast. Th§majority, however, travel to these settlements 
in their own or hired four-wheel drive veli:Lc-les ~Trom-Hle-
southern tip of the Island. The proprietor oftfie~baxge~ 
service which has operated between Inskip point and Hook 
point since 1968 informed the commission (Exhibit 265, 
p.1357) that he had conveyed 8,000 people to the Island in 
1974 and expected to carry 10,000 - 12,000 there in 1975. 
Although some of these people -- perhaps fifteen to twenty~ 
per cent __ then travelled to the formal accommodation 
facilities already described, most brought their own camping 

equipment. 
All visitorS to Fraser Island are required to carry 

a permit, issued free on application, by the Department of 
ForestrY (Exhibit 199). This system really exists, 
according to a former conservator of Forests (Transcript 
pp.2298-30

3
) because there are some people -- such as 

'firebugs' and 'those who would indulge in some undesirable 
practices in the area' -- who must be kept out. These 

permits stipulate 
No camping permitted on State Forest Reserves, 
Timber Reserves, National Parks or Beauty spots 
_ only on ocean beach side of island 

In practice it appears that little control is exercised over 
camping on the Island though employeeS of the Department of 
Forestry attempt to maintain some sort of surveillance over 
the activities of visitors as part of their day-to-day 
duties. The Commission understands that there are no full
time Wardens or RangerS but that three Honorary Rangers have 
been appointed (althOugh these have very limited powers and 
perform a mainly advisory and educational role). The 
COfilffiiss

ion 
saw remains of campsites and some rubbish at 

various points along the eastern beach. 

Evidence before the commission Suggests that the 
majority of campers try to select shaded sites between 
high-water mark and the steep frontal dunes fringing the 
eastern beach. Four main sorts of campers can be 
identified. First, there are small family grouPS which 
visit the Island mainly during school holidayS. second, 
there are memberS of bushwalking clubs who tend to stay in 
the more remote parts of the Island and carry a minimum of 
equipment. Third, there are several organizations running 
three or four day 'safaris' for parties of twenty to thirty 
people. Fourth (and numerically the most significant) 
are fishing parties which spend the entire time on the 
eastern beach. The commission was told that during the 
tailor fishing season (August to october) campsites little 
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more than 100 Indian Head; ~tai~~t stretch from Euron th~s basis that an ~eak of the tailor g north~ards to 
under canvas alon yth~ng from 3,000 to season ~t appears on 
'official' campi g the eastern beach ihO

OO 
people may be 

Valley and E ng places or facilit 7 ere are no 
their campsi~~ong town reserves' ~es outside the Hap beach,accordin~ ~;o~~ ~lmost th~ wh~~~l~e~r~hfree to ch;;se exerc~sed over th ,e~r wh~s. Nor g of the easte 
AS may be imagi de ~~sposal of organ,are a~y controls rn 

. ne In th' -T • l.C or lnor . camps~tes show littl ~s va~ssez-faire ' g~n~c rubbish. 
are surrounded by be ~race of human 0 slt~atJ..on, a few ru b~sh. ccupat~on whil e others 

A further grou the~e are day visit p of people come to cla~med have reach ~rs, the annual numb Fraser Island: 
conveyed by boat t e 10,000 in recent ers of which it was 
-transferred to e 0 Urang Creek or Un years. Most are , x-army tr k gowa on th seeing tour acr uc s, and taken 0 e west coast 

course, come w' ,ass the Island T n a rapid ' 
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The Commission was informed (Exhibit 287, p.39) that there 
is no provision in the Forestry Act, 1959 as amended, 
dealing specifically with Beauty Spots but that 'written 
Departmental policy' is that 

Beauty Spots are areas set apart on permanently 
reserved forest areas so as to preserve their 
recreational and/or scenic value. Such areas 
are set apart for the enjoyment of the public 
and are left in their natural state wherever 
possible. 

It appears that 'Beauty Spots' have been protected for 'many 
years' (although no firm evidence was offered to the 
Commission as to when or how such areas were selected) but 
there is little doubt (Exhibit 472, p.4) that this 
protection stems simply from the responsible, long-sighted 
administrative procedures adopted by thoughtful officers 
within the Department of Forestry. 

National Park 

Section 3.4 it was shown how during 1963 and 1964 a total 
9,885 ha was excised from the Forest Reserve along the 

seaboard. An even larger area, however, was excised 
and 1?73 and gazetted as a National Park. 

Evide~ce was given to the Commission (Exhibit 111, 
that suggestions for the dedication of part of the 

as a National Park were made as early as 1935. The 
;ic)nal Parks Association of Queensland in 1964 requested 

National Park be created covering the northern part 
Island as far south as the northern limit of 

merc1al timber. Then in 1971 a report by the Queensland 
inator-General's Department (Exhibit 111, p.10) 

that about 40,500 ha should be devoted to this 
Later that same year 24,807 ha in the extreme 

were gazetted (Queensland Government Gazette, 4 
1971, pp.1547-8) as a National Park; the 

,trr'Ant of Forestry noted in its 1971-72 Annual Report 
land Parl. Papers, 1972-73, p.1628) that 

This park is of historic and scientific interest 
and contains sand dunes, swamps, freshwater 
lakes and wallum vegetation in an almost 
completely natural state. Vantage points 
overlooking the lakes together with a profusion 
of flowering plants make this park a scenic 
attraction as well as an area of considerable 
interest. It is intended this area will 
ultimately form part of a National Park of some 
100,000 aC,res [40,469 hal. 
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The Commission was informed that the parcel of 
freehold land listed as owned by Fishermans Cove pty Ltd at 
Wathumba Creek (64.75 ha excluding 2.01 ha reserved for 
telegraph purposes) had been the subject of an application 
to Burrum Shire Council for permission to subdivide it into 
425 lots (Exhibit 42). An Environmental Impact Study 
commissioned by the owners recommended that the allotments 
should number no more than 351, that certain boundary 
adjustments should be made which would reduce the area to 
54.63 ha, and that the remaining -- mainly swamp country __ 
should be offered for inclusion in the National Park which 
completely surrounds this lease. The Commission understands 
(Exhibit 170) that the Queensland Conservator of Forests has 
placed this area 'on a list of areas being considered for 
acquisition for National Park purposes but has given it low 
priority'. The Commission has noted a report in the 
AustraLian FinanciaL Review (20 February 1976, p.33) which 
indicated that during the week a sixty-seven hectares site 

Wathumba Creek had been sold for $158,000 to 'a Toowoomba 
inessman t • 

Other non-urban tenures 

Section 3.4 it was noted that six special residential 
(totalling 0.36 hal were granted in the mid-1960s in 

narrow str,ip excised from the Forest Reserve along the 
coast of ~he Island from Happy Valley to Sandy Cape, 
further 15.45 ha were leased to the proprietors of the 
Beach resort. 

In addition, three freehold tenures (0.20 hal and 
leasehold tenures (3.2 hal have since been granted along 
coastal strip for residential purposes (Fig. 3.1) and a 

35.20 ha was leased so that a grassed airstrip could 
t immediately adjacent to the Orchid Beach resort. 

Between 1966 and 1970 three leasehold tenures were 
in respect of some sixty-seven hectares __ 
tely a quarter of their total area -- on Dream and 

Islands which lie off the southwest coast of Fraser 
The Commission was given no evidence about the use 

of these leases. 

in the possible extraction of heavy minerals from 
land dates back at least to 1949 when two 

for Dredging Leases were received by the 
Government. These and two others (now known as 

107), together covering an area of 254 ha, were 
23 May 1950 to Mineral Deposits Syndicate (later 

Deposits Pty Ltd). All four were narrow 
60 to 120 m wide, above mean high-water mark on 
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, 
the east coast. A handful of men began exploratory work the 
following year but no minerals were extracted. Mineral 
Deposits pty Ltd was granted six more leases (now known as 
MLS 108 _ 113) in 1956, most of the 219 ha embraced by 
these were on the eastern beach below mean high-water mark 
but in some instances (e.g. MLS 108 and 109) part of the 
foredune was also included. The Maryborough Mining Warden 
reported that Mineral Deposits Pty Ltd had drilled 296 check 
bores in its leases during 1956. APparently little further 
activity occurred until 1965 when Queensland Titanium Mines 
Pty Ltd took over the ten leases described, from Mineral 
Deposits Pty Ltd as well as ML 120 (48 hal and the part of 
ML 84 (476 hal located on Fraser Island from Titanium Alloy 
Manufacturing Co. Pty Ltd. Queensland Titanium Mines pty 
Ltd __ which by 1965 held twelve leases covering 1,002 ha" 
(Fig. 3.3) __ commenced actual mining on Fraser Island in 
December 1971. So far operations have been confined to MLS 
84, 104 and 105 in the southeast of the Island (Chapter 5). 
Details of the company's Mining Leases and Mining Lease 
APplications are set out in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. 

D M Minerals 
The commission was unable to trace, from the evidence before 
it, the prior holders of all the leases currently held by 
MurphyoreS Incorporated Pty Ltd. Exhibits 63 and 97 
indicate, however, that the applications for MLS 114 - 119 
__ all beach leases -- were transferred to MurphyoreS 
Incorporated pty Ltd from N.S.W. Rutile Mining company Pty 
Ltd in september 1963. It is also clear from Exhibit 76 
that the applications for MLS 93 - 96 inclusive (covering 
8,667 ha), which were made on 1 3une 1966, were the subject 
of considerable negotiation and discussion by several 
Queensland Government Departments before they were 
eventually granted on 15 March 1973. The applications for 
MLS 101 and 102 (Exhibits 74 and 75) -- respectively 686 
and 2,556 ha __ were received by the Maryboroug

h 

Warden on 4 January 1971 and approved, subject to 
in shape, on 23 August 1973. By the latter date, 
MurphyoreS Incorporated Pty Ltd held twelve leases 
12,164 ha (Fig. 3.3), the partnership D M Minerals 
commenced operations on one of these, ML 102, in mid-1975. 

The commission was informed (Exhibit 265, pp.727-9) 
that applications made for three other mineral leases in 
1970 had been abandoned in 1971. TWO, in the extreme nc,rt~ 
of the Island, covered an area of about 1,942 ha and 
contained, according to the Company, 'in the order of one 
hundred million tons of silica sand'. ,The other lease 
application covered the White Lakes system south of 
Creek and was estimated by the Company to contain about 
50,000 tons of rutile and zircon. The three areas 
were entirely within the proposed National Park ( 
subsequent gazettal of which has been discussed in 
3.6). Details of the company's Mining Leases and Mining 
Lease APplications are set out in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 

DM Mineral's ,on"~ >'-_ 

Site of D M M" . (1975) Inerals operations 

Toby's Break D M Mineral" , . s airstrip 
Site of Queensland rt . 
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Mining Lease Applications 
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TABLE 3.2: FRASER ISLAND LEASES GRANTED OR SUBSEQUENTLY TRANSFERRED TO QUEENSLAND TITANIUM MINF,S PTY LTD 
Area gf 
Lease 
(hectares) 

Reserves 

Mining 
Lease 

84 

104 

105 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

106 

107 

120 

Date approved 

8 April 1965 

23 May 1950 

23 May 1950 

24 December 1956 

8 August 1956 

18 December 1956 

18 December 1956 

18 December 1956 

18 December 1956 

23 May 1950 

23 May 1950 

1 MaY 1962 

Term of lease 
(years) 

21 from 1 February 1962 

{
10 from 1 september 1949 
18 from 1 september 1959 

{
10 from 1 september 1949 
18 from 1 september 1959 

{ 
5 from 1 November 1955 

17 from 1 November 1960 

{
lO from 1 
11 from 1 

21 from 1 

21 from 1 

March 1956 
March 1966 

september 1956 
September 1956 

21 from 1 september 1956 

21 from 1 

1 
1 {

lO from 
17 from 

September 1956 

April 1950 
April 1960 

{
10 from 1 April 1950 
17 from 1 April 1960 

21 from 1 March 1962 

476" 

20 

89 

8 

91 

39 

12 

30 

39 

97 

48 

53 

1,002 

Rutile 
(tonnes) 

32,000C 

1 ,"," .. ~ 
50,000 

zircon 
(tonnes ) 

23,000C 

17,000df 

40,0-00 

a Stated on lease documents in acres and rounded here to nearest hectare. 

b Part of 'Mining Lease 84 at Inskip point excluded. c Reserves estimated by firm. These exclude the quantities produced so far (44,292 tonnes of rutile and 
32,793 tonnes of zircon: Exhibit 317, p.51 from Mining Leases 84, 104 and 105. 

d Reserves estimated by firm (Exhibit 317, p.S). e Revised to 14,250 tonnes in letter dated 20 Ja~uary 1976 from Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd to the 

Total twelve 
leases 

secretary, Fraser Island Environmental Inquiry. 
Revised to 11,700 tonnes in letter cited in preceding footnote. 

Mining 
Lease 

Application 

131 

132 

133 

134 

136g 

Total five 
lease 
applications 

TABLE 3.3: APPLICATIONS FOR MINING LEASES ON FRASER ISLAND 
BY QUEENSLAND TITANIUM MINES PTY LTD 

Date of Term 

application sought 
(years) 

15 December 1972 21 

15 December 1972 21 

15 December 1972 21 

15 December 1972 21 

25 May 1973 10 

-- -Area of 
Leasea 

(hectares) 

130 

130 

130 

130 

61 

581 

ReservesD 

Rutile 
(tonnes) 

25,000d 

25,OOOd 

Zircon 
(tonnes) 

22,000e 

22,000e 

a Stated on lease application documents in acres and rounded here to nearest hectare. 

Area to
c be mined 

(hectares) 

69f 

69f 

b 
c 

Information from firm as to reserves available for recovery (Pennycuick, Transcript p.2445). 
Information from firm as to area of ore bodies (69 hectares) and 'area of disturbance' (99 hectares): 

d 

e 
f 
g 

(Pennycuick, Transcript pp.2445-6) . 
Revised to 25,420 tonnes in letter dated 20 January 1976 from Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd to 

The Secretary, Fraser Island Environmental Inquiry. 
Revised to 22,230 tonnes in letter cited in preceding footnote. 
Revised to 85 hectares in letter cited in footnote d. 
Reservation for road only. 

SouX'aes: Exhibits 317, 318, 319. 

'" o 

<II .... 



TABLE 3.4: FRASER ISLAND MINING LEASES GRANTED TO MURPHYORES INCORPORATED PTY LTD 

Reserves 
c 

Term of 
Area $If Area tab 

Mining 
Date of Lease 

Lease be mined 

Lease 
Lease 

(years) 
(hectares) (hectares) 

Rutile Zircon 

(tonnes ) 
(tonnes ) 

95 
15 March 1973 

21 from 1 June 1966 
3,561 348 168,000d 169,000d 

102 
23 August 1973 

21 from 1 september 1973 
2,557 223 90,000d 86,000d 

sub-total. 

6:>11'8 571 258:> 000 
255,000 

(tliJO 'Leases) 

93 
15 March 1973 

21 from 1 June 1966 
881 146 64,000d 49,OOOd 

94 
15 March 1973 

21 from 1 June 1966 
1,845 243 117,000d 133,000d 

96 
15 March 1973 

21 from 1 June 1966 
2,380 135 59,000e 59,000e 

101 
23 August 1973 

21 from 1 september 1973 
687 24 8,000d 9,000d 

114h 4 July 1974 
9 from 1 August 1974 

5 

115
h 4 July 1974 

9 from"l August 1974 
58 l 

116
h 4 July 1974 

9 from 1 August 1974 
58 88 27,000f 51,000f 

117h 4 July 1974 
9 from 1 August 1974 

58 

118
h 4 July 1974 

9 from 1 August 1974 
58 

119h 13 June 1974 
9 from 1 July 1974 

16 

0:> 046 636 275:> 000 
501i> 000 

Sub- total. 
(ten teases) 533,000g 556.000g 

12,164 1,207 

Total twelve 

Stated on lease documents in acres and rounded here to nearest hectare. 
leases 

a 
b 

From information provided by firm in acres and rounded here to nearest hectare. 

c 

From information provided by firm in tons and rounded here to nearest thousand tonnes. 

d Proven reserves. 
probable reserves. 
Inferred ore. 

Mining 
Lease 

Application 

~~nh~h1e reserves and inferred ore. 

TABLE 3.5: 

Date of 

APPLICATIONS FOR MINING LEASES 
BY MURPHYORES INCORPORATED PTY 

Term Area of 

application sought Leasea 

(years) (hectares) 

ON FRASER ISLAND 
LTD 

Reservesb 

Zircon Rutile 
(tonnes) (tonnes) 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

Total five 
lease 

applications 

a Stated on lease a 

29 September 1972 21 198 

29 September 1972 21 364 

29 September 1972 21 1,271 

29 September 1972 21 393 

9 October 1972 21 38 

2,264 

35,000 

28,000 

88,000 

25,000 

9,000 

185,000 

38,000 

33,000 

104,000 

29,000 

10,000 

214,000 

~~~~cation documents in acres and rounded here to nearest hectare. 

Area to 
be minedc 

(hectares) 

99 

77 

227 

105 

14 

522 

b From information provided by firm in tons and rounded here to nearest thousand tonnes. Reserves 
described by firm as 'proven reserves'. 

C From information provided by firm in acres and rounded here to nearest hectare. 

Soupae: As for Table 3.3. 

U1 
IN 
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During the 1950s and 1960s various other mining leases were 
issued on Fraser Island. The relationshiVs, if any, between 
,these and the holdings of the two companies noW operating 
are obscure. It is known, for ,instanoe, that in 1954 two 
Dredging Leases, totalling fifty-seven hectares were granted 
to 'A. J. H. Wight and party' and that this syndicate 
acquired a further six such leases during the next two 
years; in 1956 the Maryborough Mining Warden reported, 
however, that no work had been done on them and he repeated 
this comment in his annual summary for the next several 
years. It is also on record that Crescent Rutile N.L. 
acquired two leases in 1956 and another in 1958. Five 
Dredging Leases were granted to offshore Minerals Pty Ltd 
covering an area between the southern part of the Island and 
the mainland; these were issued on 1 December 1968, for a 
period of ten years but were surrendered on 11 December 1970 

(Exhibit 147). 

3.10 
population and employment 

population 
About 100 people reside permanently on Fraser Island, the 
majority being at or near the townships of Eurong and Happy 
Valley, the tourist resort at Orchid Be~ch, and the forest 
station at Ungowa • It was noted earlier in this chapter 
that several residential freehold and leasehold tenures 
exist along the east coast. But, in addition, there are a 
number of ,shacks, converted buses and similar sub-standard 
'dwellings' at places where no titles appear to have been 
granted: these include the state Forest area south of 
Eurong, at Third creek, at Markwell's Break, and at Hook 
point (Exhibit 177) as well as others at White's Creek, 
south of poyungan Rocks, halfway between poyungan Rocks and 
Corby's Beach, and north of the Wabby Lakes exit (Exhibit 

265, p.l055). 
Neither of the mining companies noW operating 

provide permanent accommodation for the'ir workforces on the 
Island. At the end of each shift Queensland Titanium Mines 
pty Ltd conveys most of its employeeS by road from the 
mining site to Hook point and thence by boat to Inskip 
point. D M Minerals have constructed an airstrip (equipped 
for night flying) at Toby's Break and use this to fly most 
of their employeeS daily to and from Maryboroug

h 
and 

Bay. Barracks have been built on ML 95 to house the 
of administrative ~nd engineering staff who are required to 
live on the Island for about a week at a time (Exhibit 265, 
p.779) and to act as emergency accommodation in the event 
any interruption to air services. The Commission was told 
that a few __ perhaps no more than half-a-doz

en 
-- of the 

men employed by the mining companies had set themselves up 
in some of the shack accommodation described in the n"p,,;()ue 
paragraph. A representative of Queensland Titanium 
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pty Ltd exVlai d ( 
were paid a tr~~ellrranscript Vp·2505-6) o~ the mainland but ng allowance whether ~hat all emvloyees 
w1th a man's fre d the Comvany had no d ~ not they lived 
live. The ma'or7 om of choice as to wh eS1re to interfere 
Mines pty LtdJ re~~y o~ the employees of ere he prefers to 
Shire or in the c~~e 1n the Rainbow Beac~ueensland Titanium 
most of its labou y of Gympie, while D a~ea of Widgee 
Burrum Shire r force from the Cit ~ M1nerals draws • y 0 Maryborough and 

Employment 

The Commission est' 
eighty people are ~:ates that, apart f Fraser Island Th' ployed fulltime O~omlsandmining, about 
or sea servic~s 1S figure excZude~ e a most fulltime, on 
mainland process~r wh~ work in establls~Ple who provide air 
Commission's est7ng tlffiber derived from ~~nts on the 
made up as foIL 1mate, derived from a mb

e 
Island •• The ows: nu er of sources, is 

Forestry activities 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

logging contractor and employees 

mi,lls' logging overseer 

D~partment of Forestry employees 

Tourist activities 

(i) 

(ii) 

Orchid B h eac , Happy Valley 
other and Eurong 

operators (trans 
contractors, etc) port, camping 

Other activities 

(i) lighthouse keepers 

Total 

14 

1 

16 

41 

6 

2 

80 
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" e o~ any other ?rofit-m~king 
The commiss~on ~s unawar t from those mentioned ~n 

activities on rraser Island ~~:r for exam?le, a??ear~ ~o be 
the ?revious ?aragra?ha ~~g d~irying, livestock ra~s~ng or 
em?loyed in market gar en~ , 
commercial fishing. 

3.11 Summary 
is the contrast 

erge from this cha?ter Island's timber 
The main ?oint to em blishe,d use of rursaeseorf the Island for between the long esta d 
resources and the greatly ~ncreadse d Even ten years ago 

, the last eca e. t of 
other pur?oses dur~~g 'ble and little-known ?ar , , 
this waS a remote, ~naccess~ f two se?arate sandm1n1ng 
Australia; noW it is ~~~ ~~~~~a~ds of fisherm7n andta ~~~ue 
o?erations, the mecca tourists. At least 1n p~r, en 
for increasing ~u~ersfo~hese develo?ment~ and the1r s~~dof 
recency and ra?~d1ty 0 help to expla~n the stren~ 
im?act on the landsca?e maY

d d by the subject of th1s 
feeling that has been engen ere 
Inquiry. 

{ 

4.1 

CHAPTER 4 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FRASER ISLAND 
AND THE NATIONAL ESTATE 

Introduction 

In considering the evidence on the environmental aspects of 
the making of decisions about the export of the minerals of 
Fraser Island, it is necessary for the Cornmission\to make an 
appraisal of the environmental significance of the Island as 
a whole. This is not just because of the existence of a 
SUbstantial body of evidence on this subject. Such a course 
is necessary in order to place sandmining, and decisions on 
the export of its products, in an appropriate context for the 
purposes of this Inquiry. The Commission is not evaluating 
the environmental aspects of sandmining generally, so much as 
the environmental aspects of Commonwealth decisions relating 
to sandmining on this particular Island. An analysis of the 
nature of the environment of the Island, and its 
significance, is a necessary preliminary step in evaluating 
the importance of the effects of sandmining on that 
environment, which is, in turn, a fundamental aspect of 
Commonwealth 'decisions relating to the export of minerals 
extracted fr~ the Island. 

Since it is also clear that the environmental effects 
sandmining on the Island are not confined within the 

cncJllnaaries of the Mining Leases now being worked, an 
isal of the environmental significance of the Island is 
required in reporting 

in respect of all of the environmental aspects of 
the making of decisions by or on behalf of the 
Australian Government in relation to the 
exportation from Australia of 
minerals ••• extracted ••. from Fraser Island 

main purpose of this chapter is to consider the evidence 
the interrelated matters of the environmental significance 
the Island and Fraser Island as part of the National 

The importance of Fraser Island to Australians: 
lts envlronmental slgnlflcance 

I s of Fras 

3, Fraser Island was described in relation to the 
environment, and it was concluded, inter alia, that 
as recently as ten years ago the Island was remote, 
sible, and relatively little known, it now attracts 
ing numbers of visitors, approximating, on an overview 
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of the figures on tourism found in section 3.4, to an annual 
figure of more than 100,000 visitor days. The growing 
importance of the Island to people indicates its increasing 
significance in the human environment, and is a fundamental 
fact in this consideration of the overall environmental 

importance of the Island. 
some explanation is required of this increasing 

social significance of Fraser Island. Having regard to the 
evidence, it is apparent that the Island possesses a series 
of characteristics not only traditionally pleasing to man, 
but which are noW, in the last quarter of the twentieth 
century, of increasing importance. within the relatively 
small compasS of its island setting, there is to be found a 
combination of anticipated features, like panoramas of beach, 
sea and skyline, and characteristics that both surprise and 
delight, such as sudden prospects of perched lakes surrounded 
by forested sandhills and tall rain-forests on steep dunes. 
overall there is a unifying impression of wilderness. 

The evidence indicates that most of Fraser Island, 
other than the sandmined areas and settlements, remains a 
wildernesS in the sense of a wild or uncultivated tract of 
land. This wi14erness is not confined to the existing 
National Park at the northern end of the Island. The 
selective logging which has been taking place on the Island 
since the mid-nineteenth century has not destroyed the 
character of the forested areas as wilderness in the sense 

used here. 
The importance of Fraser Island to Australians 

generally lies not only in its possession of a combination of 
characteristics of increasing importance at this time, but 
also in its juxtaposition with the densely populated east 
coast of Australia and, in particular, o~ Queensland. This 
heightened its value to those medical and other witnesses who 
are aware of the need felt by large numbers of urban dwellers 
in many parts of the world to withdraw occasionally from the 
crowded routine of their everyday lives into such wild, 
undeveloped, and largely unpopulated areas to camp, walk, 
fish and relax. AS it would appear that the need to withdraW 
to such areas is increasing it can be anticipated that the 
use of the Island for this purpose will increase 
substantially. In addition to its special value in this 
sense, the Island, and particularly its eastern coastline, 
increasingly attractive to people sharing the widespread 
desire of many Australians and others to move towards the 
coast and the off-shore islands for some part of their 
leisure time during the course of each year. within 115 km 
of Brisbane tpe only long unbroken beaches flanked by--t:he-" 
essentially undeveloped hinterland sO sought after for 
camping by family groupS and fishermen are those of Fraser 
Island, Moreton Island and cooloola. Like Fraser Island, 
Moreton Island is the subject of sandmining proposals, 

Cooloola is a National park. 
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A number of ' ~ustralians of Fr w1tnesses emphasized ' 
1mpression of W'l~ser Island as wildern the 1m~ortance to 
significance li~ 7rness provides unitye~s. hWh1le the 
rilderness conSi:t~no~omethi~g more compl~x~ eEIslan~, its 
and, however ' any w1ld or unc It' ssent1ally a 

Island, howev~run7form its vegetation ~ d1rated tract of ' 
of natural feat~r~s a wilderness posses~i . andscape. Fraser 
concentrate excl ~,vegetation and land ng a great variety 
wilderness is toU~1VelY on the importancscape forms. To 
their relationsh' gnore, for example it

e 
of Fraser Island as 

perched lakes f~P ~~th the surrounding ~ p~rched lakes and 
dunes, provid~ an r e most part surround:~ scape. These 
dunes beyond wh' hunusual variety of 0 by wooded sand 
above the for t1Cd' in turn, lead the pen prospects to the 

d es e canopy , eye to the 
san dunes surround db' Th1s lakeland 1 d open horizon 
well as by the abs e y the sea, surprise an s~ape, set in 
mountainsides Wh,e~ce of certain featur s by 1tS variety as 
with lakes. ~ere1C are frequently foun~s~ s~ch as rocky 
nor plains but b the lakes are fringed 7

n 
Juxtaposition 

general pattern o~ ~andhills, variously ~~~th~r by mountains 
across the Island inu~::p~~nning southeast i~ ~o;!~hin a se to the pr " west 

Furthermore th eVal.l1ng winds 
not at all uniform' e natural landsca e . 
of dunes contormin' Its complexity withIn of the Island is 
appreciated from t~ to th~ prevailing winds an overall pattern 
panoramas of 'f e summ1ts of high d can best be 

ints like ~o~ests, heaths and sea unes. Immense 
pLac"es, as wel~ ::l~~~ Lookout and oc~:~ ~~o~~en from high S1tO~ can also obse m thhe ~opular eastern b uth· From these 

l1ne k rve or1zontal' eac , the , s y and sea. v1stas of beach and 

, Fraser Island pos t~es, unified by an sesses a series of intrin . 
, taken sep t overall impressi ' S1C 

PF'ecll:~st~n~ wi~:av:!le~~ ;~g~=~~~~ ~~veo~r~~i~~~~:~~~ss, 
rtant as t~:elblecodmi~g increasingly :~~Ying,tastes and 
ipl' s an 1S to s. ract1ve 

lnes, its attracti pec~alists in a v ~ 
enjoyed exclusivelYo~; are by no means con~f~:~YtOf 

pe 'd location close t~n~hsmall elite. Its 0 
r10 when compa bl e populous east 

scarcer and in ' ra e places are be co ' ern seaboard 
growing importan1nc~easing demand, is a

m1n
? at the same 

to the e"iden~: or Australians gener:~Jor fact,?r in 
t signif' ~ Fraser Island i' ly. Hav1ng 

f 
1cance 1n th h n 1tS natural 

or leisure and e uman or social ' state is 
Its importance ~~c~~ation in the wides~n~~ronment as a 

ex:c"e,jed only by its Si9~iif~~~~= generation i~S~i~!l~h~; 
in ~th:~twithstanding its ~~fe~~~~~e generations 

f 
respects, Fraser I 1 1C value and 

or people M s and is si 'f' 
to the Ing " r David Yencken h gn1 1cant 

N 

U1ry was Ch ' , w 0 when h 
ational Estat ' a1rman of the Int' e ~ave 

Commission e, and 1S now Chairman er1m Comm1ttee 
of the four' o;asf,of the opinion that OFf the Australian 

lus,tr'al' 1ve most' t raser Island 
1a worthy of co 1n ere sting and ' , nservation (Tran . unlque areas scr1pt p. 2391). 
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Thes-c-ientU-ic -s-ignif-ic-anc-e -o-f- Fra-s-er- Ts-l-and 

Notwithstanding the importance of Fraser Island in the social 
or human environment, its environmental significance in 
scientific terms is of great intrinsic importance and is by 
no means unrelated to its importance in the social or human 
environment. The scientific significance of the Island is an 
aspect of its importance to the present community and future 
generations. Furthermore, an awareness of the scientific 
importance of particular aspects of the Island need not be 
separated from an appreciation of those of its qualities 
which make it increasingly popular for people generally. 
Indeed, it is clear from the evidence of a number of 
witnesses that a knowledge of and interest in the features of 
the Island which are of scientific significance can 
frequently be linked with, or lead to, a heightened 
appreciation of their aesthetic value. Illuminating evidence 
on this point was given by an eminent limnolog

ist 
who dwelt 

on the interaction between his aesthetic appreciation of 
lakes and his scientific studies of them. His detailed 
technical knowledge of lakes, and the forms of life in them, 
had obviously intensified his aesthetic appreciation both of 
the Fraser Island lakes and the landscape in which they are 
set (Transcript pp.283-6). The scientific significance of 
the Island's perched lakes lies essentially in their rarity 
in such a setting, located as they are, for the most part, in 
sand dunes high above sea level, while their aesthetiC merit 
flows partly from this and partly from their relationship 
with the other components of the Fraser Island landscape. 
Scientific and aesthetiC considerations are interwoven. The 
Island's landscape components are not fortuitous or haphazard 
arrangements of sand dunes, streams, forests and heathlands, 
while the aesthetiC potential of the lakes themselves is 
determined, among other things, by the shape and nature of 
the sand surfaces on which they are located. An appreciation 
of the scientific reasons behind the development of the 
natural environment of the Island heightens, for many, an 
appreciation of its aesthetiC qualities. 

Just as its importance in the human environment is 
due to a variety of factors, the scientific significance of 
the Island to the present community and future generations 
Australians, and the world, does not depend exclusively on 
anyone feature. Its scientific importance flows, inter 
alia, from its being the largest sand island in the world 
its possession of the greatest known number of perched lakes 
as well as of distinct and independent dune systems found 
anywhere in the world. The significance of its perched 
lies not only in their rarity, but also in their unusual 
oligotrophic nature, that is to say, in their combination 
low biological productivity and excellent oxygenation. Its 
dune types are of widely differing ages. They contain 
information on climatic and sea level changeS through the 
ages, as well as throwing light on the details of dune 

formation and destruction. 
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Furthermor led to the d e, the Island's b' , 
resemblance ~~e!~pment of rain_fore~~!o~~ca~ isolation has 
some species at tOS7 on the adjacent m ,ear~ng little 
limits of distrib~~~r north7rn, and ot~~~!and, an~ contain-ing 
together with such s~n. 'f~hlS same biOl09ic:i I

h
e1r ~outhern, 

the lakes, wetland ec~ 1C factors as th ,~01at10n, 
a distinctive fres~ and streams, has led ~ a~~d~c waters of water fauna. 0 e appearance of 

Fraser Island populated prior to was, at least season 
remains of abo ' , European settlement' ally, heavily 
the eastern co~~f~~~l cul~ure are appar~~tt~e area, ,and the 
number of other si e, wh~le there are ind,~n ~he m1ddens of 
archaeological Sig~~;i~ay have anthroPolog~~:i10ns that a 

any definiti ance. Though it is and 
in these ve assessment of the ,premature to 

respects it ' slgnifica 
pres

7
rved, they will'b lS possible that if th

nce 
of,the 

scoverles e a source of ' ese sltes • lmportant 

,Though not attra t' lS a habitat f c lng an immense ran 
a time when the h ~: at least twenty-two g7 of birds, the 
east coast of A a 1tats of these birds mlgratory birds 

habitat is the fustralia (Section 2 4) are d~minishing on 
re ore somewhat enhanc~d.· Its lmportance as 

Looking at the e ' usly dispqted b vldence as a whole ' 
environment 1 y,any witness that F ' lt was not 

ities of its a tSlgnificance in resp~~~er Island is of 
is rel~~e~r~; 7~viron~ent. Its s~fe~~~f~cientific 

environment 1 s soclal significance ' lC • ln terms of 

The Australian Heritage _ Commission Aat 1975 

:rna_xl_ng its appraisal f sland as a wh 1 0 the environment 1 ' 
Island is o~ e, ,the Commission has a s~gnificance of 

eVideconcmmeun!~y an~ai~~u~~v~~~~::~I~l Si~~~~~~~~~et~~tthe 
e Island is d ns. Havlng re d 

conservation in 'tun oubtedly a place e ' gar to 
nation as a whole 1 s natural state for tmhlnentlY, . e beneflt 

This appraisal of the eV'd significance of th1 ence relating to the 
to make " e Island h 1 of be in a Flndlng that the WhOl!S a so led the 

to the p~o~~c~rded as part of the N~!,Fraser Island 
Aat 1975 sFlons of the Australian Hlo~al Estate 

th • or the p er'&tage 
at (Sub-section 4. (l))Poses of that Act, it is 
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the national estate consists o£ those places, 
being components o£ the natural environment o£ 
Australia or the cultural environment o£ 
Australia, that have aesthetiC, historic, 
scientific or social significance or other 
special value for future generations as well as 
for the present community. 

While this Finding flowS naturally from the broad scope of 
the wordS of the Direction establishing the Inquiry -
requiring the commission to consider aZZ of the environmental 
aspects of this matter __ such Findings are also envisaged by 
the AustraZian Heritage commission Act, the statute dealing 
specifically with the National Estate. Sub-section 25. (1) of 
that Act contemplates that a commission conducting an Inquiry 
under section 11 of the Environment protection (Impact of 
proposaZ

s
) Act (as this Inquiry has been conducted) even 

though not appointed specificallY for the purposes of 
considering matters relating to the National Estate, may make 
a finding (and a recommendation) that a place be recorded as 

part of the National Estate. 
The AustraZian Heritage Commission Act deals with the 

definition, identification, recording and conservation of the 
National Estate. It provides, inter aZia, for the making of 
a Register listing places recorded as part of the National 
Estate. Some of the effects of the listing of a place in the 
Register should be mentioned. It facilitates the taking of 
action, and the incurring of expenditure, by the Commonwealth 
Government with a view to conserving, improving and 
presenting that place as part of the National Estate. 
subject to certain provisos, it also imposes a duty (under 
section 30) on the Commonwealth Government and its statutory 

authorities not to take 
any action that adversely affects, as part of 
national estate, a place that is in the Register 

Although listing a place in this Register enables 
Commonwealth Government, within the scope of its 
constitutional powers, to facilitate the conservation and 
management of that place, it does not vest any proprietary 
rights in the Australian Heritage commission or the 
commonwealth Government. Listing does not deprive any 
landowner of his property in a place entered in the Reg 
Essentially, listing gives the commonwealth Government 
certain rights and duties to be exercised in carrying out 

normal constitutional functions. 
Listing a place in the Register is consistent wi 

but not the same as, giving that place the status of a 
national park. Normally, a terrestrial national park is 
created by dedicating or reserving the lands in question 
such a purpose. However, registration as part of the 
National Estate does not involve dedication or res

erva 

lands. 
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To the extent th sub-section th at is possibl ' 
criteria which ets~atu~ory definition

e w~t~in a single 
a place as part oa en ~ndividually or prov~des a range of 
The 7riteria rela!et~e National EstateC(~l~:tive~y, identify 
spec1al value for 0 aspects of sign'f'U sect~on 4. (1» 
specifically identl~7sent ~nd future g~ ~can7e or other • 
and social aspects ~ed be~ng aestheti~nehr~t10ns; those • ' 1storic, scientific 

Fraser Island i tate criteria 
National EstateS worthy of being recor 
th7 na~ural envi~~~:use it is a place e~~ as ,part of the sc~ent~fic and socia~nt,of,A~stralia thatC~ ~s a component of 

4.4 Fraser Island and the National Es 

generations s1gn~f~cance and s ~s aesthetic 
straZian Herit as well as for the pec1al value fo; 

.(1) and Sectio~g~5fommission Act, s~~:sent,community 
the social signif" In Section 4 2 thsect10ns 4. (1), , ~cance of F • e evidenc 
evid ~n the Australian h raser Island and it e relating 

, ence on its s' "uman environm s ~s unnecessary to c~ent~f1c significan ent, as well as 
se sections excePtr~peat here the matt~e, was assessed. 

Island is of 0 emphasize that ~s dealt with in 
possession of great social significa

a 
ove all else, 

q I
, , a comb in t' nce by v' t ua ~t~es, in in ,a ~on of nat ~r ue both .se'wt,el'~ and its creas~ng demand in ural features and 

coast of ~ust~:~rraPhic~l position f~strali~ and 
the,greater to fut~~ Th~s Significancer~lat70n to the ~s conserved in ,~ generations in th s l~kely to be 

;ex'es~ The emphasis~o~ ~~tural state inet~:entt~hat the 
not intend e social si " na 10nal 

by itself ed to diminish its g~~f~cance of the 
f ' would just'f sc~entific ' 

o the Island on th 1 y ~- or, indeed ~~portance e Reg~ster of the ' r7qu~re -- the 
The evidence on th Nat~onal Estate. 

was of two kind e aesthetic signifi ~erception of ~he One related to the ~ance,of the w~tnesses Th Island, or part' mmed~ate 
ional 'vaiue o~ ~ther concentrated~~~l~~ features of 

, such as Sidney ~~~:~ Island for certai~ 
special percept' and P~trick White artists and 
would ~ons of ~ts ' who 

ional o~o~u~~fma~lY b7 r7gar~:~t~:tic qualities in 
y escr~pt~ve of ' 

The first k' ~ts landscape ~nd of 'd • 
attached to the' ev~ ence dealt wit ' 

gained from t~~tPercePtion of its qe i~~,~mportance ~~an.ce is thus perception. The a ~ ~es and the 
and impo~~~~~!Yirelated to itsI:;~~~~s aesthetic 

t~~:s~ ~he signific~n~~eo~u~an 7nvironment In 
in i~~dence before the Co P7c1~1 value of the 

~"Q~LV s ~ossession of Ian mm~ss~on, lies 
~~'~r'~tivP.el,el"as~ng to man which ~~~a~e characteristics 

unusual way. The ere found combined 
the wilderness refProspects across the 

uges on the sand dunes 

\ 
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surrounding them constitute an unusual restatement of a 
well-known theme of lakeland landscape, on this occasion, not 
in a conventional mountain setting, but on an island 
possessing a variety of other landscape characteristics which 
are also partly familiar and partly unusual. Immense 
horizontal vistas of beach, sea and sky are to be enjoyed not 
only from the shoreline and the foredunes, but on a grander 
scale from the huge steep dunes of the interior of the 
Island. overall is the unifying impression of wilderness, 
not of a wildernesS which is uniform, but one possessing 
great variety, and ranging from rain-forests to heathlands, 
growing on a landscape containing natural features widely 
regarded as of considerable beauty, such as the perched 
lakes, the cliffs of coloured sand, watercourses like Eli 

Creek, and vast sandblows. 
The second kind of evidence relating to the aesthetic 

significance of the Island dealt with its inspirational 
qualities. The poet Judith Wright-McKinney, herself a member 
of the committee of Inquiry into the National Estate, gave 
evidence concerning its influence on works of artists and 
writers such as sidney Nolan and Patrick White (Transcript 
p.397). Her evidence indicates the significance of the . 
Island as part of the 'cultural environment of Australia' as 
well as a component of its natural environment (Austratian 
Heritage Commission Aat, sub-section 4.(1». The National 
Estate, as described in the Act, consists of places that are 
components of the Australian cultural environment, as well as 
those that are part of the natural environment. The 
'cultural environment' is not confined by the Act to the 
built environment. In a letter written in Septmember 1975 
and exhibited at the Inquiry (Exhibit 477) Nobel Laureate 
patrick White indicated that he had just completed a novel 
based on the story of Eliza Fraser who, with her husband 
James, landed on the Island which now bears their name after 
being shipwrecked in 1836. After the killing of her husband, 
it is generally thought that Mrs Fraser lived with the 
Aboriginals until she was finally rescued by an ex-convict 
who had lived amongst them for some years (Exhibit 291). 
Patrick White has, of course, already used Fraser Island 
source of inspiration in his novel The Eye of the Storm. 

4.5 

The development of the concept of the National Estate in 
Australia is linked in practice with the emergence of 
international environmental obligations. In recent years 
there has been increasing concern felt by people in many 
parts of the world that the pressures of population growth 
and economic development on the natural environment re,otliI 
fresh initiatives to identify and conserve places of 
value and significance. The General Conference of the uni 
Nations Educational, scientific, and cultural organisation 
at its meeting in Paris in October and November 1972, 
considered this problem in detail, and adopted the Co~"o"~1 
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for the Proteat' Heritage A ~on,of the Wortd Cutt 1972 ' ustrall.a signed th' urat,and Naturat 
• Its preamble notes l.S Convent~on on 23 November 

tha~ the cultural herit herl.tage are increa' age and the natural 
destruction not lSl.ngly threatened with 
decay, but also ~n y by ~raditional causes of 
conditions which ~gChangl.ng social and econo ' ~ven more formidabl~r~~ate the situation Wit~l.C 
estruction. enomena of damage or 

~hte Convention declares in ~ Article 4 that each State party to 

7ecognises that the d l.dentification uty of ensuring the 
presentation ~dPrtotection, conservation 

g
en' ransmissio t ' eratl.ons of th n 0 future 

heritage .•• situat~dc~lt~ral and natural 
primarily to that Sta~e~ts territory, belongs 

, For the purposes of th l.tage' is defined in Art' le Convention, 'natural 
1C e 2.as 

n~tural features co ' , bl.ological formatio~sl.stl.ng of physical and 
fOlmations, which ar! or groups of such 
v~ ue from the aesthet~~ outst~nding universal 
Vl.ew; geological and 0 7 sCl.entific point of 
~~d pre

7
isely delineat~~ysl.OgraPh~Cal formations 

e habl.tat of threatenedareaS,whl.Ch constitute 
pl~nts of outstanding uni specl.es of animals and 
pOl.nt of view of sc' versal value from th 
natural sites or l.e~ce or conservation' e 
ar~as of outstandi~~C~~~lY delineated natural 
pOl.nt of view of sci l.versal value from the 
beauty. ence, conservation or t na ural 

In 1973 the Austr l' the spirit of th a l.an Government act d ' 
'EbY apPointi~gc~~~e~;~~ttWhiCh it h~d ~~e~C~~~d~~~e 
3~i)te'swhose Report was e~i~ftI~quiry into the 

at this ~~~~~~ym~~~~:i~fnthat c~mm~~t~~eai~~ui~~e 
LX:Lc,ancp of Fraser Island I 9 the environmental 9 

set out the C • ~ an Appendix to it 
in rel~tion to t~:v~~~~~~v!~.fUll, emphas~zf~~of~~ 

comml.ttee recorded (EXhibi~o~oOf the National 
Th 1, pp.251-2) that 

e convention places . any country which b l.mportant obligations on 
Australia, once it ~~~~e~ a party to it. 
~~v~ha str~ng obligatio~l.~~ ;he convention, will 
worldeHNa~l.onal Estate which ~~yse~ve those parts 

erl.tage. We re e regarded as 
~he highest Significan;ar~ the convention as of 
state policy. e or Australian National 
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Australia lodged its instrument of ratification of the 
convention on 22 August 1974 and, in the following year, the 
commonwealth parliament passed the Austratian Heritage 
commission Act, dealing with the identification and 
protection of the National Estate. The provisions of that 
Act are in harmony with the convention, which requires 
national action in the protection of the cultural and natural 
heritage (Article 4). Following the lodgment of sufficient 
instruments of ratification in accordance with Article 33, 
the Convention finally came into force on 17 December 1975. 

Another treaty of relevance to the subject matter of 
this Inquiry containing international environmental 
obligations by which Australia has indicated a willingnesS to 
be bound in the future is the Agreement between the 
Government of Japan and the Government of Austratia for the 
protection of Migratory Birds and Birds in Danger of 
Extinction and their Environment, which was signed in 1974. 
At least twenty-two of the 200 bird sp~cies known to occur on 
the Island are listed in the Annex to the Agreement, which 
lists the birds known to migrate between the two countries. 
The birds listed in the Annex which are found on Fraser 
Island can be ascertained by comparing the Annex (Exhibit 
462) with the systematic List prepared by Vernon and Barry in 
1972 (Exhibit 220). They include shearwaters, frigate-birds, 
egrets, sand-dotterels, plovers, sandpipers and terns. The 

Agreement notes 
that many species of birds migrate between Japan 
and Australia and live seasonally in the 
respective countries and that there are certain 
species of birds which are in danger of 
extinction and also that co-operation between the 
two Governments is essential for the 
of these birds. 

Each Government is required (Article iv.3) to 

encourage the conservation of migratory birds 
birds in danger of extinction 

and (Article vi) 
endeavOur to take appropriate measures to 
preserve and enhance the environment of birds 
protected under the provisions of this 

The recording of Fraser Island as part of the National 
would be an act in the spirit of this treaty, as it would 
encourage the conservation of the habitats of birds mi.gr·at.i: 

between Australia and Japan. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

To place its consider ' decisions relati at~on of the environ Island in their ng to the export of the ~ental aspects of 
it necessary to ~~pr~priate context, them~~er~ls,of Fraser 
the Island as a Wh~~~der th7 environmental ~ s~~~n has found 
the conclusion of the. Hav~ng regard to th ~gn7f~cance of 
g:eat environmental 7 Commission that Frase~ ~v~denc7' it is h~storic, scient'f' ~mportance. It is of s and ~s of 
community, and f~ ~c and social significanaesthetic, 
as being of inter~af~ture generations of A~~ for,the present 
forms part of the N~~~nal environmental sign~~~l~ans, as well 
Austratian Herit ~onal Estate as defi d ,~cance. It 
is worth ,age Commission Act ( ne ~n the 
Is~a~d a~ ~!r~e~~gt~o rec~rded. TheS~~~~~~~ion 4. (1», and sp~r~t of intern ,e Nat~onal Estate is ~n~ of Fraser 
soon likely to b~t~onal environmental Obl~ons7stent with the 
The entry of Fr ~n , Australia, but is n ~gat~ons binding, or 
Estate would bea : er ~sland on the Regist~r a~ end in itself. 
serves as a means io~ntless and sterile ex 0 ,the National 
conservation of th 0 the wider end of encoerc~~e unless it e Island in the n t' urag~ng the a ~onal interest. 



CHAPTER 5 

SANDMINING ON FRASER ISLAND 

5.1 Introduction 

minerals found on Fraser 
This chapter lists t~e hea~y. worldwide distribution and 
Island, brie~ly.outlLn~~etM~~~ng Leases and Mining Lease 
production, LndLcates I 1 nd and summarizes the 
Applications on Fdraser

d 
~nath~ Island. 

sandmining metho s use 

5.2 Heavy minerals and their uses 

, ineral sands' are aptly named 
'Heavy minerals' and he~vy ~ twice that of the silica sand 
as their densities are a mos. heavy minerals mined on 
in which they occur •. Ihe ~~~~on and ilmenite; minor 
Fraser Island are ,:ut~ ~~ leucoxene and monazite. At 
minerals obtained Lnc u

d 
. on are commercially 

present, only rutile an zLr~f ilmenite (including Western 
significant. other sou~ces the east coast product contains 
Austral~a) ar7 pref~rrero~:ssing difficult. 
impuritLes whLch ma e p 

. ilmenite and leucoxene are 
RutL17, 'de of zirconium, and 

while zircon LS an OXL T pical 

titanium 
monazite 
chemical 

oxides, 
is a 

rare earth elements. y 
phosphate of are shown in Table 5.1. 
compositions 

COMPO
SITION AND TITANIUM DIOXIDE CONTENT OF 

TABLE 5.1: 
HEAVY MINERALS 

Mineral 

Rutile 

Ilmenite 

Leucoxene 

Zircon 

Monazite 

Chemical composition 

Ti02 

FeTi03 

altered ilmenite 

zrSi04 

phosphate of rare 
earth elements 

Titanium dioxide 
content (per cent) 

96 

54 

up to 90 

not applicable 

not applicable 
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Leucoxene and monazite make up considerably less than one 
per cent of heavy mineral mixtures and are of little 
practical significance at the present time as far as the 
subject matter of this Inquiry is concerned. It should be 
noted, however, that monazite is slightly radioactive. 

Rutile and ilmenite 

Nearly eighty-five per cent of the rutile and ilmenite 
produced is used as the raw material for the manufacture of 
titanium dioxide pigments. About half of these are used in 
the paint, varnish and lacquer industries and a further 
quarter in the paper-making industry. The remainder is 
used in the manufacture of plastics and ceramics and in 
many other minor applications. Paints using these pigments 
can cover three times more area than those made with a zinc 
sulphide pigment and ten times as much as those using a 
lead-based pigment. The prohibition -- for health reasons 
-- of the latter traditional pigments in paints in most 
countries accelerated the move towards the use of titanium 
dioxide pigments. 

The other fifteen per cent of rutile and ilmenite 
is used to make welding rod coatings and fluxes (such as 
for the oil and natural gas industries) and titanium metal 
which, because it is relatively light and extremely 
corrosion res~stant at high temperatures, is particularly 
suitable for ~odern aircraft and rocket construction. 

'I 
Titanium dioxide pigments can be made either by the 

sulphate or the newer chloride process. The quantity of 
currently being produced by these two methods is 

SlLm'LLi~r, although all the pigment plants built in the 
States since 1959 are based on the chloride process 

has less severe environmental waste problems and 
labour costs. Natural rutile is preferred for the 

ide process while ilmenite can be used in the sulphate 
This trend, which has resulted in the consumption 

proportion of rutile in recent years, may be 
to continue in the foreseeable future. 

As a continuation of this trend would put pressure 
known supplies of rutile, and has apparently already 

to increases in its price, the beneficiation of 
into 'synthetic' rutile as a material for use in 

chloride process has been encouraged. Western Titanium 
Ltd opened a pilot beneficiation plant in Western 

.SLCre"'a in 1968 and subsequently brought a larger plant 
Although output of beneficiated ilmenite 

appears to provide a small part of the total 
into the manufacture of titanium dioxide pigments, 

apparent limitations on the supply of natural rutile 
that much greater emphasis will be placed on the 

ra01nq of ilmenite in future. Thus the price and 
tL.aoLLity of beneficiated ilmenite seems likely to have 

effect on the market for natural rutile in 
run, although this does not seem to have been an 

Ir"~r,~ determinant of the price of rutile to date. 
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zircon 
Zircon is mainly used in foundry sand lfifty-fiv

e 
V
er 

cent), in the manufacture of refractory bricks lfifteen V
er 

cent), and in ceramic glazes leighteen Ver cent). A small 
amount is used in the production of the element zirconium 
for the nuclear power industry. • 

zircon is a stable material at high and low 
temperatures. When used as a foundry sand, it enables the 
production of high quality castings; when used in 
refractory bricks for glass and steel furnaces, it confers 
long life. There are, however, lower quality substitutes 
available for both these applications. 

5.3 Distribution and production of heavy minerals 

Titanium is the ninth commonest element in the earth's 
crust but its ores have not been extensively exploited, 
because of the difficulty of extraction and until recently, 
insufficient demand to encourage the development of the 
necessary technology. Titanium and zirconium ores are 
found extensiv~lY in low concentrations in many hard rocks 
but, as greater concentrations can be found in the easily 
won heavy mineral sands, it is unlikely that hard rock 
deposits will significantly influence the price of rutile 

and zircon for some time. 
World production of heavy minerals relies very 

heavily on Australia which in 1973 produced approximately 
ninety per cent of the non-communist world's rutile, eighty 
per cent of its zircon and twenty-five per cent of its 
ilmenite. Australia has sixty per cent of the entire 
world's reserves of rutile, thirty per cent of its reserves 
of zircon and five per cent of its reserves of ilmenite. 

The largest known deposits .of rutile outside 
Aus.tralia occur in Sierra Leone and Mexico but, although 
these have been known for some time and efforts made to 
develop them, no substantial progress has occurred. On the 
basis of existing information, it seems a reasonable 
assumption that Australia will supply the bulk of the 
world's rutile supplies for many years. The main markets 
to which Australian rutile is exported are the united 
states, Japan and Europe. Very little rutile is used in 

Australia itself. 
The united states has the largest known deposits of 

zircon outsi~e Australia but these depend on the production 
of ilmenite. Large devosits are also believed to exist in 
the Transvaal in South Africa and vrobably also in Sierra 
Leone. Again, on present indications, it seems likely 
Australia will continue to supply the bulk of the world'S 
zircon for some time to come. Between them, the united 
States, Europe and Japan consume ninety Ver cent of the 

non-communist world's zircon. 
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There are m Aus~ralia, such as ~~y la:ge devosits of '1 
AfrLca and Mal ' e UnLted States, can~dmenite outside 
Australia f aysLa. ,Mos~ of the ilmenite :' Ndorwa

y
, South 

whence 't ,or e~vort LS mLned in West Fro uced in 
states. L LS shLvped to Europe J ern Australia from , avan and the United 

. The west coast f Ln rutile as the e 0 Australia is not d~velopment have S~~~i~~ast, but recent exp~~rW~~l endowed 
o rutile there (T b Lcantly increased th a Lon and 
large deposits of a,le 8.7). Western Aust e ~nown reserves 
teething troubl hLgh quality ilmenit ralLa has very 
achieved an an eSi Western Titanium Lt~' ,and despite 
beneficiated i~ua ,production rate of 35

LS 
reported to have 

~ere reported t~e~Lte by 7arly 1975 and '~~O tonnes of 
Llmenite. e plannLng the prod t~ er companies uc Lon of upgraded 

Planet Metals Pt of Australia in th y Ltd explored off t co~stlines would e ho~e that some of th h7 east coast 
eVLdence to su contaLn heavy minerals e anCLent submerged 
be economic inPi~rt ~h7 view that offsh~ but ther7 was no 

e vLcLnity of Fraser I Ire operatLons would 
5.4 sand. 

Prospecting and exploration 

In practice, prospect' has preceded ,Lng or explorat' 
Mining Leases!Pp~cations for, and t~~n !or econo~ic ores 
al~er~ate director Df B. Morrison, legai ~~~.and Lssue of, 
saLd Ln evidenc (0 Que7nsland Titani ,Lcer and 

e TranscrLpt p.846) tha~m MLnes Pty Ltd, 

the history of explorat' 
a continuing task Lon,of course is one of 
at all t' of any mLnin bod' Lmes ••• further res g company to seek 

Les no matterho ou:ces. All ore 
end, and it is onl w good, fLnally come to 
resources or more y,by continuing to find an 
continuit mLnerals, that on more 
companiesr' i~~~m: considerable parteo~a~hhave a 
~ontinual search ~;;.m~st be expended in ~he 

7ases must be taken ~Lneral. Also their 
mfLne these areas and P th

to 
secure a title to 

o when a t l' ~ ese are do ' 
to securecr~:er~~~~ng can take Pla~:, L~na~;~~~e 

some existin b originally g, ut unmined leases on th granted as D d ' ' Fraser I 1 
e provisions of leg,r~ g7ng Leases as early sand 

no suggestion that th LS atLon now repealed as 1950 ey would be mined i ,and there n the near 

In the past ~"'aiiV to have be~ prospecting on Fraser I 1 
s' s to prosp~c~o~:s~~~er ~he provisi~n:n~fappears 
l~~~~ of the Queensland mi~~ner th7 relevant 

1967, the Mining Act 196~ legLslation (The Mi ' as amended and cf. n~ng 

\ 
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cudg
en 

Ruti~e (No.2) V. Cha~k l19751, 49 Australian Law 
Journal Reports 22}. Though there was evidence before the 
commission that in 1973 a decision was made not to renew an 
Authority to prospect on ~raser Island (Exhibit 320), the 
evidence fell short of establishing that all prospecting on 
the Island had ceased for the time being. In any event, 
whether prospecting has ceased for the present or not, the 
Commission cannot aSSume that prospecting will not proceed 
in the future (Mining Act 1968 as amended, sections 10, 12 
and 17), any more than it is entitled to assume that no 
further Mining Leases will be granted. 

Hitherto, after being granted an 'Authority to 
prospect' a company undertook scout drilling in areas 
likely to have heavy minerals. Where there was an 
indication of mineralization, drilling was then undertaken 
in a regular pattern to establish the size and grade of the 
ore body. D M Minerals used hand-carried equipment for 
both its scout and pattern drilling on ~raser Island. The 
use of drilling rigs mounted on vehicles would have 
involved the cutting of an extensive pattern of tracks 
through the vegetation of the Island. However, hand 
drilling has meant that only sparse information has been 
obtained about ore bodies below the ground water-table, 
below indurated layers, or at depths greater than 
twenty-five metres. Little is known, therefore, about the 
relationship between the ground water-table or indurated 

layers and the perched lakes. 
A company discovering an economic ore body within 

the area covered by its Authority to prospect then normally 
applied for a Mining Lease. currently there are ten such 
Mining Lease APplications for areas on ~raser Island. 

5.5 
Mining Leases and Mining Lease APplications 

The mining of heavy minerals on ~raser Island is taking 
place on Mining Leases granted under the provisions of the 
mining legislation of the state of Queensland. The 
commission has no jurisdiction to adjudicate on submissions 
made to it attacking the validity of ~raser Island Mining 
Leases. Nor is it particularlY relevant to the subject 
matter of the Inquiry to describe the steps preceding the 
grant and issue of a Mining Lease. Readers of this Report 
seeking further detail on these matters should turn to the 
Queensland Mining Act 1968 as amended, the Regulations 
issued thereunder, as well as to two recent decisions, 
Cudgen Ruti~e (No.2) V. cha~k (1975), 49 Australian Law 
Journal Reports 22, in the Privy council and Sinc1.air'v. 
Mining Warden at Mar.yborough (1975), 49 Australian Law 
Journal Reports 166, in the High Court of Australia. 

The locations of the Mining Leases (MLs) and Mining 
Lease APplications (MLAS) on Fraser Island are shown in ~ig. 3.3. The twenty-four MLS and ten MLAS can be divided 
into eight groupS as set out in Table 5.2. The methods of 
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mini~g Groups 1 and 2 outl~ne of a th are described ' that section me
p 

od of mining Group ~n,Section 5.6. An 
various grou' rocessing and trans ~s also mentioned in 
summarizes t~! are outlined in Sectlortsrelated to the 
ore. areas of MLs and MLA on .7. Table 5 3 

TABLE 5.2: s and the reserve~ of 

1. 

2. 

3. 

GROUPINGS O~ APPLICATIONS OMINING LEASES AND M N ~RASER ISLAND INING LEASE 

Group 

F,?redune and 
h~nd-dune 
(south) 

High dune 
(mixture) 

Beach (south 
of Indian 
Head) 

Indian Head 
area 

Northern ; 

Northwest of 
Hook Point 

Bogimbah 

Yankee Jack 

,Queensland 
T~tanium M' lues 

Pty Ltd 

MLs 84, 104 
MLA 136 ' 105; 

MLs 108 109 
Ill, 11~, IIi 110, 

MLs 106, 107, 120 

~~~s 131, 132, 133, 

D M Minerals 
(leases held b 

Murphyores I y nco Pty Ltd) 

MLs 95, 102' MLA 
127, 129, 1io s 126, 

MLs 114, 115 116 
118,119 ' ,117, 

ML 94 

MLs 93, 101 

ML 96 

MLA 128 

Group 1 consists f um Mines Pt 0 the MLs on h' 
They compri~eLi~r!~ now op~rating~ ~~~ ~~ee~~land 

The lease ar unes, h~nd-dunes a )acent 
running thrOUge~sthaerme.re1ative1Y f1a~nd,adjacent W1.th occasional 

Group 2 ' ~nc1udes ML 102 ting th on which D M M' " e adjacent ML ~nera1s is 
and r01~i~gar~ety of land-forms 9~i~hnd four MLAs. 

h 
countryside ' steep anc' t 

were mining has predominating in th ~en. 
and Happy Vall commenced. They a1 e southern 
?reeks, inc1u~rnTown~hip Reserves an~o~; surround 
~n1and than g E1~ Creek. The averse ~!llOl,e of th those in Group 1 y penetrate much 

e Beauty St' The leas ' 
Spot at Lake B ,po at Lake Wabb d es ~nc1ude 

Yidney Lake o~m~ngen; tope ML1\s ~oa~ E,,-x:.t,of the 
a1mpst all of £~~g. 3.2). Groups 1 a

V
d

r
2the B~auty 

of Indian H d e eastern coast of ~ n comb~ned ea • "raser Island , 

\ 
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Group 3 comprises beach minin~ le~ses which ~or the 
most part, are between high and lOW-water marks. Some, 
such as ML 108, also include part o~ the dune. The six 
leases south of Poyungan Rocks are owned by Queensland 
Titanium Mines Pty Ltd, the six further north are owned by Murphyores Incorporated Pty Ltd. 

Group 4 consists of four MLs in the vicinity of 
Indian Head and Waddy Point. The Queensland Titanium Mines 
Pty Ltd leases are on the beach Or just above it, while the 
Murphyores Incorporated Pty Ltd lease is further inland and 
covers a mixture of major sand blows and vegetated areas. 
The MLs cover most of the Indian Head _ Waddy POint Beauty Spot (Fig. 3.2). 

Group 6 comprises two MLs OWned by MurphYores 
Incorporated Pty Ltd near the extreme northern end of the 
Island. It is understood that they cover beach, dunes and areas . 

Group 6 comprises a Single ML belonging to 
Murphyores IncorpOrated Pty Ltd northwest of Hook Point. 
It believed that the ore body is located in a lOW-lying 

Group? is a grouP of four Queensland Titanium 
Pty Ltd MLAs near Bogimbah Creek in relatively steep 

undulating fncient dunes on the western side of the 

Group 8 is a MLA by Murphyores Incorporated Pty Ltd 
virtually surrounds Yankee Jack Lake. One arm is 

to a lOw-lying Swamp and the other arm is in high 

The shape of some of the ore bodies detailed in 
showed an open end at the boundary of the ML or 

thus suggesting that they project beyond it. It is 
that there are also separate ore bOdies outside the 

MLs and MLAs but it is uncertain whether any Such 
s will become viable at a later date. 

Many of the leases are within Marine Park Area No. 4 
sland Government Gazette, 30 November 1974, 
-9) and Beach ErOSion Control District No. 16 
land Government Gazette, 30 November 1974, P.1243). 

Marine Park Area and this Beach Erosion Control 
were established on the same day, 28 November 

The WhOle of Fraser Island is a sanctuary for the 
s of the Queensland Fauna Conservation Act, 1952 as (Exhibi t 647) • 

\ I 

\ 
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Methods of mining 

A programme of closer pattern drilling of the known ore 
bodies follows the granting of a lease and facilitates 
detailed planning. This is a continuing operation which 
precedes actual mining operations. The final investigatory 
phase consists of botanical surveys which are undertaken 
either as prescribed by the lease conditions or as decided 

by the company concerned. 

5.6 

There are many sandmining methods but poth the 
,operations on Fraser Island are dredging methods (although 
in one case the dredge is not floating). If"£ne beach 
leases are mined in the future it is likely that a dry 
mining method will be used similar to that currently 
employed at cooloola • These mining techniques will be 
described, but particulars of others, including off-shore 

mining, will be omitted. 
The two dredging methods presently used on Fraser 

Island are very similar in principle but vary considerably 
in detail. That used by Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd 
will be described first followed by that adopted by D M 

MineralS. 

Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd 

This company's operations on the Leases of Group 1, are 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1 (based on Exhibit 574). All 
vegetation up to 'SO chains [1,609 m]' ahead of the dredge 
may be cleared; some is selected for use as 'brushing' iIi ..... 
the rehabilitation process and the remainder is stacked and 
burnt. The topsoil is then bulldozed into stockpiles just' 
beyond the edge of the dredge path. The prescribed depth 
of topsoil to be stockpiled in this way is '6 inches [15 
cm]' unless the topsoil has an economic mineral content. 
It is understood that the Company is stockpiling fifteen 
centimetreS of topsoil except in foredune areas where no 

topsoil has developed. 
The dredge, floating in a freshwater pond, draws a 

mixture of sand and water through a floating pipeline in~o 
a surge bin and thence to a concentrator. The dredge works 
at the toe of the underwater slope of sand; this causes 
the sand above to collapse from time to time into the pond 
and feed the dredgehead. The head can be moved in an arc 
and the whole dredge moved bodily forward -- in effect 
digging out its own flotation pond as it proceeds. The 
company stated that it mined an average of about two 
hectares each week. This method is rather inflexible; 
althOugh the dredging path can be curved, the full height 
of the material must be removed. It is best suited, 
therefore, for working long, wide, straight and uniform ore 

bodies on relatively flat land. 

.0 
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At the concent~ato~ the heavy mine~als a~e 
sepa~ated f~om the sand and wate~, and piped to a cyclone 
sepa~ato~, the tailings being stacked at the ~ea~ of the 
d~edge pond. Much of the ~emaining wate~ is ~emoved f~om 
the heavy mine~als by the cyclone separator and piped back 
to the dredge pond, while the concentrate itself is 
conveyed to a stockpile. The transport and processing of 
the concentrate are discussed in section 5.7. 

The tailings, which tend to be placed in conical 
heaps by the rear stacker, are flattened by bulldozers and 
then profiled to whatever extent is required by the Special 
conditions of the lease or, where these are not explicit, 
to the extent decided by the company. 

The dredge, surge bin, concentrator, power house 
and rear stacker are all floating on the dredge pond 
(unlike the D M Minerals' operation which, therefore. has a 
much smaller dredge pond). Queensland Titanium Mines pty 
Ltd operates very close to the beach and thus requires a 
strengthened embankment on the seaward sid." to prevent a 
break-through either by the sea during a cyclone or by the 
freshwater pond (which is about three metres above 
low-water mark). The natural foredune is strengthened by 
overburden sand being bypassed at the surge bin and placed 
next to it by a side stacker. 

The stockpiled topsoil is then bulldozed over the 
profiled tailings to a depth of fifteen centimetres except 
for the foredune areas which are not topsoiled. The 
rehabilitation methods employed are best described by 
quoting from the evidence given by the Company (Exhibit 317, 

p.14) 
the re-soiled surface is then replanted 
according to type, (a) frontal dune, (b) hind 
dune. Frontal dunes are planted with local 
salt-tolerant species. Firstly grasses and 
creepers, viz., spinifex, pigface, convolvulus 
and dune couch. After planting, a brush 
matting is laid over the area to prevent wind 
erosion during the early establishment period. 
Secondly, tree species such as horsetail oaks 
are planted. Later Banksias and other local 
species are planted as protective cover 
increases. Hind dunes are firstly planted with 
a quick cover crop. viz., hybrid sorghums in 
summer and cereal rye in winter. Light 
plantings have been made of pangola grass and 
rhodes grass in the southern areas to provide 
rapid stabilisation. with these are planted 
seeds of native species collected from ahead of 

the dredge path. 

The commission inspected these procedures on Fraser Island; 
their efficacy will be considered in Chapter 6. 
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D M Minerals 

The operations on ML 102 
describe. Not onl (Group 2) are more d' , 
sideways into POck~tare they more variable __ LffLcUlt to 
have only been s,as well as lengthw they move 
terrain is moreprod~cLng since mid-1975 ays -- but they 

T
't ' varLable th • Moreover th 
L anLum Mines Pt an that mined b ' e y Ltd. y Queensland 

, ' After completin d' , 
LnvestLgations, all 9 r711Lng and botani I 
aheadofJ:he minin vegeta~Lon on the area ca , 

used as mulch gT~peratLon is removed an~obbe,mLned 
On ~t e topsoil is then buIld urL<;,d, burnt 

eep dunes the t ' ozed Lnto 
.~C'~d.~l' t~le dune and partway upOi~OLl is pushed to the 

at dunes th e next one· 

P~:!~~l. It is anticip:t~~PS~!wl could be mo~edon 
e to any 9 t ' ever, that th' , 

Delnrr mined L rea extent in the LS wlll not 
~~~rlL(,a!lv.<;,nr~~~:dc~~1tt!~n: prescrib:r~~:ta~n~resent 

Lme~res]' .shall be ~~~fh of • twel ve inches pped and stockpiled 

The operations of th' . 
5i;~s ~~ih~~~hI~~e diag~:mc~~~~~: ~~; ~~!u~trated in 

does not consid:~dt~S ~ell as those on ltet~~<;'ss, 
~d._t,ass:em'dal~ pond which is ~heO~~!r·f BUlldozers'pus~ssand 

handledr~~g~hwhiCh handles se;er~f ~,cutter-suction 
Wh'l e Queensland Tit' 7

mes 
the amount of 

L st the sump ond' anLum MLnes Pty Ltd 
larger water-bodiesPas L~ relatively small ther 

dredge draws socLated with it Thi e are 
and pip' a sand and wat • s 

the t;:s~t to a rougher mill wh:~es~urry from the 
sluices. the1t ~hen passes to a headr~mm~l screens 

WhiC~rom' abou~s~W~n~~e:~~u~h:iconcentr~t~~n ~~nh:~~tci 
e hea~y mLnerals had bee x per cent. Material 
xcavatLon. th n removed is p the water" e sand remains the umped back 

1S eventually returned re as tailings 
The sand cont ' , to the dredge pond. 

o a~nlng some . 
LS,then transferred t SLX per cent heavy 

'In.er'alLzed sands are reje~t~~e cleaner mill where 
The magnetic fraction and,pumped back to the 

an~ stockpiled at the s~~ maLnly ilmenite -- is 
.~t'Sl'"mLn<;,ral concentrate (L,e; the,ninety-five er 

ts LS also stockPiledm:~~~y rutLle and zirco;) 
~~"L~a,nd y to be transported to 

Where steep d unes have been mi . 
to some extent __ by pI ,ned, dunes may be. 

at the new crest level anda~7ng the,tailings LschargLng the 
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magnetics (mainly iI.menite) 
stockpiled at sIte 

F' 5 2: FloW diagram of 0 M Ig. . 
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+ water 

trammel 
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heavy i 
(6 per 

sand 
(94 per cent) 
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heavy minerals (95 per cent) 
sand (5 per cent) 

DRY MILL 

by rail to Brisbane 
( Maryborough) 

at Brisbane wharf 
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tailings in the direction in which the dune is to be 
reformed. The Commission has not been able to ascertain 
whether this method will, in fact, be used for reforming 
all dunes, but there is no evidence of any other method 
being used at present. The evidence indicates strongly 
that the dunes are not being reshaped to their former 
contours. 

The Commission has little direct oral evidence 
about the rehabilitation methods used by D M Minerals. 
They are mentioned in passing within Exhibit 26, but the 
agronomist employed by the Partnership did not give 
evidence before the Commission. However, with the consent 
of the Partnership, the Commission viewed rehabilitation on 
sites mined by D M Minerals on Fraser Island, and saw that 
rehabilitation appeared to include the following steps: 

(i) the pushing back of previously stockpiled 
topsoil over the reshaped tailings (in two 
operations, with bulldozers); 

(ii) 

(iii) 

the planting and fertilization of a crop of 
sorghum (ryecorn having been planted on the 
oldest mined area); and 

the hand-planting of tree seedlings when 
this cover crop is well established. 

efficacy ~ these methods of rehabilitation will be 
;e,,:anl,·.ne,a in Chapter 6. 

The Commission also viewed D M Minerals' nursery on 
Island in February 1976, and saw that it contained 

ings of Banksia integpifoZia, Banksia aemuZa, brush 
, Leptospepmum Zaevigatum, Casuapina ZittopaZis, Moreton 
ash, satinay, scribbly gum, blackbutt, ironbark and 

infrastructure at the site comprises,a partly 
road to Buff Creek for the transport of materials !. 

ccm(~ent ,other gravelled and sand roads" an 
at Toby's Break used by light aircraft carrying 

, and a pump and pipeline to bring water from Second 
to the 'ponds. Although this has been sometimes __ 

ccurately -- described as a dry-mining method, 
""""le:;s it appears to use large quantities of fresh 

considerably more in fact than the quantities 
by the Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd 

'al:1'Dn In the opinion of a consultant to D M Minerals 
gallons per minute [7,735 litres per minute] would be 

(Exhibit 265, p.654). Theoretically the water is 
around a closed system; the losses probably 

from percolation through the sand surrounding the 
and the ponds in which they are situated, and to a 

extent from evaporation and leakages. 
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Beach Mining 
Beach leases (such as Groups 3 and 4) are normally mined by 
dry-mining methods and it is likely that these would also 
be used to work such leases on ~raser Island. Heavy 
minerals on a beach tend to occur in rich, small, discrete 
leases which, because of the action of the sea, vary over 
time and space. However, they tend to be concentrated 
towards the upper part of the beach near the high-water 
mark close to the toe of the foredune. It seems that the 
richest deposits are found after very rough weather; calmer 
conditions disperse heavy minerals more widely across the 

beach. 
Sand from a relatively short length of beach is 

bulldozed out from a shallow trench, placed into large 
trucks by front-end loaders and transported along the beach 
--sometimes for considerable distances -- to a fixed 
separation and concentration plant. The trucks are 
backloaded with the tailings which are taken along the 
beach and tipped into the trench. If there is an economic 
amount of heavy minerals, another trench is opened up 
beside the first and thus the mining works across the 
beach. The area disturbed at anyone time is relatively 
small, although the movement of equipment near the 
excavation and at the separation plant (if this is located 
close to the beach) interferes to a minor extent with 
tourist and other vehicles travelling along the beach. If 
the beach leases cover part of the foredune there may be a 
temptation to undermine the toe of the foredune, as the 
richest deposits often occur there. 

5.7 Processing and transport 

The operations described in the previous section result in 
the production of a concentrate at or near the mining site. 
This is then transported across or along the Island to 
mainland plants which undertake the main separation of the 
various heavy minerals. The infrastructure required is 
outlined in this section. 

Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd 

AS the mining of MLs 84, 104 and 105 has proceeded 
northwards along the eastern coast of the Island, 
Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd has buil~_l!c_p,itym"n road, 
on flat or gently rolling terrain roughly-parallel to' 'the 
coast along which the concentrate, as well as materials and 
equipment, is trucked south to a stockpile at Hook point, 
barged across to Bullock point on the mainland, and trucked 
twelve kilometres to the Company's dry mill at Rainbow 
Beach. There the constituent heavy minerals are separated 
by gravitational and magnetic processes (these, it is 
understood, have less severe pollution problems than 
chemical processes). The ilmenite is stockpiled near the 
mill and the main saleable minerals -- rutile and zircon -
are moved by truck and rail to warehouses in Brisbane prior 

to export. 
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D M Minerals 

The transport system ' 
complicated Conc t Of D M M2nerals is a • en rate ' little more 
~h7 cleaner mill on ML 1022:C~rucked from the stockpile at 

C~~~~y~~3~~toH~~~g!= !~i~~O~kP~~:dt~~dI~~:~dl~~d:~ff Creek 
Partnership's dry mill ransport it to the by 
not,i~spected by the CO~i=:~YbO~OU9h. This dry mill was 

~o:~m~~~~S:aih!oI=~e ~lant,a~o~ai~~O~r::~~~~lYT~perates in 
passes mainly thro a~ , wh2ch was built by D M M7gravelled 
this __ and the sa~~ undulating country but in ~~:rals, 
airstrip and mine anda~~tgraVelled ~oads between the

east 

runsbt~roUgh steeper coun~;~n t~~ m2~e and workshops --
was u21t by D M M' • e a2rstrip at T b ' 
workforce bet ,2nerals to facilitate th 0 Y s Break 
3 10} ween the Island and th ,e movement of its 

" • Heavy materials and ' e ma2nland (Section 
ma2nland and trucked equ2pment are barged f road across the Island 0 th rom the • n e gravelled 

Other possible sandmining operations 

If Queensland Titanium ~eases at the southern Mines pty Ltd were to mine its beach 
2t would probably mak end of the Island (part of 

.. ~x~sting surfaced roa~ ~~e t of both the beach and i~~oUP 3) 
P02nt. Minin~ of the beachr~nsport concentrate to Hook 
Incorporated rty Ltd further eases owned by Murphyores 
~~Ul~ presumably necessitate ~~~t~ (also part of Group 3) 

e each to a processin 1 ran sport of sand alon 
to a barging point on th~ ~e:~tc~~dtthefn of the concent~ate s 0 the Island 

Mining of the le • 
of Indian Head (those ina~~~u;= ~ndi~n Head or those north 

•~~~:s~;e~:.~coi~ndsiderable transport proble
an 

5 of,Tab~e 5.2) would road would have to be b ~~. It 2S 12kely that a 
through the National par~2 t across the Island, 
all-weather bargin " as there are no g p02nts on the east co t as • 

Mining of the Yanke Hook Point (the leases i~ gack area and that northwest 
probably require a sh troups 6 and 8 of Table 5 2) 

'aI:aE'-loading facilities atO~ufrfoCad linking them to th~ reek. 

Mining of the Bogimb h 
,possibly necessitate aaro:~ea, (G~oup 7 of Table 5.2) 
2ty at Urang Creek Pr 12nk2ng them to a bar in ~t¥ Ltd would Org~niZee~~:ablY, Queensland Titani~ g 
~2m21ar manner to its r transpor~ of concentrate 
Journey would be appre~i:bselntloperat10ns, although the y onger. 
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5.8 Silica and foundry sands 

. ion is to conduct an Inquiry 
The Direction to the commLSS

t f the making of decisions 
into the environmental a~pec ~ °inerals from Fraser Island 
relating to the exportat onlo ~r was not specifically 
now or in the futu:e. The n~~ Ylndependent witnesses as 
limited to heavy mLneraiStalOst~d in the Island suggested 
well as those directly ~ erel other mineral likely to be 
to the Commission that t e on ~l' sand Small quantities 

. t ould be SL Lca. f 
produced for expor w b' extracted from the Island or 
of sand are apparently eLng 
use at a Maryborough foundry. 

, 3 9 D M Minerals in 1971 
As indicated inl~~~~t~~s ;o~ering very large 

abandoned two lease app ,. nd in the north of the 
deposits of high-grade sLILcabsat to be declared a National 
Island, in an area that was a ou 
Park. 

Virtually the whol~ of !~:s~~n~!i~n~a~~n~~sts of 
silica sand but only certaLn ar d even then it is worth 
sufficient quality for export ~~nne Austr~lia at present 
only four or five d?l~arSo~e~ilica ~and to Japan from Cape 
exports large quantLtLes d t north of Fraser Island. 
Flattery on the Queenslan coas 

, , minerals usually involves 
Whereas mLnLng for he~Vy per cent of the sand, 

the extraction of only about w~ ced in the quarried hole, 
leaving the :e~ainder t? belr:~ ~emoving almost all the 
mining for sLILca sand LnrO v, nothing for replacement. 
material from the quarry eavLng 

5.9 Conclusion 

, d sandmining on Fraser Island. 
This chapter has des7r 7be n the natural and human 
The effects of sandmLnLn'!do d' the next four chapters. 
environment will be conSL ere Ln 

CHAPTER 6 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SANDMINING ON 
FRASER ISLAND: THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the Commission assesses the evidence about 
the effects of present, proposed and possible sandmining 
operations on the natural environment of Fraser Island. 
Although, for simplicity and clarity, the effects of 
sandmining on the physical environment, flora and fauna are 
each considered separately, it should be borne in mind that 
ecosystems -- organic communities of plants and animals 
viewed within their physical environments or habitats __ are 
complex and highly integrated systems no part of which can be 
disturbed without affecting each other part in some way and 
to some degree. 

While there was a conflict of evidence on many 
aspects of sandmining above the mean high-water mark on 
Fraser Island, three points were not in dispute. The first 
was that the immediate effect of sandmining is to destroy all 
the existing topography and vegetation in the mined areas. 
The second was that the original vegetation can never be 
restored in tile sense of re-establishing the original number 
and distribut~n of species in their former relationships 
with one another. The third was that it is not practicable, 
and often prohibited by the Special Conditions of the Mining 
Leases, to restore the topography to its former state after 
mining. There is thus common ground both that the existing 
vegetation and topography of such areas will be destroyed by 
mining, and that they will not be restored to their former 
state. 

The subject of the rehabilitation of mined areas, as 
• Ot)Oc" ed to their restoration, did, however, attract 

Rehabilitation, as applied to sandmining on the 
of Australia, is a term in current technical use 

~::~~;~;~~.!~{n.~the reinstating of mined areas by reforming and 
'I dunes. In the context of Fraser Island 

of vegetation can be regarded as being 
when a plant community has reached a state of 

self-sustaining, that is, not requiring any further 
assistance, and with a reasonable representation of the 

structure, species and functions. The structure 
community may be thought of as the relative 

~oport.iolns of trees, shrubs and ground flora, and its 
u~~~~~:~~:t~c~;a~;n~s~b,~e'~exemplified by the complex 
n s in the shading of one species by another, 

role of ground litter in recycling nutrients. A 
)nC)-(~u:lture (that is, a vegetative cover of virtually only 

species, such as sorghum) cannot be regarded as 
sful rehabilitation since it is not self-sustaining in 

of traumatic events such as fire, disease or 
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, used is 'revegetation'. It is 
Another term somet~mes t ndard of rehabilitation 

'b lesser s a 't used herein to descr~ e,a a self-sustaining plant ~ommun~ Y 
which falls short of be~n~tation of structure, spec~e~ and 
with a reasonable rep~ese be described as 'agronom~c 
functions. Revegetat~on can as a cover of sorghum or,a 
success'. A mono-culture, sU~~d as successful revegetat~on 
grass species, c~uld be reg~fch is to be later used ~or 
and may, for a m~ned arealw ing fields, be all that ~s 
residential purposes or p ay 
necessary. 

, in this chapter it is necessa~y to 
From time to t~me 'in Mining Leases and, ~n 

refer to the provis~ons of ~x~~~s ~ontained in them relati~g 
particular, to Spec~al cond~~ese references are nec~ssary ~n 
to environmental mat~ersb fT e the Commission relat~ng to the 
evaluating the mater~al e ~~mining, of which they f~r~ a 
environmental effects of sa y references to the M~n~ng 
part. In makin? t~ese,necess~r ling with such quest~ons of 
Leases the comm~ss~~n ~s no~ eaare in breach of the~r,legal 
law as whether part~cular f~~:Smatters were raised du~~n? the 
obligations as lessees. The onsidered by the Comm~ss~on 
course of the Inquiry~ b~t ~re c 
to be outside its jur~sd~ct~on. 

"'! 6.2 The physical environment 

Generalized effects 
11 changed by sandmining in 

The physical environment is norma tYchanges in the biological 
and consequen t f many different ways, f 11 w The primary effec s 0 

environment inevitably, 0
1 

0 • 'ronment may be listed as: 
sandmining on the phys~ca env~ 

'n macro and micro-topography, ranging "(a) changes ~ 
from gross to subtle 1 

'n local micro-climates due to 
(b) consequ~nt c~ang~s ~ atterns, salt influx a~d 

alterat~ons ~n w~nd ~ from open water-bod~es, 
deposition, ~vap~rat~o~m lants, insolation 
evapo-transp~rat~on fr tPbles and the balance 

d th to water- a 
levels, ep fSf and infiltration1 
between runo 

, f oil profiles, with their 
(c) total eliminat~oln 0 fSwater nutrients and 

established cyc es 0 , 

energy 1 
, stability and permeability 

(d) possible changehs 1nt ilings are replaced1 and 
the substrate w en a 

'", disturbances of hydrological regimes. (e) groSS 

, d ffects should be 
Thes~ ge~~ra~~~~ow~ng sub-sections, 
read1ng e d 'ning on particular effects of san m1 
Fraser Island. 

borne in mind while 
which describe the 
physical environments 
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Beaches and other areas below mean high-water mark 

The beach on the eastern side of the Island south of Indian 
Head would not be severely affected by closely supervised 
beach sandmining,/of the type described in Chapter 5,/assuming 
that only limited areas are disturbed at anyone time, and 
that the replacement of sand keeps pace with the mining. It 
is likely that the benthic (bottom-dwelling) animals would 
recolonize the area fairly quickly. If the layer of loose 
sand overlying the harder organic-rich sandrock is less than 
about one metre deep, and if the latter is disturbed, the 
situation will be quite different because of the release of 
large quantities of organic slimes and fine solid particles 
back onto the beach and into the sea. The effects of this 

-are not known but, at the very least, it is likely that the 
sea would become so polluted locally whilst mining was 
proceeding that the benthic animals would be severely 
affected, and the fish would avoid the area. Some witnesses 
alleged that removal of heavy minerals from the beach would 
change the physical behaviour of the remaining sand particles 
as they adjust to the interrelating forces of waves, winds 
and tides. The evidence before the Commission on this point 
was inconclusive, and, on the whole, did not tend to confirm 
the allegation. 

The greatest danger is that beach mining will go too 
close to the toe of the foredune, and thus undermine it. 

s possibility is a real one, as some of the so-called 
'beach' leasJs include parts of the foredune. 

I 

Foredunes and hind-dunes 

mining, the foredune has an extremely irregular 
micro-topography, as it is an area of natural instability 
where sometimes, and in some places, the dune-building 

:p:ro,cesses are in the ascendency, whilst at other times and 
v~~~,~s the forces tending to break down the dune prevail. 

mining and the commencement of rehabilitation, the 
~c'rE,dl1n,e is usually made more uniform in topography, and 

a dense cover of spinifex. In this case, the 
stability of the coastline will have been improved, 
its topographic variability (and, probably its 
value) will have been diminished. In any case, the 

climatic conditions usually restore some topographic 
~"7<,~ility within a short time, and the dense cover, where 

present, helps to prevent severe sandblows. 

Given the successful rehabilitation of vegetation, 
diminution in ecological variability on mined foredunes 

not very apparent', or important, as the natural plant 
1l~~nI1ties are not particularly diverse. Similarly, changes 

substrate are not very important, as soil development 
natural conditions is only minimal. 
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h in the zone behind the 
The subduing of ~he,i~po~~:p YThe Special Conditions 

foredune is of greater SLgnL ~~aulate that this area be 
of the Mining Leas7s,do nO;n~ou~s and the hind-dunes viewed 
reshaped to its orLg Lnal c I land tended to be much flatter 
by the Commission on FraserTh: many small hillocks and 
after mining than before. before mining disappear, to be 
steep-sided pockets fou~d rather monotonous, topography. 
replaced by ~ently~r~~i:~g'has been largely suppressed, as 
Micro-climatLc varLa,L L ~ty of the plant communities. 
has the consequent dLversL 

d western dunes Seaward and inland steep dunes, an 

, ed as those ancient dunes which 
The seaward dunes are defLn cean. unlike the foredunes they 
are now being eroded by the ~h ~esent coastline, their 
are usually not paralle~ tOb ~ ~aused by factors prevailing 
different alignment havLng ee 
when they were formed. 

d the inland 
Like the foredunes the seaward dunes, a~ 

, the full brunt of the s rong, 
dunes facLng east! ~ear, from the southeast. Any 
salt-laden, prevaL1Lngt~Lnd~over is exploited, and wind 
weakness in the vegeta Lon 
erosion initiated. 

" f he Mining Leases exhibited 
The Special condLt:ons,o dtsteep dunes to be reformed 

in the Inquiry do not permLt mLn~e rees Thus, a dune with 
at an angle steeper than twenty d ~ vertical height from the 
side slopes of thirty degre~s ~n (say) thirty metres will be 
adjacent valley to its ~~~: w~th side slopes of twenty 
reduced to, at bes~, a, f a little less than 
degrees and a vertLcal heLght 0 1 of sand (less about two 
twenty-four metres ~s the sam~r:~t~~edUring mining) has t~ be 
per cent of heavy ffiLnerals ex

d
, ent valley bottoms are raLsed 

d t t he site The a Jac '1 d returne 0 • d the dune crest LS owere , 
some three to five met:es, an Dune reconstruction at a 
relative to their origLna~ lev:;sis permitted by the Special 
lesser slope tha~ twenty egre pondingly greater effects. 
Conditions and wLll have corres 

, ddt ography tends to be 
The result:ng sub ~e. °in addition, the Commission 

featureless and unLnter7~tLngf the reconstructed dunes can 
has observed that,the SL ~~ho even shape, as otherwise it is 
only be replaced Ln a S~Othe' thickness of the replaced 
too difficult to contro 

topsoil. , lt despite the most conscientious 
The fLnal resu " is an even rolling landIS(,~?e 

efforts at dune reconstructLoniativel ste~p dunes of many 
where previously t~ere,were reble pociets and hillocks -- a 

d 'zes wLth Lnnumera , ' 
shapes an, SL This inevitable reductL~n Ln, 
complex mLcro-t~po~r~phy. ill cause the range and dLversLty 
topographic varLabLl:ty w t 'b te much to the interest of 
vegetation types, whLch ~~~ ~~i~ntists, to/be appreciably 
Frase~ ~sland to laymen if the rehabilit~tion of vegetat 
simplLfLed forever, even S' 'lar effects occur when 
ultimate~y aCh~e~eslsluc~e~s~lOp~~LOf less than twenty de,gJre.e 
dunes whLch orLgLna Y a 
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are replaced at flatter angles. Moreover, there is no 
requirement in the Special Conditions of the Mining Leases 
for the replacement of the dunes at all, provided that the 
shape of the tailings conforms with the surrounding areas. 
Hence, if an isolated dune were mined, it could be left 
completely flat like the surrounding areas. 

When the Commission viewed ML 102, some slopes of 
dunes being rehabilitated approached twenty degrees, but the 
majority were much flatter. Both the macro and 
micro-topography had been substantially subdued. 

The soil profile is completely destroyed in the 
mining process. This is much more significant for the 
seaward and the inland dunes than the foredunes, as they have 
more complex soil profiles developed over long periods of 

. time./ The ·significance of this to the plant communities will 
be discussed later in this chapter./ 

No mining has yet taken place on the steep dunes of 
the western side of the Island. These dunes are more 
sheltered from strong easterly winds and high saltloads than 
the eastern dunes, but the comments regarding the physical 
effects of sandmining apply equally to the steep dunes on 
both sides of the Island. 

The effects discussed earlier are those directly 
resulting froF mining. Another major disturbance associated 
with mining is the construction of roads -- particularly 
sealed or gravelled roads.~ By concentrating the water runoff 
Such roads can cause serious gullying, and the burial of 
downslope vegetation as has happened in some places on North 

Island./ During the Commission's inspection of 
samclmj,ning operations on Fraser Island, incipient erosion 

the edges of the Buff Creek road from the Toby's Break 
alr.it:rip to D M Minerals' present mining site was observed~/ 

ffect is unimportant in flat or gently undulating 
such as the area being mined by Queensland Titanium 
Ltd, but becomes important when side slopes are 

~Uj[l~~U~LdL,~e!as is the case with the road mentioned above. 

are a natural feature of Fraser Island, and indeed, 
responsible for its formation (Chapter 2)./ The 

sion viewed two of the larger sandblows, and was 
formed of the interest these areas have to laymen as well 
to scientists. /Sandblows are rarely just a mass of 

diff'er,erltiated sand, and they often demonstrate various 
erosion surfaces, especially in their eroding zone. 

appreciation of the sandblows is heightened by an 
of their geomorphological and ecological 

but they also possess an undeniable fascination to 
'tors. In this respect they are akin to other 
phenomena demonstrating awesome and irresistible 

, such as glaciers. 
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00, • The two large sandblows, inspected by the commission 
were on Mining Leases at Lake Wabby and in the Indian Head 
area. Reputedly only the latter sandblow is mineralized 
(Exhibit 61). Mining would destroy any geomorphological 
evidence inherent in the buried layers, and would impO$e a 

o particularly alien human impression upon some of the most 
untrammelled landscape on Fraser Island. 

If a sandblow is mined, a decision must be taken 
whether to vegetate it or not. If the tailings are 
vegetated, a course probably required by existing Mining 
Leases, all naturalness is lost along the mining path, and 
the rest of the sandblow will no longer behave naturally due 
to interference with its dynamic system. If the tailings are 
not vegetated, they will almost certainly be unnaturally 
unstable (however carefully replaced) because they will no 
longer bear their original relationship to buried soil layers 
which would have served to confer some stability. The 
sandblow is likely to be rejuvenated, and will probably 
overwhelm surrounding vegetation. 

Lakes, streams and swamps 

,The possible environmental effects of sandmining on lakes, 
o streams and swamps may be examined by reference to four 
questions: 

(a) Could sandmining on Fraser Island disturb 
water-tables? 

(b) Could sandmining on Fraser Island change the 
hydrological balance of perched and water-table 
window lakes, creeks and swamps? 

(c) Could sandmining on Fraser Island add substances 
to creeks, lakes and regional and/or perched 
water-tables? 

(d) If so, could these substances significantly 
affect the ecosystems of these water-bodies? 

(a) Could sandmining on Fraser Island disturb 
water-tables? Reference should be made to the earlier 
discussion of the hydrology of Fraser Island in Chapter 2. 
There is no dispute about the presence of regional and 
perched water-tables and aquifers (Fig.2.6) and no dispute 
that water can percolate from the floor and sides of mining 
ponds through the more-or-less permeable sands of the Island. 
This water inevitably joins the regional or perched aquifers. 
In addition, it is quite possible for mining operations to 
intersect water-tables; indeed, this is the method by which 
Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd creates the mining ponds 
for their large floating dredges. There is no doubt that 
sandmining operations can disturb regional and perched 
water-tables, and that they can add water to them. 
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(b) Could sandmining F 
hydrological balance of perchoa raser Island change the 
creeks and swamps? As descri~edan wl~ter-table window lakes, 
water-table probably ha ear l.er,/the regional 
1 1 f s an average slope ' 1 d f eve 0 about 1:100, althou h l.n an rom sea 
undulations above the water-f btlhe,effect of topographic 
(Exhibits 49 52) Ho a e l.S at present unknown 

, • wever, due to the 
, permeable layers at unkn d presence of less 
i t~e steep dunes there co~r~ eifhbs and ~isJ?ositions within 
Lo~sl.mple model Little 'd we, e varl.atl.ons from this 

( 
,. evl. ence l.S avail bl ' Transcrl.pt p 1865) It a e on thl.S point 

that the situ~tion is seems p:obable (Transcript p.1867) 
indicates. very compll.cated, as Fig. 2.6 

As there was almost no 'd 
of,any lake other than Lake Boe!Il. enc7 ab?ut the hydrology 
mal.n example, but assessments m ng7n l.t Wl.~l be used as the 
are relevant to the other 1 k ade l.~ relatl.on to that lake 

'd " a es proVl.ded that d 
consl. eratl.on l.S given to their t' ue 
water-table window lakes. ype, l..e. whether perched or 

What evidence there i 
beneath Lake Boemingen in b t~ suggests that water moves 
flow through and between 0, saturated and non-saturated 
permeabilities (Transcr' ~arl.ous layers of various 
453). The position of ~~ pp.~99 and 1866, Exhibits 316 and 
~oemingen could affect th: ~e~~~n~~ water~table beneath Lake 
l.nterference with the re' Yl u l.C gradl.ent, and any 

00 of seepage from theg~~~: (;ater-t~ble could affect the 
"t:r~'igraphic data necessar ranscrl.pt p.1867). The 
sub-lake hydrology is at t~,to resolve questions about the 

I 18 stage, rather sparse. 

Mining at any altit d b 
level, that is, above ~b~u~ ~~e about ~en metres below 

~a:bovp sea level, could cause wat l.xty to ~l.xty-four metres 
Transcript p.196) as co ld ,7r-ta~le,dl.sturbance 

in Exhibit 52 ~, ml.nl.ng w~thl.n t~e limit 
an altitude higher thanl.fhelintIt l.S J?ossl.ble that mining 
horizontal projection of the tersectl.on of ~he ground and 

under the lake could op of the r 7gl.onal 
script p 1868) U f t cause such dl.sturbance 

• • n or unately this hei ht ' 
may be about twenty to thi t 't g l.S unknown, r y me res above sea level. 

There was also evid ( " 
ssibility of mining accid:~~:11EXhl.bl.t,273~ p.12) of the 

in unforseen ways E 'd Y damagl.ng l.ndurated sand 
p.9; Exhibit 50 p 1·7) Vl. ence to the contrary (Exhibit 

,. was unconvincing f '1' 
account of the incidental 'd ' al. l.ng to take 

, s of mining operations ,accl. ental a~d unplanned 
l.rreversible if it result dS~Ch ~amage ml.g~t be serious 

sand layer su ort,e l.n t e puncturl.ng of an 
as Lake Boemingen P~henl.~g the waters o~ a perched lake, 

partial draining of the l~~ coui~ ~ery ll.kely result in 
indurated layers terminat:·at t l.S most ~nlikely that 

s, and unproven that the d he shorell.nes of perched 
around certain lakes ~it~inoth7x~en~ ~eyond the buffer 

There i 'd d' n w l.C ml.nl.ng may not take 

e;~ten.t of t~el.~n~~r~t:~c~a~~~:r~:~~;ihapte;~~:dstlakge about _ a es. 

• 
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" 24 ( ) (i) of ML 102 prohibits 
Specia~ cond~t~~~d wit~in one-third of a mile [536 ml 

interference w~th the in en It was conceded 
of the shoreline of Lake BOemth~t ~ater could be added to 
(Exhibits 49 and 265, p.656) inin ponds during mining 
Lake Boemingen by seepage f~o~hmt itgmight have to be removed 
outside the buffer zone, and (Eahibit 265 p.748) to monitor 
by pumping. It was,proPo~:r le~el record~rs. It will be 
such interference w~th wa t' D M Minerals' mining 
recalled from Chapter 5 t~a ~n are used. Large quantities 
operation large volumes 0 ~a e~ at rates which it seems 
of water entering Lake BOem~ngeates only to be removed (the 
would probably exceed ~atu)a~ rpumping could drastically 
Commission knows not were Ii as the ;urrounding flora and 
affect the lake level, as wet all semblance of 
fauna, and would to~ally ~es ~~~e it would seem that the 
naturalness. On th~s bas~s ~ en is inadequate to maintain 
buffer zonle ~roulngai:~~eB(~~~~~its 52 and 273). 
its hydro og~ca 

D M Minerals was of the op~n~on 
A consultant to S d Creek flowed at relatively 

h 'b't 265 P 694) that econ t t' ns (Ex ~ ~ ,. 1 sli htlyby seasonal fluc ua ~~ , 
steady rates affe7ted on Y gin creek flow would be eas~ly 
and that any po~s~ble deCr~~!efrom the head of water in the 
compensated by,~ncrease~ff His limited fieldwork, however, 
unconfined reg~onal ~qu~ :r. There was also evidence 
did not establish th)~~hP~~~~'second Creek ceased to flow, D M 
(Exhibit 265, p.750 a perations or find some other 
Minerals would have to cease 0 , 

means of getting water. 
Sial Condition 24.(b) of ML 

It is of interest ~h~t liecthat water should not be 
102 originally stated ~pec~~~~:qu~ntlY it was replaced by a 
taken from Secon~ ~ree h'ch permitted the removal of 
new Special cond~~~~n w ~ water from Second Creek. The 
unspecified qua~t~t~esdOfth t approximately one-third of its 
commission was ~nforme a 
flow is being removed from the Creek. 

th t similar variations in the 
It is appa~ent aitions of the mining leases may be 

environmental spec~alhco~~ the exigencies of maintaining 'f 
made in the future, s ou such a course. For example, ~ 
production ap~ear to wa~ra~~e southern part of ML 95 w~ter 
mining operat~ons move ,0 om First Creek. The tak~ng of 
will presuma~ly be refu7re~tfrpresent prohibited by Special 
water from F~rst Cree ~s 
Condition 24.(b) of ML 102. 

, 1 mining will inevitably 
As mentioned prev~ou~ ii where the original slopes 

smooth the topography, espec~a sY which is the maximum 
were greater than twenty ~egree Thus the altitude of ridge 
post-mining replacement sdol~~t of the valleys raised. 
crests will be lowered ~~l obably re-establish in their 
Regional wate~-tabl:s w~ d ~~o e after mining, leaving the 
previous conf~gurat~on an 1 tlve depth under the valleys. 
water-table at a greater re a 
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This will effectively prevent redevelopment of any previous 
swamps and wetlands, as these are critically dependent upon 
the relative level of the ground surface and the top of the 
water-table. Sandmining on Fraser Island is th.erefore likely 
to change the hydrological balance of perched and water-table 
window lakes, creeks and swamps. 

(cJ CouZd sandmining on Fraser IsZand add substances 
to creeks, Zakes and regionaZ and/or perched water-tabZes? 
There was considerable uncontested evidence before the 
Commission that the portion of fertilizers not used in plant 
growth will easily and rapidly pass through the permeable 
sands of the Island (Exhibits 26 and 453). For example, 
Exhibit 516 p.176 reports the complete loss of 730 kg/ha of 
nitrogen, as ammonium nitrate, from the top twenty 
centimetres of the soil profile at Eurong within a year of 
application. The loss of phosphorus was negligible in the 
study reported in this Exhibit, but other evidence (Exhibit 
317 Annexure 'A', Table 4) clearly illustrated the normally 
rapid movement of phosphorus down the soil profile. A 
proportion of the phosphorus may be sorbed onto sesquioxides 
within dunes and thus be effectively removed from circulation 
(Exhibit 26). The magnitude of this effect cannot be 
precisely estimated, but it will probably be very slight in 
permeable tailings sands of the kind resulting from the 
mining operations on ML 102. 

As a result of the downward movement of substances 
through the permeable sands, calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
cadmium, sulphur and, most significantly, phosphorus and 

trogen, will inevitably reach the regional aquifer. Water 
in regional aquifers must eventually move towards the surface 
to appear as water-table window lakes, creeks, swamps, or as 
seepage onto the beach. 

Dissolved substances must move with this water, and 
necessarily at high rates of dilution. Very large 
ts of elements may move, and at rates several hundred 
greater than would naturally occur (Transcript p.1987). 

flushes of elements could occur after concentrated 
izer applications during the process of rehabilitation, 

also as a result of the burning of piles of vegetation 
from the mining path. 

D M Minerals is currently mining several hundred 
to the west of Second Creek. Any mining west of 
Creek is likely to introduce pollutants into Second 
Similarly, the proposed mining of the ore bodies 

.tu.ated above the perched aquifer (of which Lake Boemingen 
a surface expression) will eventually add substances to 

Boemingen, notwithstanding the apparent purpose of 
Condition 24. (c) (i) to prohibit its pollution. The 

of this perched aquifer is unknown. Likewise, any 
west of Lake Wabby in ML 95 will ultimately add 

~~'"1;-rich water to that Lake as the water moves eastwards 
it 52, p.7), notwithstanding the apparent purpose of 

Condition 25. (c) (i) of ML 95 to prohibit its 
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The provisions of the relevant mining leases restrain 
mining in buffer zones arbitrarily delineated around the 
lakes and creeks referred to above. In the case of each 
lake, the buffer zone is 'one-third of a mile [536 ml " while 
in the case of Second Creek and the other creeks described in 
the mining leases, the buffer zone is 'three chains [60 ml'. 
The evidence indicates that the processes of pollution 
described above are unlikely to be substantially alleviated 
by these arbitrary buffer zones. It is inevitable that 
sandmining on Fraser Island will lead to the addition of 
substances to creeks, lakes, regional and perched 

water-tables. 

(d) If so, coutd these substances significantty 
affect the ecosystems of these water-bodies? The commission 
heard detailed evidence (Exhibits 273 and 453) concerning the 
dangers of adding any substances to Lake Boemingen and other 
lakes on Fraser Island. There was no contradictory evidence. 
These lakes are extremely unusual, particularly in Australia, 
because of their highly oligotrophic nature: that is to say, 
they contain only relatively small amounts of nutrients. ,Any 

I' abnormal addition of nutrients, especially nitrog.,n"and 
I' pnosphorus, from fertilizers, sewage or other agencies .wJJ.L II produce a potentially irreversible pollution problem, called 
n 'eutrophication (Transcript p.1971). It was contented that 

once eutrophication had occurred these lakes could not return 
to their present oligotrophic state. Such a drastic change 
in the quality of these water-bodies would have similarly 
drastic effects on the fauna in them. 

In view of this, any mining and associated 
engineering works (and any incidental, unplanned and 
accidental side effects of mining) which could possibly lead 
to the eventual contamination of water in Lake Boemingen (or 
other lakes) are incompatible with the preservation of their 
biological and chemical qualities. Special Condition 
24.(a) (i) of ML 102 prohibits interference with the land 
within 'one-third of a mile [536 ml' of Lake Boemingen. In 
view of the paucity of evidence about the sub-surface nature 
of the environs of this lake, and the hydrological regimes 
therein the prescribed buffer zone seems t'?tally iM,dequate 
as a me~ns of preventing serious harm to the lake-;' ,~ __ ~-'o~ 

~,,~~-~ 

There was uncontested evidence that many, and perhaps 
all, of the lakes on Fraser Island have high value for 
scientific studies in disciplines such as geomorphology, 
palynology and ecology. Any disturbance of the lakes by any 
agencies changing the natural hydrological balances and the 
aquatic (and adjacent terrestrial) ecosystems would tend to 
negate this value, though there might be som7 merit in 
studying the processes and results of such d~sturbances. 

It was contended (Exhibit 26, p.14) that any 
nutrients which reach Second Creek would be rendered 
by infinite dilution, ammonification of nitrogen, or 
sorption onto or into plant materials. However, 
contaminating nutrients may not be highly diluted before 
after they reach the water-bodies; nitrogen may not be 
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chan~ed in the manner proposed. ' reta~ned in organic forms th' and wh~le phosphorus may be 
unavailability and will ' ese are of only short-term 
their phosphorus In aneventually be mineralized to release 
the addition of ~ven smaYllcase, the evidence suggests that 
t tl amounts of nit o ~e and ecosystems which have evol :ogen and phosphorus 
env~ronment is unacceptabl r' k ' ved,~n a nutrient-poor 
to be preserved. y ~s y ~f the~r natural state is 

,Several witnesses stressed th ' alterat~on of swamps would h ' at phys~cal or chemical 
spe7ifically the acid frogs (~eh~~7~ous effects on the fauna, 
~op~c has been referred to i ~ ~ 7ts 288 and 314). The 
~s clear that these unusual n ect~on 2.4 of this Report. It 
ecosystems of Fraser Isl d components of the wetland 
alteration in their h b,~nt are very vulnerable to any 
c~mmission, from the :v~d:n~~ b!~o;~U~d appear to the 
l~kely to effect such alter t' ~t, that sandmining is 
operations. The evidence s~ ~onshin any wetlands near its 
substances to the water-b d'oWS t at the addition of 
sandmining would signific~n~~s °ifthe Island resulting from 
water-bodies. y a ect the ecosystems of these 

6.3 Flora 

The flora of unmined areas 

While it is o~ious that all ' 
destroyed, it is less widel fl~ra ~n the mining path is 
have serious effects on theYf~~rerstood ~hat sandmining can 
some areas remote from mining si~ of unm~ned areas, including 
effects are discussed b 1 es., Examples of such e ow. 

It was evident to th C ' , eastern coasts of F e omm~ss~on after inspections of 
~5'Lalna and the COOlOOl~a:~~als~and and North Stradbroke 
natUlrcllly organized so as to ;ivha~ the s7award vegetation is 

to the plant communit~e~n~rea~~ng,degrees of 
,n\rilCOlnmen,ta conditions are so s urt er ~nland. 

that only a limitedsevere on the seaward face of 
themselves there and s ra~ge of hardy plants can 

, these plants tra w' d urv~ve. As discussed 
build itself higher a;d ~~ blown sand, help the foredune 
hind-dunes. ' us confer some protection to 

In these more favoured 1 1" of plant species rna r oca ~t~es a slightly wider 
saltblast above the p~ofe~~~ although,sav~ge windshear 
relatively low level Th d zone ma~nta~n canopy height 

'~alerlr on the seaward fa;e 0 ese effects are even more 
species which in more f the most easterly steep dunes 

twenty to thirty metre sheltered places attain heights ' 
two or three metres insh:~~h~e reg~ced to stunted ,shrubs 

traversing the easternmost f Th~s effect was observed 
across North Stradbroke ISla~~ undred ~etres of the 

box for instance varied d ·t,The he~ght and form of , rama ~cally according to its 
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occurrence on the sheltered or exposed ~aces o~ the most 
easterly dunes. It is evident that this progressive 
sheltering effect depends upon the maintenance of unaltered 
dune topography, combined with the preservation of the 
natural range of plant communities, with their ranges of 
species, forms and heights characteristic of their places in 

the landscape. 

The natural system then, is in a delicate and fragile 
state, wherein the disturbance of the seaward topography 
and/or plant communities can affect wind patterns, salt 
influx and other environmental variables in such a way that 
plant communities a kilometre inland may suffer deleterious 
effects. Such effects may be observed even further inland if 
the community is in a particularly exposed location. After" 
considering the evidence and viewing D M Minerals' present 
mining site, it seems to the commission that plant 
communities west of that ,site are more exposed now than 
before mining commenced./ Mr Lewis, an ecologist advising 
Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd, stated (Exhibit 317, 
Annexure 'A', p.3) that some trees appeared to have been 
killed by this effect at the south end of the Island. It is 
also important to realize that unnaturally severe exposure is 
likely to continue for many years, at least until the seaward 
vegetation has attained sufficient height and density to 
confer the same degree of protection as existed before 
mining. In the meantime, increasingly larger areas of 
vegetation exposed on the periphery of mined areas could be 

affected. 

This problem is even more acute with respect to 
rain-forests, whose ecosystems are even more fragile than the 
relatively hardy sclerophyllous trees and shrubs of seaward 
areas. Rain-forest communities on Fraser Island can continue 
to exist only with the natural protection from the prevailing 
southeasterly winds and salt influx conferred by topographic 
barriers and plant communities on the windward side. 

There was evidence that it was not intended to mine 
rain-forest areas found in mining leases, and that a 100 m 
buffer strip might be left unmined around the edges of them 
(Exhibit 26, p.41). The efficacy of such a buffer strip ~
insignificant by comparison to that naturally present -- ~n 
protecting the fragile rain-forests from harm by exposure waS 
not established, and was disputed by a witness who is a 
rain-forest ecologist (Transcript p.2872). 

The third type of plant community which could be 
affected by future mining in the Bogimbah and Yankee Jack 
areas is the wetland ecosystem. It is possible that sand 
and/or mining water might spill onto these wetlands, which 
would not tolerate sudden changes in their environments 
(Transcript p.1956)./ Such events were alleged to be 
infrequent (Exhibit 26, p.39), and of minimal long-term 
importance.; While individual spillages may be rare, the 
localized consequences of an occasional inadvertent sp~LLa~~' 
(or, more importantly, a slow continuous leakage) could be 
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temporarily severe, and could induce long-term secular 
, changes in wetland ecosystems by inundation with sand or 

change in water quality. 

, Lastly, the importance of the seagrass beds to the 
marLI:,e faun~/was discussed in Section 2.4. There was l·ittle 
deta~led ev~dence of the effects of sandmining on these 
ecosystems, ,although much generalized discussion was 
pr,:sented. "'It s,:e~s clear that any major change in substrate 
he~ght o~ compos1t10n~ ~nd any serious short or long-term 
changes 1n water turb1d1ty or chemical quality, could rapidly 
affect the seagrass beds, and consequently their dependent 
fauna. Such changes could occur around loading facilities 
and w~a~ves, but would be localized. If impure water from 
sandm1n~ng affec~ed the quality of streams running directly 
to the,sea (part~cularly from the Bogimbah area and ML 96) 
more w~~espread damage may occur. This is a situation where 
deleter10us effects are more likely than not to occur. 

The rehabilitation of flora after mining 

Sa~dmining can occur on a number of different landscapes 
wh1ch, f~r the purposes of the following discussion, can be 
grouped ~nto (a) beaches, (b) foredunes, hind-dunes and 
sandblows, and (c) steep dunes. Ecosystems on these 
landsca~es are distin?uishable by the relative harshness of 
the env~ronment for b1010gical productivity; the stability 
of the,s,:,bstrfte~ the complexity and longevity of the plant 
commun1 ~~,:s , and . ~n,ter-related faunal assemblages; their 
suscept1b11 7ty to;/perturbation by numerous environmental and 
other agenc1es -"- their fragility -- and their ability to 
recover from such perturbations and regain their former 
state. The requirements for, methods of, approaches to and 

lems of rehabilitation on each of the three landsca~e 
'.~vr>po are ~uffi~iently different as to compel their separate 

treatment 1n th1s Report. 

With the co-operation of the firms concerned, the 
COmITLission vie~ed sandmining and rehabilitation operations on 

er Islan~ ~n,Febr,:,ary 1976. It also viewed operations by 
T~tan1um M~nes pty Ltd on the mainland at Inskip 

as well as those of other companies on North 
~I:a(lb:roke, Island and on the beach to the south of Double 

Po~nt. 

Sandmining operations have been conducted along the 
coast of Australia for ~ver thirty years, although the 
s an~ meth~ds of operat10n have varied considerably 
th~s per~~d. In,recent years mining leases have been 

;~!;~:!~~~?l.:. str1ngent 1n their rehabilitation requirements ~he aim of ensuring that mined areas achiev~ 
Wh1Ch bears some resemblance to adjacent 

areas (0: their premining condition) as soon as 
Q~UL,e, after m1ning. Several sandmining firms now employ 

,s~onal staf~, conduct a great deal of applied research 
~nto of rehabilitation, and have developed 

skill in rehabilitation methods. 
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Some witnesses commented upon the lack of long-term 
land use planning in relation to sandmining and subsequent 
rehabilitation. Mr Lewis, the consultant ecologist for 
Queensland Titanium Mines ~ty Ltd, agreed (Transcript p.l02S) 
that rehabilitation should be a function of the long-term 
land use planning for mined areas, with the aim of preparing 
the land for its end use. This, of course, cannot be 
achieved if mining is incompatible with the end use. 

From the evidence before it, and its view of 
sandmining sites, the commission considered the following 
vital questions in relation to beaches; foredunes, 
hind-dunes and sandblows; and steep dunes: 

(a) is it ecologically possible to achieve the 
successful rehabilitation of mined sites? 

(b) if it is ecologically possible, is successful 
rehabilitation likely to be achieved in practice? 

Beaahes clearly no plant rehabilitation is possible or 
required after beach mining, although the question arises as 
to whether beach mining as such is likely to predispose to, 
or to stimulate, instability in adjacent foredunes which may 
or may not have been mined. 

Foredune8, hind~dune8 and sandb~ows All three of these types 
of landscapes present similar types of problems in 
rehabilitation. All are likely to be exposed to strong, 
salt-laden winds, and the underlying soils have minimal 
development and very small reserves of organiC matter or of 

most plant nutrients·. 

There was a considerable body of evidence relating to 
i
the 

rehabilit.ation of foredunes and hind-dunes mined1:>y ..... ~ .. 
!Qll,eerisland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd, which since December 1971 
'l1o.

s 
bee.n . mining wholly on fOJ:".edune and hind-dulle environment.s 

at the southern end of Fraser Island.i The commission also 
viewed all of the area mined by that Company, which at May 
1975'covered nearly 160 ha (Exhibit 317, p.2) and also 

,inspected older mined areas on the mainland at Inskip point. 
; None of these sites are more than about one kilometre from 

the sea. They are all gently undulating and at low an'Iiude. 
Some of the inland sites are reasonably well sheltered by 
distance from the sea and by unmined strips of vegetation, 
contrasting with the extremely exposed seaward dunes and the 

foredunes. 
The following observations may be made on the 

rehabilitation carried out by Queensland Titanium Mines Pty 
Ltd on Fraser Island and the adjacent mainland: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Most fOJ:"edunes appeared t b 
Spinifero hirsutus Carbob

o 
t

e 
revegetating with 

pes-aaprae and other spe ~o u~ ~tauaesaens, Ipomoea 
satisfactory manner It~~es ~n a reasonably 
luxuriant as on sim~la ~ugh growth was not as 
North Stradbroke Is~a~~ s~~7shon the east coast of 
fertilized. Some dama ~ w ~c have been heavily 
small sandblows, and g~li ~uch as the development of 
apparently as a result fy~ng, ha~ occurred, o storms ~n January 1976. 

The brushing and fencin of hind-dune (which wa kg the foredune crest and 

1 
s ac nowledged to b ' 

genera ly appeared to be c ,e essent~al) 
reasonably well altho h ~ntroll~ng sand movement 
been blown over' the b,~g n one place some sand had 
The shelter provided ~ u~~n access road 200 m inland. 
establishment of some ~e d~,brush had encouraged the 
comprising the brush mat~in~~gs of the species 

Inland areas, parts of h' 
different cover crops, ~i~c~ had bee~ sown with 
s\lccess in rehabilitat' p ayed var~able degrees of 
over-fertilization of ~~n. A co~.n problem was 
smothered any planted 0 e cover crop, so that it 
native species. The wo~ ~atural~y re?enerating 
about 1.S-2 km south of ~ area ~n th~s respect was 
December 1972 (Exhibit 31~urth Creek, revegetated in 
where vigorous an ola ,Annexure 'A', Area 1) 
regene~ation a~d ~ven gra~s has excluded most 
ubiquitous A~aaia aunni~u~ ~~ the normally 
CaBuarina equi8etifo~' h ~m~~. Even hand-planted 
well in this area h~~ a not established at all 
developed in many'o~ ~he small sand scours had 
the planted trees. Cle:r~mal!hcleared patches around 
crops to dominate native y, , e tendency of cover 
controlled by limited fer~~~7~7s must be carefully 
observed similar situat' ~ ~z~ng. The Commission 
Inskip Point, and on th~ons on seaward dunes at 
Stradbroke Island C e Yarraman area of North 

h 1 . onversely a yo s e tered site about th k" unger and more 
Fourth Creek ' ree ~lometres north of 
less vigorou~ ~~~:~e~:;ed o~ly in March 1974, had a 
twenty native species t P wh~ch was al~owing about 
range of tree and shrubo reg7nerate, ~ncluding a 
Annexure 'A' Ar 3) spec~es (Exhibit 317, 

, ea . 

Areas where native s e ' naturally have to bePh~~~~ are not :e-establishing 
seedlings. This proces ,planted w~th nursery-raised 
time-consuming and th s ~s expensive and 
avoid such expenditur:r7 must be a temptation to 
regeneration will SUffi~~.the hope that natural 
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(e) The oldest area of rehabilitation inspected by the 
commission was a fairly protected landscape west of 
the Rainbow Beach airstrip on the mainland. The area 
had been mined in late 1968 and rehabilitation began 
early the following year. Topsoil had been respread, 
the area fertilized once only and then left entirely 
alone. Despite this apparent neglect, this area, and 
other slightly younger but similar places nearby, 
generally possessed vigorous stands of Acacia 
cunninghamii to about eight metres in height and 
numerous other understory and (eventual) upper-canopy 
species were present and growing vigorously. Apart 
from a tendency in places to excessive dominance by 
the acacia, this community appeared on casual 
inspection to be regenerating the same species as an 
adjacent unmined strip although, of course, had not 
yet developed the same structure and height. 

(f) The danger of developing an excessively mono-specific 
community, whether of grasses or of a species such as 
Acacia cunninghamii, is that the growth of other 
species may be inhibited for so long that, upon the 
eventual death of the dominant species, there are no 
species present to replace it. Furthermore, few 
viable seeds, from which a replacement community 
could develop, may remain in the soil. If this 
happens, there is a serious likelihood of the surface 
being exposed to windblow and several years' 
revegetation wasted. If such a situation occurs on 
all areas of rehabilitation a few years after mining, 
it may well strain the financial and other resources 
of the lessee to replant yet again the whole area. 
Such mono-dominant communities are also undesirable 
on the grounds of monotony and danger of widespread 
disease or fire which could again leave a bared 
surface and few replacement species to fill the gap. 
The same comment applies to the use of Casuarina 
equisetifolia, too often planted in unnaturally 
straight rows with even spacing. 
In summary, and with reference to the aforementioned 

criteria distinguishing these ecosystems from others, the 
evidence indicates that successful rehabilitation is 
ecologically possible on foredunes, hind-dunes and (by 
extrapolation only) sandblows, although whether it will be 
actuallY achieved on particular sites is a different matter. 
ECologists have been given few definitive guidelines about 
rehabilitation standards (Transcript p.1019). In 
results are not always consistently satisfactory, especial 
on seaward and less sheltered areas, often due to excessi 
competitive cover crops. A delicate balance needs to be 
struck between the desire to prevent erosion by the use of a 
dense cover crop, and the need to encourage regenerating and 
planted native species. Careful fertilizer management, and 
certain amount of luck, appear to be required. On the 
material before the commission, it would be unjustified to 
conclude that the successful rehabilitation of mined 
foredunes, hind-dunes and sandblows on Fraser Island will 
achieved in practice. 
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SteeR d~nes There is no doubt ' Comm~ss~on, that the problems ~ on the,e:,~de,:,ce before the 
dunes --,particularly forested f rehab~l~tat~on on steep 
substant~ally different and steep dun~s -- are of a 
already discussed in reI t' greater magn~tude than those 
The experience of Queens~a~~nT~~ f,?redu,:,es and hind-dunes. 
yet extend to such areas wh' ~ an~um M~nes pty Ltd does not 
ML 102, the lease now b ~ ~? are, however, to be found on 
Commission viewed juven~~~gr:~ne~ ~y D,M Minerals. The 
rolling sites on ML 102 th hab~~~tat~on on low altitude 
reha~il~tati,?n of high ~lti~~~ebe~ng no example of 
Comm~ss~on v~ewed D M Miner 1 ' s~e~p dunes at the time the 
1976. The oldest area on M~ ~02m~n~ng,op~rations in February 
hundred square metres h db' ",(ms~st~ng of only a few 
ryecorn in August or sep~embeenl~~antedto a cover crop bf 
had died by mid-February 197~r and

5
• Much ,?f ~he cover crop 

natural regeneration of L t' the Comm~SS:Lon saw some 
Moreton Bay ash and bloOd~~o~n~ c~~~ra and occasional acacia 
Zittoralis and Banksia int ,ee, ~ngs. Casuarina ' 
dead cover crop. Whilst t~gr~f~Z~a had been planted into the 
encouraging a high ro ~ na ural regeneration was 
d";!IlCiSl".Cl.<>t heights oi t~~r~~o~w~~t the se~dling tips h"db.een 
by salt. and strong winds i th' Y cent~m~tres, presumably 
<rttempted to emerge from t~ ~s exposed s~te, as they . 
Younger rehabilitation ins : ~helter of the cover crop. 
fertilized and planted to p c ~d by the Commission had been 
at,the time the commissions~r~i~dan~ wa~ being hand-planted 
be~ng replace~ on other sit t t e s~te. Topsoil was 
centimetres in several 1 es 0 a depth of at least twenty 
Clearly, the likelihoodP ~ces the Commission inspected. 
dunes has not been estab~' ~U~C~SSful rehabilitation on steep 
.~,ow-aLtitude rolling site~~ e y current operations on these 

Some trials have been c d ~epartment of Forestry on a 's,on ucted ~y,the Queensland 
dune 2.3 km inland from ~~~~~ted m~,:,~,:,g site' on a 

vL~q~nlaJ. forest vegetation had b g (Exh~b~t 516). The 
(twenty to thirty ce~~~m~~move~ and burnt, and 

stored for about one m res eep) had been 
had not been disturbed on~ an~ then replaced. The 

)lpex'prloflPlhate had b ' • , mon~um nitrate and een appl~ed ~n split ap I' t' 
rates, ranging up to 300 d P ~ca ~ons at 

to four months after the t an ,~OO kg/ha respectively. 
tvanced (fifteen months old) seO~~,?1 had been replaced, 
'UU,""'vtus piluZaris were Plante~ ,~ngs ,?f blackbutt 

two year's growth at 1 t ~':' Apr~l 1972 and after 
Vl.VP,n d eas e~ghty per ce t h d 

, an had grown to hei ht f n a 
Le"r, I~zed plots and up to fh s 0 about one metre on 

plots. About twent ree metres on heavily 
o~ native plants had r~t of ~he pre-ex~sting fifty, 
m~ght be thought relevan~r~~ to th~ slte. These 

successful rehabilit t' ass~ss~ng,the chances of 
rQpu~a~~.on is difficult foras~voenraonl m~ned s~tes, but such reasons: 
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(a) subsoils were not disturbed at all lwhich is quite 
different from what happens during sandminingl, while 
in many places the soil profiles remained essentially 

intact 1 

(b) topsoils were stored for only one month, which is a 
much shorter period than is usual during mining1 

(c) the area cleared was only small (3.5 hal and remained 
rather sheltered by adjacent forest on steep dunes 1 

(d) ample sources of seed of native species remained in 
very close proximitY1 

(e) large amounts of fertilizer had been applied1 and 

(f) while the demonstrated growth rates (over two wet 
years) are impressive, especially on the fertilized 
areas, there is no certainty that they will be 
sustained through future climatic vagaries. 

In a report compiled by a group of ecologists acting 
as consultants to D M Minerals, and exhibited at the Inquiry, 
the opinion was expressed that ML 102 was in the Cooloo

la 

Land system, and that (Exhibit 26, p.36l 

The prospects for successful rehabilitation on 
the Cooloolah [sial Land System can only be 
judged by reference to the work now proceeding on 
similar lands on North Stradbroke Island. 

The commission viewed rehabilitation on steep dunes on North 
Stradbroke Island in the Yarraman and Kounpee areas. It was 
apparent that regeneration of native species had been 
seriously retarded or inhibited at Yarraman, presumably by 
excessive competition from cover crops. One area where 
rehabilitation commenced in september 1971 had not been 
fertilized since 1972, but a dense cover of siratro and 
molasses grass had effectively (and apparently permanentlY) 
smothered many planted and regenerating native species. 

The commission inspected areas at Kounpee on which 
rehabilitation had started in December 1973, January 1974 and 
March 1975 and also a very steep dune (at about twenty-six 
degrees slope) which had been brushed. On all sites several 
native species, such as Aaaaia uLiaifoLia and DiLLwynia 
pedunauLaris, had regenerated and a number of others 
(including EuaaLyptus pLanahoniana, E. gu~mifera, Angophora 
aostata and Banksia serrata) had been hand-planted. High 
survival rates were attributed to winter planting into moist 
soils, and the use of fertilizer pills with long residual 
effect. This was only a very early stage in rehabilitation, 
but many plants were up to two metres in height 1 and on the 
area which started regenerating in January 1974, about 
twenty-five species, of some fifty to sixty species which 
existed before mining, were present and showing some growth. 
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Kounpee is on the 
Island, and would 
conditions as the 

relatively shelte d 
not suffer the sa~: western s~de of the 
exposed eastern ~teeseVdere enV1ronmental 

"" p unes, 

The subject of reh b'l' 
Island was also discussed ~n1 1tation on North Stradbroke 
:ecorded their initial mis i ~ paper by four authors who 
1nspection of rehabilitat" g v7ngs and criticisms fOllowi ~eassde~s rehabilitation i~0~9~~ 19d70. They then went onnfoan 
ppen 1X 2, p.5) an stated (Exhibit 288 , 

that the present evidence ' 
Island substantiates the ~n,N. [8~a] Stradbroke 
cover, sufficient to bindCt~1ms that a vegetation 
prevent obvious dune or s fe surface sand and so 
can be established ur ace sand movement 
dunes within monthsoOnfmo~t,of the surface of ~and m1n1ng. 

Wh~le admitting the possibilit 
wh1ch represents the first y of this agronomic success 
,~hared the concern expresse~t~ge of re~abilitation, they , 

ong-term stability and t y some w1tnesses about the 
esta~lished, especial I n~ ure of the,ecosystems so 

:~!~~~~~n~ergt!~~~ii~~:!ro!o:;:r;;~!:~:fri~~d~;~! :;~::s~~ ~~~d 
wro e that eca es. The joint 

artificial introduction of ' 
stages of succession d spec1es in the early 
fertilizers, complet~lan lthe application of 
natural successions Wh~ ~ ter the course of the 
lon~-term stability Of1~h are adap~ed to achieve 
mov1ng sand surfaces The vegetat10n patterns on 
species combinations' in t~ st~bility of such 
questionable and th ,1me 1S therefore highly 
stability ov~r perio~re ~s no evidence for this 
years which are invol~e~ ,decades and hundreds of 
movement and growth of l~n the continuing 
surfaces. 0 and new sand dune 

,In 9ne of the very few ava'l ' 11tat10n of vegetatio 1 able d1scussions of the 

197~x1:~~~~~a~!~n~.i~) ~~~!o~I=~~ ~~~~~t~~~e~n~~rl:~l;~y 
The potentially dominant t ' 
seral stages have show h re~ spec1es of later 
becoming established ,n alt1ng progress in 
estimate based on ana~~ the,first five years. An 
succession studies and i¥ ~1th other dune 
of mature trees in th 1m1ted experience on age 
s~ggests that 100-250e presen~ ecosystems 
t~~e for secondary suc~::~~om1fht be a,minimum 
c 1max. n 0 a reg10nal pyric 
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This report was based on detailed experiments and 
establishment trials on mined sites on North Stradbroke 
Island over a five year period (cf. Exhibit 224). 

The evidence before the commission from those 
connected with the sandmining industry on the subject of the 
rehabilitation of steep dunes did not go very far towards 
establishing the ecological possibility or practical 
likelihOod of success. Mention has already been made of the 
reference in the report prepared by D M Minerals' consultants 
(Exhibit 26) to the example of rehabilitation on North 
Stradbroke Island, but this demonstrates neither the 
ecological nor the practical possibility of successful 
rehabilitation of steep dunes on Fraser Island after mining. 
The other references in that report to this problem are 
couched in generalized terms which provide very little 
detailed information about proposed rehabilitation methods or 
the likelihood of their success. Mr Lewis, the consultant 
ecologist for Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd, who is 
experienced in rehabilitation after sandmining on the coast 
of New South Wales, was unable to identify any area of 
rehabilitated dunes above twenty metres in height 
conclusively showing that rehabilitation can be successful 

(Transcript p.l040). 
The evidence before the commission indicates that the 

ecosystems on steeper dunes tend to be more complex, and 
occur on more developed soils, than those on the foreduhes 
and hind-dunes. The interrelationships and interdependencies 
between soil profile morphOlogy and fertility, soil water 
regimes, and tiers of vegetation (which can include grasses, 
shrubs, seedlings, saplings, juveniles of the upper canopy 
species, and the upper canopy trees themselves), the macro 
and micro-fauna, and all the external and internal 
environmental factors, are not capable of being easily and 

rapidly re_established. 

Some witnesses who considered that successful 
rehabilitation might be ecologically possible on steep dunes 
wer'e adamant, nevertheless, that long periodS of time would 
elapse before success could be achieved. Periods of years in 
excess of 50 (Transcript p.682), 100 (Transcript p.13

4
5) and 

250 (Exhibit 44) were mentioned. 

The evidence also established that, while the return 
of a certain proportion of the number of pre-existing species 
after mining gives some indication of the state of the 
rehabilitation process, it is not a reliable guide because 
the species which re-establish rapidly are rarely those Wnl~cn 
will dominate the ultimate plant community. perhapS a b,.t'ter 
guide to the success of rehabilitation at a given moment is 
the presence, vigour and state of growth of these eventual 
dominants. Early revegetation is no certain indicator of 
future character of the community (Transcript p.1264). 
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, The concept of diversit wa ' w~tnesses (Transcript pp 1684 Y s ment~oned by several 
d~pends to a considerabl~ extea~d 3329). Ecosystem stability 
d~ver~e community types at m n upon ~he development of 
turn ~s largely dependent u ~cr~,and ~~cro~scales. This in 
factors, such as topographyP ~ 7vers~ty in environmental 
characteristics Sandmi" ,ra~nage and soil 
that this envir~nmental hn~ntg ~s an,homogenizing influence 'n 

h th e erogene~ty is 1 1 ' ~ 
wen e pre-existing vegetation nd ' arge,y destroyed 
developed over very long periods ~f ~o~l prof~les, each t~me, are destroyed. 

There was also some 'd 
use of fertilizers in rehabi~r~ ~~ce ~Exhibit 640) that the 
measure of biological rod t' ~ ~on ~ncreased biomass (a 
development of diversiiy u~ ~v~ty) but tended to retard the 
will be lost when the ar~a i:rge amounts of plant nutrients 
later replanted, because the cl~ar~d (by burning trash) and 
retention in soils and mat mec an~sms for nutrient 
destroyed. Fertilizer ure plant communities are 
nutrients, but there i: ar~ used to replace the lost 
lea~i~g to divergent suc~es:~;~~ (~ ecosy~tem simplification Exh~b~t 298) which means that th ~~~scr~Pt pp.645 and 3325; 
may not resemble the premined e u ~mate plant community 
fertilizers really amounts t pla~t,co~unity. The use of 
system, which then suffers s~ma~i~~Jec~~on of energy into the 
homeostatic (Self-stabil")P ca~~on and loss of many ~z~ng mechan~sms (Exhibit 298 48) , p. • 

Sever?l witnesses ref d of initial, but also of ,erre to the necessity, not onl 
rehabilitating communiti~~nt~~ual, care and attention to y 
considerable expenditure a~d uch reha~ilitation may involve 
whether this attention would ~eve:al w~tnesses doubted 
communities if prices recei de g~ve~ to rehabilitating 
drastically or the Ie ve for m~nerals declined 
locality. In such ci~see ~topped mining and left the 
commercial incentive t~~ps adnces hthere may be little 

::~'~~~~.~~:r~'~~t en muc money on r h b' 1 ' ~ would seem that mi' 1 e a ~ ~tation, 
until the lessor n~n~ eases cannot be 

successfully completed. cons~ders rehabilitation has 

During these lengthy eriods ' 
proceed"in,'Q toward completion iher ,wh~le rehabilitation is 

~l~ty of some catastro he _= ~s t e ever-present 
could seriously divertPth lnatural or otherwise --

O! and result in irreversib~ePd:~t ~ucce~sio~ (Transcript 
~t may not be (Exhibit 288 A edr70rat~on ~n the sense , ppen ~x 2, p.5) 

economically, socially 1" 
aesthetically feasible' t PO ~t~cally, or 
situation within a reI t~ r~turn to the former 
though it is technical~y~pvOe Y'bshlort time even 

ss~ e to do so. 
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To sum up this analysis of the evidence, successful 
rehabilitation is impossible in the case of those steep dunes 
covered by rain-forests. The ecological possibility of the 
successful rehabilitation of the balance of the steep dunes 
which form such a significant feature of Fraser Island has 
not been established, and the tendency of the evidence is 
against the likelihood of their successful rehabilitation 
being an ecological possibility. Assuming for the moment 
that their successful rehabilitation is an ecological 
possibility (which is not the commission's view), on the 
evidence before the Commission it is unlikely that this would 
be achieved in practice. 

6.4 Fauna 

The survival and vigour of all types of fauna are dependent 
upon the maintenance of their close interrelationships with 
the physical and biological characteristics of their 
habitats. In a study of the wildlife on a number of MLS and 
MLAs on Fraser Island -- including ML 102 -- prepared by 
consultants to D M Minerals (Exhibit 29, p.5), it was noted 

that 

Wildlife depends primarily on vegetation for 
food, shelter and reproduction. Some species 
have extremely specific habitat requirements, 
whilst o,thers may be able to tolerate a wide 
range of conditions. Many require different 
habitats for different functions; e.g. feeding in 
one and resting in another. 

Ecosystems change naturally at different rates but, as McEvoy 

has pointed out, 

Animals generally are adaptable to change and if 
s'ufficient habitat is retained to ensure the 
survival of the diversity of the species present 
then a gradual change in the nature of the island 
may do no more than bring about relative changes 
in abundance rather than the disappearance of a 
species. 
(McEvoy, J.S., A plan for the Preservation of 
Habitat for the Mammalian and Avian Fauna of 
North Stradbroke Island, Proc. Roy. Soc. Qd 1975, 
Vol. 86, p.79) 

This introduces the parameter of time. Even though an 
adequate area of habitat may be preserved, abrupt changes may, 
be inimical because fauna need time to establish food webs 
and other inter and int:r" .. specific cu!, turalrelationl>);J.iPl> 
which are not wholly dependerit upon the 'character of the 

habitat. 

The fauna of Fraser Island can be affected by human' 
interference in at least four ways: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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by direct interference such 
humans or feral animal~l; as hunting (by 

by indirect influences h 
people and their pets ' su~ (a~ the presence of 
feeding patterns and ' ro~ s, 1nterruption of 
and human wastes int~~~t1~7s, presence of litter 
a~d alteration of the Ph~co10~ of fe:al animals, 
b1010gical environment f

S1ca
, chem7cal and 

S 0 water-bodles; 

by reduction, elimination of habitats; and or drastic alteration 

by stimulation of certain f 
as dingoes (by rubbish) a~nal comp~nents, such 
unusually suitable h bOt or y produc1ng areas of 
grazing on rehabilit:t7 at, such as palatable 

lon areas on foredunes. 

There may be 'flushes' f f 
dependent upon particul~r ~unal species and/or groups 
study of wildlife on F s ages of rehabilitation. In 
(Exhibit 29 p 5) it oraser Island mentioned earlier 

,. 1S stated that 

the 

If an ecosystem is mad 0 

the only option is foret~nsu~table for organisms 
The non-flyin animals em o o move out, or die. 
Island and ma~y of th arel~n11kelY to leave the 
mrve more than a hund~e~ma t er species will not 
They usually cannot Ii ~e res or so ••. if that. 
been disturbed nor arvet~n a habitat which has 
new one unless' it 0 e ey able to move to a 
is suitable for th~~rc~:pa:ativelY close by, and 
room for them Tho qU1rements and contains 
to obtain. H~bita~si*~tt~r condition is unlikely 
cause, extinction of <nd7roderenlce can therefore 

fl 
. ~ lVl ua s or specie . 

non- y1ng wildlife dIs 1n 
birds with specialis:~ r: s~ the death or loss of 
rainforest birds water b{u~remendts (e.g. , r s an ground parrot). 

o The possible effects of d 0 0 

1mals have been discussed in ssa~om1n1ng on water-based 
infn,rn';tion exists on the 0 ul e7 10n 6.2, but very little 

mining. Clark comme~t~d ~~~~ns of terrestrial fauna 

Some limited trapping of 1 0 0 some species will t mamma s •.• 1nd1cates that 
o re urn when their habOt t 

requ1rements are fulfilled in th 1 a 
succession Th' e course of 
for Mus mu~aulu~s ~~~ail~ haPfPens fairly rapidly 
novaholZa dO ' a er or Pseudomys 
undisturb:d~~:b~~~tR~!!~~ Z~tr~oZus. Suitable 
re-colonization p y 1S 1mportant in this 
( rocess. 
5~~i~k~.~iS.' Bull. Ecol. Soc. Aust. 1975, Vol. 
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It seems that habitat 'graininess' is important in the 
provision of refuges: 'fine-grained' habitats with low 
diversity may not provide sufficiently large areas of 
different types of habitat to ensure that fauna can avoid, or 
adapt to, the effects of rapid environmental perturbations 
such as fire (Exhibit 10). Rehabilitation areas are likely 

to be 'fine-grained' habitatS. 
In the study of wildlife (Exhibit 29) seven different 

habitat types, based on vegetation types, are distinguished 
and summarized with respect to their occurrence in six Mining 
Lease and five Mining Lease APplication areas. After some 
discussion of the fauna within these habitat types, including 
animals requiring special consideration, the comment is made 

(p.8) that 
Changes in habitat are certain to cause losses, 
local extinction or worse to the fauna. Wildlife 
has evolved with the vegetation and with the 
effects of burning (which may even enhance the 
area for animals at a later date), but few of the 
smaller flightless vertebrates will be able to 
survive sand-mining, and many of the birds may 
also be adversely affected. 

However, even if, overall, only a small proportion of 
the total area of a habitat type is affected by sandmining it 
is incontestable that large contiguouS areas of habitat would 
be destroyed, and that similarly large areas of 
rehabilitation would result from mining operations. These 
would be recolonized with terrestrial fauna only slowly, and 

, mostly from the periphery, and so would be somewhat 
impoverished for lengthy periods. Despite the outward 
appearance of the plant communities, they would not be fully 
rehabilitated with respect to the faunal component of the 
ecosystems until long after the vegetation was regarded as 
rehabilitated, because the range of micro-habitats takes a 
very long time to be recreated, if ever. The mining leases 
noW being worked on Fraser Island are concentrated along part 
of the eastern coast in a long, relatively thin, strip. 
These mining operations will thus disproportionatel1' affect 
the fauna of the part of the Island which is of greatest 

importance for visitors. 

6.5 The minin leases and the effects of sandminin 
on the natural env1ronment of Fraser Island 

The prov1s1ons of the Fraser Island mining leases in 
existence at the time the Commission conducted its public 
hearings were admitted in evidence, and form part of the 
material before the commission relating to the effects of 
sandmining on the natural environment. These mining leases 
and, in particular, their special conditions, deal inter 
with the environmental obligations of lessees on the Island. 
A number of these have been specifically referred to in the 
preceding sections of this chapter. The main environmental 

----------lD00!9~-----------------------------· 

~bligations consist of " 1n advance of th "restr1ct10ns on the 1 ' pollu~i~n of wat:r~~~~~~s~perati~n, burningCO~~r1~~do!hland 
rehab1l1tation and ' ~equ1rements for th' e 
~~~~!~~ti~n of mini~~v~~:;:~~~~sO~nmined,areas,eand the 
zones ar~~~~Sth:~Ch as lakes and wate~~o~~;:~ferednce with, . ' an buffer 

Though specific " may be varied in prov1s10ns of existin " 
the environmentalt~~li~:~~e, and a different ~o~~~~~f,leases 
subs

7
quent leases granted10n~ ~f lessees inserted in 10n of 

cont1nue to deal with th ' m1n1ng leases can be any 
set out above e sorts of environ expected to 

~~iu;!d~~ ;nviro~~:~~aiso~if~!~i~~~peglor ~~~t~~s~~~i;~t!~ns 
raser Island minin ' ven the essential 

nece~s~rily permitting the, g leases as instruments 
i~:m1nt1ng t~pography and ve~:~:~~ent destruction of the 

ex ract10n of th ' 10n as a prelimi 
,which constitute th ose,m1nerals sought by the ~ary step in 
mining leases on th: i~~:~~: motive for the acq~~~~~i~~dof 
, There is no doubt 1nf~uence the effects of that,t~e eX1st1ng mining leases 
env~ron~ent of Fraser Is sandm1n~ng on the natural 
~~11galt10n~ contained inl~~~~ :~thout the environmental 

om c ear1ng all th ' 1ners would not b they chose Th e vegetation on the mi ' e restrained 
mining the'sh~r:~ ~~uidknot be specificall~1~~0~~~~ whenever 
the mining leases th a es and the banks of cree~s1ted from 

~;t~~~~b~~itation: wh~ieW~~!frh~~~ino obligations in :!;~~~~ 
less th~n1~~e~~~~dc be derived from ~~en~;n;~aiollalute , • w ana be 

, The 7xisting mining lease ' 10ns d1rected at mini ' , s conta1n a number of 
~s"n'dmin,irlq on the natural m1~1ng the deleterious effects 

,cannot, and generallye~~1~~~ment of Fraser Island B~! 
~~~~~t of 7nvironmental goals' t~u~port to compel the 

t",~r'M"~ e or 1mpracticable Th a are ecologically 
I;~a~~miel,the resto;atio~yo~a~~~t, and do not, 

~n"i:ronmle~tal ~ 1~s,premining condition naiural environment 
sent' ,s1gn1f1cance and im ' a though the 

t n~~~;~ll~~~,in, and is deriv~~ri~~~e ~~ Frase~ ~sland 
:e,nlat>ll' , 1ronment. The ' e qua11t1es of 
~n,~~~~~~:;~on where this is e~o~~~~~:l~ch~eve s~ccessful e. y 1mposs1ble or 

~~;;;~~~'~~:~:~~~~:~'~'f\ of ,Special Co d' , , of'Takes an~ 1 t,t
1ons purporting to ( 

f "_'" ---~- -" wa ercourses I , 0, substance", "thro cannot",,: 
1ntp ti1."se, water_bod:i ugi1. ,t:h.~, Perm!"able : 

r~r~;~~Inl;"~~~i;~i~f(ici~la;ThiS is qui tead ,es, and their, ""j' JI ,; case the Ie 1fferent issue from 
breach of a special co~~7~,maY,or may not be 

~ lon In a mining lease. 
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Depending on the facts and the wording of particular special 
conditions relating to pollution, significant environmental 
harm may be caused to water-bodies by pollution as a direct 
or indirect result of mining, while the lessee may not be 
technically liable for a breach of the special condition in 

question. 

The special conditions of several of the mining 
leases prohibit direct interference with certain places of 
special environmental significance: these include Lake 
Boemingen, First, Second and Third Creeks in the case of ML 
102: and Lake Wabby, Eli Creek and Markwell's Lookout in the 
case of ML 95. Special Condition 26. (c) of ML 94 provides 
similar, though less stringent, restrictions in relation to 
Beauty spot No. 80 between Waddy point and Indian Head. 
Where mining is planned in areas of lesser environmental 
significance than Fraser Island, the preservation of 
particular places of beauty is of undoubted value. However, 
the prohibition of direct damage to these particular places 
on Fraser Island will not safeguard the special environmental 
significance of the Island as a whole. The present aesthetic 
value of these places stems largely from their natural 
setting. They cannot retain this aesthetic value if the 
wilderness character of their broader surrounds is destroyed 

by mining. 

Fraser Island possesses a large number of natural 
features which make it a significant place, both to the 
layman and the specialist. They range from its vast expanse 
of wild seascapes and its densely forested hinterland, to its 
ancient dunes and sandb10ws. However, the one element which 
spans and gives unity to the broad spectrum of its particular 
natural features is an overall impression of wilderness. The 
beaches, sandblows, forests and lakes are but particular 
components which go to make up the Island'S totality. The 
individual natural features of the Island cannot be conserved 
in isolation from one another and abstracted from the overall 
character of the Island. 

The imposition of environmental obligations upon the 
mining operation, either in the present form of the Special 
Conditions of the Mining Leases, or in a more stringent form, 
will not prevent the significant environmental damage which 
inevitably will result from the mining operations and, in 
particular, will not prevent the destruction of the unity and 
integrity of the Island's environment, and of those qualities 
which make it desirable to record it as part of the National 

Estate. 

Although such obligations may well provide sufficient 
protection for areas of lesser environmental significance 
than Fraser Island, they are insufficient to conserve the 
Island's special environmental qualities and significance. 
On the evidence before the Commission, mining above the mean 
high-water mark is incompatible with their conservation. No 
environmental obligations inserted in a mining lease can 
achieve the twin goals of allowing mining above mean 
high-water mark and protecting the environment of Fraser 

Island. 

III 

6.6 Conclusion 

There are a number of w ' , 
Island which if pro ~ys ~n wh~ch man can utilize the 
inconsistent'with th~er y contr?lled, will not be 
environment These uscon~ervlatlon of its natural 

. es lilC ude recr t' , 
research, and probably l' e~ lon, sClentific 
exception of beach mini se,ect~ve logg~ng. But with the 
sandmining is inconsist~~tln,~~rtaln areas, continued 
Island I s natural enviro Wl " tI:e conservation of the 
t th nment. ,. ThlS is so ' 

o e overwhelming weight fJ th . ' even 1£, contrary 
Commission, successful reh~' . e ~vldence before the 
mining is found to be ecola 71ltatlon of the flora after 
sites on the Island as 101glcally possible on all mined 

t
' we as belng act 11 ' 

prac lee, and even if ind' 'd ua y ach18ved in 
significance remain unmin~~~ ual features of special 

The overall impression of . 
refuge will be destroyed forever a wlld, uncultivated isla.nd 
most of those qualities of th I ~y mlnlng, together with 
that make Fraser Island f e. s and I s natural environment 
community and for futureo speclal value for the present 
recorded as part of the Ngte~erations and thus worthy of being 

b 
a lonal Estate Th ' , 

never e restored after dest t' 0, • ese qualltles can rue lon by mlnlng. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SANDMINING ON FRASER ISLAND 
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT : SPATIAL ASPECTS 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter_examines the relationship between sandmining 
and 6the-r---land uses on Fraser Island, incTuding 
sustained-yield forestry, Beauty spots and tourism_. It 
also considers the conflict between sandmining and the 
preservation of Aboriginal relics and sacred places, and 
between sandmining and proposals given in evidence to the 
Commission about extensions to the boundaries of the 
present National Park. 

7.2 Sandmining and forestry 

A great deal of evidence was given to the Inquiry about 
forestryand_sus1;ained,-yield logging activities on Fraser 

-·UilancC. The Commission was impressed both by the . 
responsible attitude to Fraser Island which has been 
adopted over the years by the Queensland Department of 
Forestry and the harmonious working relatioriship that seems 
to exist between it and the Maryborough sawmilling 
companies which process ·most of the tiIllber shipped from the 
Island. For example, there appear", 1;0 be no lack of 
understanding or support for the strict controls-Tmposed by 
the Department· on the activities of logging contractors. 
No tree in the Forest Reserve can be touched by a logging 
contractor without the express permission of the 
Department, whose officers indicate .. the precis_~L<1J-r-".ction 
in which each tree is to be felled so as to cause the least 
damage to the forest nearby. A _c<:>I1Clition. imposed on some 
mining leases on the Island (e:-g. ML 102) is that-the 
l~ssee.mustinform the District Forest Officer in writing 
one year prior to commencing mining operations within any 
State Forest area upon the land demised whereupon 
arrangements may be made to salvage any merchantable timber 
there. Other than that, and the general condition that the 
lessee shall conduct his operations in a manner that will 
nO.r· cause 'unnecessary damage to shrubs, trees or other 
flora', mining companies are free to clear trees and shrubs 
without the express permission of the Department of 
Forestry. 

After i l1specting the Island, the Commission has 
come to the view that, in general, the visual integrity of 
Fraser Island has not been adversely affected by the 
carefully controlled logging operations. r.t seems likely 
tliat mO$t visitors to the Island -- apart from experienced 
botanists, ecologist:;; or foresters -- would be unaware that 
its timber resources have in fact been exploited for over a 
hundred years. 
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The annual output Of timber is 
Department of Forestry to about 22 500 limited.b~ the 

~~~~p' t. ~~lecf_··tl_.:iyeX"lJ:i,ng has virtU~l1Y ~.! ~~~~~~~~ 277, 
... r~e y at the actual site of . ~ml?act. 

oL.c-"_lIl:""--, .. .constantly . shift ' .). operat~ons (wh~ch ~s, 
along unformed roads -mad~n~ • ,The logs are trucked 
of Forestry, to barging p~ia~ ma~ntained by the Department 
sites are simple and reI t,n ~ on the west coast; these 
vessels carry their own la ~dv~ y unobtrusive since the 

oa ~ng gear. 

It is necessary to note that 
practices, such as clear-f II' some current forestry 
the thinning of stands of ~. ~ng, chemical treatments in 
PlIrsued! be inconsistent wi~~ ~~~ and burni~g off, may, if 
v~sual ~ntegrity of the I 1 d preservat~on of the s an . 

It is apparent from Fig 7 1 
overlap between the areas 10 ed • that there is little 
the past decade and those th~f on Fraser Island during 
a~e currently under apPlicationha;e alread~ been leased, or 
w~tness who tendered Exh'b' ,or s~ndm~n~ng. (The 
p.996) that this map,_sh~ ~t l;~ expla~ned (Exh~bit 265, 
oPE!r"tionl? during thelas~ ~~n : scope of logg~ng 
from memory and excluded some y ars, had been prepared 
lleen underta.ken ___ iD __ <;:YCIQnEl_dam:

r
:
as 

where salvage work had 
the Maryborough and Bundaber g d, for~st.) ,Representatives 

,.A.ssoc:i·ation indicated (Exhibit ~6~~str~ct T~mber Merchants' 
some co~rcial stands of t' b pp.l025-9) that there 

ccrpp]t,l Of Lake Wabby) and MLAs 13~~1~~ ~n parts ,?f I'lL 95 
They further explained that th~e~r BOf~mbah 
had asked them not to epar,ment of 
west of Lake Wabby bec~~::e~~ed,?~erat~ons on part 
should be logged on a selecti ~b n,?t know whether 
led and replanted afte "ve as~s as usual or r IDlnl.ng. 

Even so, the Commission h 
is no serious conflict bet as r~ach~d the view that 

lP"r'it.ions on Fraser Island a w~~n ogg~ng and sandmining 
ing, some community Of·int~ ~ contrary there is, if 

,rred.YON.Minerals from ML 102 to B~~;' TilUS the road built 
trucks arid fire-fighting h~r~ek could be used by 
I airstrip __ one of onl ve lC es, and the D M 

licensed by the D t y a handful on the Island 
tate the 'd epar ment of Transport -- could 

,_, , ' rapl removal of an " d tourist) to the mainland th ~nJure forestry worker 
, fire-fighting or oth~~ e tr.ansport of emergency 

mainland to the Island peTrhsonne~ and equipment 
[F-"~' ___ ' • ere ~s no doubt too 

, contractors on the Island have been of' , 
the event of mishap d . 

heavy earth-moving mach' s ~n emergenc~es and that 
t'? time (under contract) ~~ery as ~een ~mplo~ed from 

lng telecommunicati l.n.p:e~arlng alrstrlps, 
(Exhibit 265 27~ns fac~l~t~es and making rubbish 

was given't~Pthe -288~ •. Although no direct 
highly likel th Comm~ss~,?n,on this,point, it 
and are still ma~i the san~m~n~ng companies have 

f f 
ng, cons~derable use of the tracks 

or orestry purpos d' ' es, urlng the course of their 
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field investigations. ~n short, on the mining leases so 
far granted or already applied ~or, the conflict between 
sandmining and ~orestry operations is negligible whereas 
the potential for mutually beneficial co-existence on this 
relatively inaccessible Island is considerable. 

The conclusion of the Commission, therefore, is 
that sandmining operations on existing MLs and MLAs do not 
have, and are unlikely to have, any significantly 
detrimental impact on sustained-yield logging operations. 
However, if mining operations were to take place on ore 
bodies outside the existing MLs and MLAs, there is likely 
to be a growing conflict between sandmining and forestry 
acti vi ties. 

7.3 Sandmining, forestry and national park proposals 

If anz:thing, the conti~1J"j::.iQ!lof logging operations on 
Fraser Island is much more obviously iU£LQl1.sistent with the 
a~l:crn:ce of the submission (Exhibit 265 ,'pp.16-17) that 
the obTigatloris'oftheConUnonwealth Government would best 
be'met if it encouraged both the designation of the whole r"<""" 
of:]'~ase",_Is,landabovel1)e"n high-water mark as a National 
Park and, the phasIng out of the timber industry by 1990. .6_~, 
This is largely because once a National Park is established 
urtd~x ___ Queensland law, 9qmin~_rcIar"-Toggirrg, as well as 
g,f£lD-t_ing of r,;ining leases _ and authorities to prospect, are 
prohibited within it (The Forestry Act, 1959 as amended, 
SE>ction 46 (1), the Mining Act 1968 as amended, Section 44 
(1)). Advocates of this scheme saw the additional merit 
that it would enable the whole of Fraser Island to be 
associated with the proposed Cooloola National Park 
(Exhibit 569) and even managed jointly with it under a name 
such as 'The Great Sandy National Park' (Exhibit 265, 
p.67). 

other witnesses (Exhibit 9, p.44; Exhibit 265, 
p.408) suggested that the present National Park should be 
e?:~J~~:~mded southwardi:f t:b -embrace a greater and more varied 
- e of the, ecosystems"anc1_ fe_atures of outstanding scenic 

sC'ientiff~'-imporEince-~ --"It was argued, for instance, 
the National Park should contain 'as compactly as 

ssible, the maximum variety of the island's natural 
sets, and most of its features of outstanding scenic and 
ientific importance'. To dO"t:his, Jt was s~ug,ge,sted, it 

necessary to preserve, among other things, most of 
.. . .... of perched dune lakes, most of the 

~J~~~ii~~"; virgin tafl--forest, the major exposures of 
Q sands, P,ajet of both coastlines, a. sample of major 

topography, and intertidal areas to low-water 
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The Commission was impressed by the considerable 
body o~ opinion which ~avoured some extension o~ the 
National Park boundary. It is worthy o~ note, too, that 
there was substantial agreement -- at least in principle 
on this issue between conservation bodies on the one hand 
and sandmining companies on the other (e.g. Exhibit 265, 
pp.16-l7 and 579-80). But, despite the weight of evidence 
about this subject and the related need to protect the 
integrity of Fraser Island, the commission is unable to 
make recommendations stemming from it. Findings and 
Recommendations relating to the extension of Queensland 
National Parks are outside the Commission's terms of 
reference. It can only strongly commend consideration of 
extension to the appropriate authorities. 

At the same time, it is clear that decisions made 
by the Commonwealth Government permitting the export of 
minerals derived from Fraser Island do affect the options 
available to the Queensland Government in relation to 
national park proposals. For example, if decisions were 
made permitting the export of minerals extracted along the 
east coast in the extreme north of the Island on parts of 
MLs 93 and 101 (both of which extend to the mean low-water 
mark) the option of an eastward extension of the present 
National Park boundary 'to preserve ••• part of both 
coastlines' in their natural state (Exhibit 9, p.44 and map 
'B') would be foreclosed. As another instance, if 
decisions were made having the effect of enabling mining to 
proceed on parts of any of the leases which extend to mean 
low-water mark (MLs 93, 94, 101, 107 and 120) near the 
north of Indian Head, there would probably be a related 
requirement for a road across the Island to a barging point 
on the west coast; this would be in conflict with the 
proposal (summarized in the second paragraph of this 
section) for a southerly extension of the present National 
Park boundary in order to preserve a greater variety of the 

t~'Island I s natural features. 

Given the possibility of these and other land use 
conflicts . (some· of which are mentioned elsewhere in this 
Rej:iort) ;-i1o is essential that a long-term planning and 
management study be carried out covering the whole of 
Fraser Island. There is merit in the suggestion of some 
witnesses that the commonwealth Government should offer any 
assistance that would enable such a detailed investigation 
to be put in hand immediately. In Chapter 3 a brief 
account was given of the way in which the present pattern 
of land use on Fraser Island evolved. No evidence was 
given that this evolution took place in accordance with any 
overall plan or concept. Although, for the reasons given, 
it would be inappropriate for the Commission to comment on 
the merits or otherwise of the outline management plan 
submitted by one witness (Exhibit 9) and supported by 
several others, this Exhibit does clearly illustrate the 
importance of viewing the Island as a whole rather than as 
a series of disparate and unrelated parts. Hence the 
Commonwealth Government's decision to grant export licences 
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for heavy minerals derived from mat~rial way, the land use 1 ML 102 affected, in a very 
avallabl~ to the appropriat~ :~~~~~,a~d managem~n~ options 
the studles suggested earlier' hltles. Partlclpation in 
the Commonwealth in making m ln,tfe paragraph would assist 
relation to the export of ,ore ln ormed decisions in 
Island. mlnerals extracted from Fraser 

7.4 Sandmining and Beauty Spots 

In Chapter 3 it was noted that t 
have been designated on F wenty-three Beauty Spots 
Forestry. Several of the~:ser Island by the Department of 
leases. Three of them are,wlthln or close to mining 
paragraphs. are consldered in the following 

Indian Head - Waddy Point 

A substantial part of th' B 
1?7. Any sandminin 0 e~:t,eaut~ Spot is within MLs 94 and 
mlnerals or sUPPlie; thro lons 7n , or transport of 
totally destroy its inte ~I~' thls,Beauty Spot would 
which is a popular attra~tio~'f Thl~ ~levated area (108 m), 
only massive rock outer or Vlsltors, contains the 
important because it fo~~: ~n ;he,Island and is scenically 
eastern seaboard Th' P omlnent landmark along the 
Waddy Point arl~a'appe:r~m~ortance of the Indian Head -
when it was the only tractOa~ave been recognized in 1964 
Eurong not to be excised f . ong the east coast north of 
(Fig. 3.1). The commissio rom ~he State Forest Reserve 
erected near Waddy Point l'nnd~o teddthat a large signboard lca e that 

BEAUTY SPOT 80 [1 0 F' 
THIS IS PART OF FRA~ERlis 3.2] -- WADDY POINT 
AND FAUNA SANCTUARY. TO i~~~~TATE FOREST 

~~~ ~~A~E;~EIgA~~EN~~U~~O~~~T~::iEi~~S 
;~~N;~E~~DD~~~~~!NC~H~RL~~~;~~~ g; ~~~~ IN 
OR SAND, THE POSSESSION OF FIREARMS AND 
THE DEPOSITING OF RUBBISH OR OTHER 

~:~;~~T~~~ ~~LRi~~~~~i~.FO~~~~E~OU.YOUR 
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY 

of this Beauty Spot is 
25(a) (i) to this lease 

within ML 95. 
states that 

Special 

The lessee •.• shall not' t ~ , 
to be interfered with fln e~ ~re wlth or cause 
area of Lake Wabby and ~~ m~nlng purp?ses ••• the 
lake to a distance of one:th~ndd abuttlng,that 
[536 m] f lr ••• of a mlle 

rom the shoreline of that 1 k a e. 
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The inadequacy o~ this Sj?ecial condition has already been 

discussed in section 6.2. 

Lake Boemingen 

The eastern side of this Beauty Sj?ot is within ML 102. 
special condition 24(a) (i) attached to this lease is 
identical to special Condition 25(a) (i) of ML 95 except for 
the difference in the name of the lake. The inadequacy of 
this Special Condition has already been discussed in 

Section 6.2. 

There is no doubt that sandmining in or near Lake 
Wabby or Lake Boemingen would destroy the very values which 
far-sighted foresters were attempting to preserve by 
declaring them Beauty spots. An essential part of the 
attractiveness of these and other lakes on Fraser Island 
lies in their setting and perspective (a point developed 
further in Chapter 4). The fact that an arbitrary distance 
of 536 m all round the shoreline of each lake has been 
chosen as the limit of mining interference itself suggests 
that no close study was made of the landscape details or 
the particular lines of sight from various vantage points. 

7.5 Sandmining and Aboriginal sites 

In Chapter 3 it waS noted that, at various times, Fraser 
Island sustained a considerable Aboriginal population. The 
Commission saw for itself, and heard evidence from several 
witnesses about, the large numbers of middens and other 
Aboriginal sites on the Island, the majority of which are 
located along the east coast within a few hundred metres of 
high-water mark. No surveys have been made about the 
locations of these middens and few have been investigated 
in any detail~ The commission was greatly assisted, 
therefore, by a report (Exhibit 455) relating to a survey 
of six middens in a foreshore area measuring only 1.5 ha 
just north of Eurong township. An experienced 
ethno-archaeologist (who had made only a brief visit to the 
Island) opined that it was very likely that some object of 
Aboriginal origin would be found 'on every acre' along the 
eastern coastline (Transcript p.27l 8). 

The general significance of Aboriginal artifacts 
appears to have been well summarized by the authors of a 
notice which __ the commission observed -- had been erected 
beside several of the more conspicuous frontal dune middens 
along the eastern beach. The notice states 

THIS AREA IS AN ABORIGINAL MIDDEN, FORMED BY 
THE CONTINUOUS ACCUMULATION OF SHELLS DROPPED BY 
THE ABORIGINES AFTER MEALS. IT WAS HERE THAT THEY 
COOKED AND ATE THE SHELLFISH COLLECTED FROM THE 

RIVERS AND SEA. 

Il"ii ;:;'"IC: \~i< 
-;':Li~if',)i\J:\: , 

I!I 'l .. i-'."-;', f " > 

: .!"jRiU~ '! 
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THE EARLY EUROPEANS I 
SAID THAT THE ABORIGINES N THEIR OBSERVATIONS 
AND DROP THE MUSSELS AND WOULD MAKE A SMALL FIRE 
COALS. WITH THE HEAT OF OTHER SHELLFISH INTO THE 
OPEN AND THE FLESH WOULD ~~EFIREf THE SHELLS WOULD 
ANOTHER METHOD USED WAS TO ATEN IMMEDIATELY. 
WITH A THIN SHARP PRISE OPEN THE SHELL 
TO SMASH THE SHELL ~~*~EAO~ STONE, AND YET ANOTHER, 
'RIAMEI' A PEAR AMMER STONE (THE 
FOR THIS) . SHAPED IMPLEMENT WAS COMMONLY USED 

CONS~gE~~L~R~~~~~;IST MIDDENS CAN SUPPLY 
AGE OF THE MIDDEN FRO~O~. APART FROM THE ACTUAL 
MIGRATIONS OF THE TRIBESA~!ON DATING, THE SEASONAL 
THEIR DIET AND THE SIZE N BE DETERMINED, PLUS 
IF THE SITE HAS BEEN USEgF THE POPULATION PRESENT. 
OR ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES cr~RBA LONG TIME, CULTURAL 
THE TYPES OF STONE TOOLS FOU E SEEN BY CHANGES IN 
THE POLLEN IN THE DI ND. FROM A STUDY OF 
CHANGES IN CLIMATE A~~E~~~ET LAYERS OF THE MIDDEN, 
OUT. TATION CAN BE WORKED 

MIDDENS ARE NOT NORMA 
APPEARANCE BUT THEY LLY VERY IMPRESSIVE IN 
OF ABORIGINAL EVERY :~R~i~~: AN IMPORTANT ASPECT 

IT IS OFTEN SAID TH CAN BE DETERMINED BY' A SAT THE HISTORY OF A PEOPLE 
HAVE THROWN AWAY. TUDY OF THE REFUSE THEY 

MIDDENS ARE IN A SEN 
CO-OPERATION IS'SOUGHT SE, FRAGILE, AND YOUR 
WALKING OVER THEM OR IN ORDER TO PRESERVE THEM. 
EVENTUALLY LEAD TO TH~I~~g~~ING THE VEGETATION WILL 
OF SUCH RELICS. ON AND IRREPARABLE LOSS 

The preservation of artif Aboriginal culture i acts, or any other traces 
'ADOl"'i-"'i',nn l l' ,s encompassed by the Q 1 Re ~CB Preservation Act 19 uee~s and 

that the management of D ~ M' 67. Th~re 1S some 
the legislation concern' lnerals 18 'fully 

,u~'rlalnal relics' and that I 't ~ng the,preservation of 
88ion the Queensland 1 18 o~r lntention to 

and other areas wher:u~~um to ~nves~igate the midden 
e before our mining oper:ii~~~ d eXlst wel~ in 

areas' (Exhibit 265 7l0t)ake place 1n those 
was presented to the C P ~ , . ~ However, no 

had been made or . ~mml~slon that any such 
mining leases on F~~~:~t~9~tl~ns undertaken 0 Most 

Whi~h, ,as indicated alrea~y:nisa~:g:~~:a ~~e eastern 
y 1mportant from an archaeological point of 
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The mining methods cu~~ently being used on r~ase~ 
Island do not pe~mit an ade~uate sc~utiny o~ the sand being 
fed into the p~ocessing plants to ensu~e the identification 
and p~ese~vation of any a~chaeological mate~ial contained 
in it. Even if a~chaeological investigations we~e 
unde~taken ahead of ope~ations, the ~ate of mining (two 
hecta~es a week by D M Mine~als alone) would not allow time 
fo~ any mo~e than sample o~ supe~ficial su~veys. One 
expe~t witness pointed out that nowadays a~chaeologists 
neve~ excavate more than ten to fifteen pe~ cent of a site: 
the remainder is thereby left fo~ future investigation and 
interpretation in the light of changes in archaeological 
theory, methodology and techniques. Thus, surveys of 
Aboriginal sites __ even if unde~taken by trained personnel 
__ are not in themselves an adequate p~ocedu~e. Given that 
skeletal remains of wo~ld-wide significance have been found 
in sand at Lake Munro, in weste~n New South Wales, the 
possibility that similar remains may have been p~eserved on 
F~aser Island cannot be discounted. 

Sandmining operations above high-wate~ mark appear 
to be inconsistent with the spirit and intention of the 
Queensland AboriginaL ReLics ?reservation Act, 1967, in its 
application to the Island. 

The commission was informed (Transcript p.3094) 
that middens tend to be concentrated along the east coast 
of the Island because it was 'entirely f~ee of 
restrictions' as most of the ceremonial and sacred areas 
and corroboree grounds were on the west coast. Evidence 
about the location of these places having special 
significance for Aboriginals waS too imprecise for the 
commission to determine whether any lie within the 
boundaries of MLAS 128 (Yankee Jack) and 131-134 (Bogimbah 
Creek). However, the commission wishes to record the fact 
that both these areas were named by witnesses as having 
some particular ceremonial or sacred significance. 

7.6 Sandmining and tourist activities 

Evidence before the commission suggests that, apart from 
day trippers, a considerable proportion of the visitors to 
Fraser Island spend most of their time on or near the east 
coast. The prefe~ence fo~ the eastern seaboard is 
understandable. It appears that most vehicles are brought 
from the mainland to Hook Point in the south from whence, 
depending on tides, the full length of the beach can be 
traversed by four-wheel drive vehicles o~ those equipped 
with low pressure tyres. Mo~eove~, this side of the Island 
has most of the comme~cial accommodation facilities, 
provides access to nearly all the Beauty spots (Fig. 3.2) 
and other tourist attractions like the Maheno w~eck and The 
cathedrals (Fig. 2.3), and is a popula~ venue for campers 
and amateur beach-fishing enthusiasts. In contrast, the 
west coast is f~inged by low-lying mang~ove swamp 
vegetation which, being gene~ally unsuitable for camping, 
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beach fishing o~ swimmin ' 
majority of tou~ists If' ~s less attractive to the 
however, that increa~in w~ suggested to the Commission 
~east part of their tim~ ~~ t~~SIoi people ar7 spending at 
~nland attractions which s and explor~ng those 
or in four-wheel drive ve~~~lreasonablY accessible on foot 
suggested for this chan e' es. ~ong the reasons 
pUblicity about the exi~te~n emihas~s were the increased 
and perched lakes and th ~e 0 features like rain-forest 
wh? are visiting the ISla~d.ari~~ numbers of,family parties 
wh~ch people are driven acro one-day tr~ps (during 
back again) and the longer '::f!o,~he east coast and then 
those people who do not r~ tours are also enabling 
who are unwilling to tes~w~ha,four-wheel drive vehicle (or 
confusing system of topo ~~r navigational skills on the 
unsignposted tracks) t grap ~ca~ly-a~igned and 

o see the ~nter~or of the Island. 

Even so, it is fair to say that the 
present tourist activity is largely focused Island's 
coast, much of which is 1 along the east 
mining leases. Some CO~fa~ a ready noted, within existing 
already exists and if ,l~ct between these two land uses 
it seems that this' co f~~n~ng operations were to continue 

n lC would become more intense. ' 

Existing conflicts 

Since 1971, Queensland Titanium Min 
heavy minerals from a stri __ es pty Ltd has extracted 
__ beside theY east coast i P th now about 12.5 km in length 
MLs 84, 104 and 105 0 n e south of Fraser Island on 

. ver much of th' d' ~ath has been only a few metre f ~~ ~stance the mining 
~ts effects are visible to sl rom h7gh-water mark and 
A number of witnesses su peop e pass~ng along the beach 
affected visitors to thegie~te~ ~hat these operations • 
t:avelling up the beach fr~ma~ ~n t~o ways. First, anyone 

,'m~ned areas and a ,ook Po~".'t has to pass by 
~.7), 'the sight 0; ~~:mw~~n~s~ expla~ned (Exhibit 407, 
~mpressions one might hav rfa~~lY detracts from any first 

f Fraser Island' Seeo ~ °th e beauty and "naturalness" 
flattening of' the du~e' con~ removal of the vegetation, 
s means that these areas 'h~ursi,and t~e lack of shade 
such as picnicking or cam i~e ~ttle ~f,any appeal for 

is eliminated' (EXhi~itg4~~nce the~r recreational 
ss described the same t ' ' p.7). Another 

uUln"'ti".'g place for anyoneSt~~ih~sk'afmost ~nattractive, 
scr~pt p.2805) The C ' ~n 0 camp~ng' 

I came to the s~me conc~mm~ss10n, after viewing this 
a period of years someu~~on. E~en supposing that, 
, the hand of man' will st:~~s an other flora are 

smoothing out of the topo ~ hbe appare".'t because of 
~cret'ation and th b grap y underly~ng the e a sence of detailed d' 

syncracies of nature. an lnteresting 

The seaward edge of th . 
operations of D M Minerelarea d~sturbed by the 

,,,,".v,umat 1 ' a s on ML 102 was 
bey one k~lometre from high-water mark when 

y the Commission in F'ebruary 1976. At that time 
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, not visible from the beach; it 
the D M Miner'lls' Slte wa~ 't who did not know that thls 
could be claimed that 'I Vl~l or ~nd down this section of 

, ' ted could drl ve up ~ t' oper'ltlon eXlS f the minin9 opera lon. 
the beach and remain unaware,o d by D M Minerals could be 

ts of the are'l mlne 
However, par th top of the foredune. 
clearly seen from e 

activities were to continue, two 
If sandmini~g robable that the results of D M 

circumstances make l~ ~, ould become visible from the 
Minerals' mining actlvltl~s wear to be moving on to 
beach First, its operatlonds app Second 'Issuming that 

. spicuous unes. " t higher and more con, t Ltd's plant contlnues 0 

Queensland Titanium Mlnes ~4Y t approximately the same rate 
progress north~ard~ up ~ 'n ~wo ears be mining the , 
as at present It wlil Wlt~lth pr~sent D M Minerals' slte. 
foredunes directly east 0 ,eta that would then be 
The extent of the man-made ~~s r is uncertain since much 
revealed to the beach tr~ve ~ ing paths selected, the 
would depend on the pre~lSetml~graphY and the speed at 
details of the intervenlng t~~ natural sand barrier 
which the one firm r~move~f the other. This is another 
screening the oper~tlonSntallY deleterious consequence that 
instance of an envlro~m~ nt export licences for 

f the declslon to gra 11 may flow rom , rom ML 102 without a fu 
heavy minerals d~rlved f, h'p to circumstances beyond 
appreciation of ltS relat~~nSt~r mining tease invotved. In 
the boundaries of the par ~~u os sible to see, from the 
February 1976, it wa~ alre~ YtP the higher areas cleared,by 
vicinity of Markwell s LO~h~~ Lookout, a well-known tourlst 
D M Minerals on ML 102. , kilometres north of D M 
a ttraction approximately ~lne ff ds an extensive vista of , 'ng slte a or . 
Minerals present ID1Dl , t kilometres wide, sweeplng 

, untry about wo S '1 the undulatlng co , t the eastern beach. pecla 
down from the high, ~unes M~ 95 which states that 
condition 25 (a) (lll) to , 

11 not interfere with or cause 
The le~see ..• sha with for mining purposes .•. the 
to be lnterfered d th land 

k ll's Lookout an e 
area of Mar we D rtment's road to and 
abutting the Forestry epa of 
from that Lookout to a djlstance 
fifteen •.. chains [301 m , 

d d the Lookout itself, but there 
protects the accesp r~a an n other mining lease which 
l'S no condition in thlS or a y d that can be seen 
prevents interference with the lan scape 

from it. 

Long-term conflicts 
, ( hl'ch will be summarized b d of eVldence W 

A considerable 0 Y th commission about the 
later) was presented to e d 'n relation to the likely 
significance of F~aser IS~a~orlrelativelY undisturbed , , 
long-term growth In deman'f the numbers of people who Vl~lt 
natural areas. But even 1 e to remain static, the confllct 
Fraser Island each year ~er nd sandmining (were it to 
of interest between tourlsm a 
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continue) would become sh'lrper. A represent'ltive of one of 
the mining firms pointed out th'lt, t'lken together, the 
twenty-four Mining Le'lses 'Ind ten Mining Le'lse Applications 
on Fraser Island covered less than nine per cent of its 
area (Transcript p.3401). He further argued that, as 
companies take up leases in excess of the ore body, the 
area to be disturbed by mining in all thirty-four leases 
would amount to no more than 1.03 per cent of the whole 
Island. This argument was not supported by sufficient 
evidence to persuade the Commission of its accuracy~ In 
any event, even if only 1.03 per cent of the Island were to 
be disturbed by mining, this disturbance would be spread 
virtually over the whole length of the eastern seaboard and 
would affect conspicuous high dunes which are visible over 
considerable distances, as well as the environs of some of 
the perched lakes and other attractive places inland from 
the coast. Following such disturbance, it would be 
impossible to travel anywhere along the eastern beach or to 
visit many of the Beauty Spots or Lookouts without being 
conscious that the Island was no longer in a relatively 
natural state. For the reasons already given, visitors 
tend to spend most of their time on the eastern side of the 
Island and this preference is unlikely to diminish. 
Indeed, any spread of tourist accommodation (except under 
very strict supervision of full-time resident rangers) away 
from the eastern beach would itself help to destroy the 
naturalness of the Island by planting man'-made structures, 
with their related interference, where none exists at 

t 
The force of this argument becomes even stronger 

seen in the context of the evidence about the likely 
"n,"o,.rh in the number of people who will in future desire to 

it relatively untouched areas like Fraser Island. There 
two aspects of this. There was evidence of the growing 
felt by urban dwellers in many countries to spend at 
part of their increasing leisure time in wilderness 

s. The general point that emerges from data m'lintained 
government instrumentalities and authorities in the 
ted States, Canada and the United Kingdom, for instance, 
that wilderness use (expressed, say, in man-days) is 
cre~sing approximately twice as quickly as all other 

of outdoor recreation. The limited data available 
st that, similarly, the demand for wilderness 
tion is growing in Australia. Thus, McMichael 

ciety's Demand for Open-Air Recreation, unpublished 
, 1971) has observed that the rate of usage of 

Parks within about 150 krn of Australian capital 
has been increasing at about ten to twelve per cent 
-- a r'lte far in excess of that for population 

se. Or ag'lin, the Queensland Dep'lrtment of Forestry 
, until recently, was responsible for the National 
in the State, noted in its 1972-73 Annuat Report 

1) that 
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. 1 ~ rks ~re being c~lled 
Queensl~n~:~ :~tt~~~e~s~ng ~ublic.demand for 
u~on to m eat ion and educat~onal 
the heal~hy recr rovide. Observations by 
opport~~7t~es ~~~~ ~hat ~ark visitation in 
Park 0 ~cers 1 d is now the equivalent of 
Southern Que~nst~~t area making one visit per 
each person ~~ these parks. This usage is . 
year ttodont~ ~ontinue to increase as it has In 
expec e . 
other affluent countr~es. 

. le of this increased demand for 
A typ~cal examp. rovided by numbers of 
outdoor recr~a~~o~ ~:~n~rvon National Park over 
people who v~S~ e b k This park is 
the 6-day Easter-Anzac D~i B~~:b~ne and 
480 miles [772 km] .westxam les of sandstone 
preserves outstandlng e. i;al relics, a wide 
cliffs and.gorges

d
, abtohr~ganimals together with 

e of blrds an 0 e . ' 1 rang . land vegetatlon ~n c ose 
exam~l~s of dr~r~~ mosses and rain forest 
prox7mlty ;~e~ the' 6-day holiday period some 
spec~es. 1 visited the park and about 
2'00~h~e~; ~f these visitors came from 
two- ~r d These people were 
south-East Queensia~o~g distances to reach the 
prepared to tr~veh'ke far into the gorges and 
park and then 0 l d Camping 
camp away from the C~~Pdg~~u~9~5' before that 
facilities were prOVl 8 1 visited the area each 
only a few hundred peop e 1 200 visitors. 

. that year there were , 
year, In 'b t' to this large increase are 
Factors contr~ u ~ng 1 f the scenic 
imprOVet~ accoefs~het~:t~~~~ala~dscape and 
attrac lon .' g . . n of well kept baslc camp~n provlS10 
facilities. 

. ed (Exhibit 407, p.3) that the 
The Commission waS lnform, 1 Parks in southeast 
number of visitors to Natlona e of about five per cent 

d · ased by an averag , 1971 72 Queenslan lncre d . the five years to -. 
per annum (to 2,500(000). ur~~~ rate of population gro,:,th 
This was almost thr~edt7me~southern Queensland' as def~ned 
during the same per~o ~n 
in the Queensland Year Book. 

. that the increased use of 
The second aspect ~s 'derable pressure on those 

wilderness areas is plac~nf.c~ns~InevitablY, perhaps, the 
near the centres.o~ ~opu a ~~ ~ with large numbers of 
provision of facllltle~ t~he~elves) reduces to some extent 
visitors (and the croW s ess in such areas. AS the 
the impression of natur~l~orestry pointed out in its 
Queensland Department 0 

1972-73 Annual Report (p. 21), 
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It is good to see such appreci~tion of the 
p~rks by the public but in the case of the more 
popular areas it poses problems of man~gement. 
There must be a proper balance between the use 
and preservation of the environment and 
management must endeavour to prevent erosion of 
the natural v~lues of these parks. 

Along the south coast of Queensland, the pressure on 
wilderness areas has developed to such an extent in recent 
years that people must now travel ever-increasing distances 
to find relatively undisturbed peaceful scenic areas. On a 
large scale this also appears to be the situation along the 
south coast of Queensland. A number of witnesses pointed 
out that the character of North Stradbroke Island has been 
affected by sandmining; that there is uncertainty about 
the future of Moreton Island (which, in any case, lacks the 
diversity of vegetation and the spectacular scenery of 
Fraser Island); that Bribie Island is small and has 
largely been developed for residential and holiday resort 
purposes; and that the Cooloola area which, though similar 
in many respects to Fraser Island, is becoming heavily used 
because of its greater accessibility. To these witnesses, 
then, Fraser Island represents the last opportunity to 
preserve, in a fairly natural condition, a wilderness of 
increasing importance to people which possesses individual 
features of g~at merit and contains a substantial range of 

" ecosystems and natural features which are 
stic of these coastal regions. 

The Commission, which has viewed several of these 
s including North Stradbroke Island and the Cooloola 
, shares the concern of these witnesses and sees the 

pr,eser'vation of Fraser Island in its present relatively 
state as essential for the well-being of future 

As areas having scenic and ecological 
u'venu'ty are limited in number and cannot be artificially 
"r'2~"E'C, the few that remain more or less untouched by man 

become increasingly valuable. 

An implication of the argument in the previous 
.r"arRDhs is that larger numbers of people will probably 

ing to visit Fraser Island in future years. In 
3 it was noted that little control is exercised 

visitors and that this inevitably leads to some minor 
such as unburied rubbish near campsites. But this 

for the most part, superficial damage that could easily 
remedied. Of greater concern must be the deterioration 
particularly fragile spots on the Island (such as Eli 

or the approaches to Lake Boemingen and Lake Wabby) 
are subject to considerable visitor pressure and must 

managed in order to conserve their outstanding 
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Summary 7.7 
h d the view that there is little 

The commission has,reac eflict between sandmining (on 
existing or pot~n~~~~}c~~d sustained-yield forestr~i~~ of 
existing MLs an 't is clear that the gran 
Fraser Island. However, ~ 'erals extracted from the 
further ~xPortffli~e~~:so~~~o~~navail~ble to ~hebQu~~~~i:~d 
Island w~ll a ec, an extens~on of t e, ou 
Government in relat~on to kYand the preservat~on of 

f the present National Par 1 es There is already 
~bOriginal relics and 7a~reda~da~Ou~ism and this i7 likely 

f lict between sandrnlDlng d' 'ng were to contlDue, 
con . t 5e if san rnlDl . 't'es along 
to become more In en I • of both these actlVl l d-
because of the concentratl~n d The commission has note 
the eastern side of the Is :na~ount of evidence from other 
that there is a consld~rab~ ta from Australia itself, to 

ies and support~ng a d use of, wilderness 
~~~n~~fec~ that ~he dem~n~l~o~~ :ngreater rate than 0ihe~ 
areas is increaslng mar ~ Areas such as Fraser Is ~n 
forms of outdoor recreatlo~~ss natural state are becomlng

ed . h remain in a more or There is an urgent ne 
~~~~cer and increasingly val~abl~he whole of the Island so 
for a management plan ~~~~a~~n~orth preserving for the 
that the values wh~ch t'ons are sustained. 
present and future genera ~ 

CHAPTER 8 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SANDMINING ON FRASER ISLAND 
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT : NATIONAL ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter considers the environmental aspects of 
decisions relating to the export of mineral sands from 
Fraser Island insofar as they relate to the impact of 
sandmining on the national economy. Chapter 9 discusses 
the economic impact of the sandmining operations on the 
region directly affected by this activity. 

The chapter begins with a short review of the 
mineral sands industry in Australia as a whole. A 
benefit-cost analysis of sandmining proposals on the Island 
is followed by a discussion of the matters which need to be 
considered in evaluating the losses incurred by those who 
value parts of the natural environment in its undeveloped 
state. The effects of curtailing sandmining are considered 
in the context of a number of economic aspects of a 
decision to restrict exports of mineral sands. 

~ 
8.2 The Australian mineral sands industry 

In recent years, Australian production of rutile and zircon 
has exceeded 300,000 tonnes of each mineral per annum, and 
similar quantities have been exported. In 1973-74, the 
last year for which detailed statistics are available, 
earnings from exports of the two minerals constituted more 
than eighty per cent of the sales revenue of the industry, 
and overseas sales of ilmenite provided a further ten per 

of its total revenue. 

As shown by item 2(c) in Table 8.1, the average 
received for export sales of rutile and zircon 

~ncrea.se,a considerably in 1973-74 and rose much more 
ficantly in 1974-75. This was especially true in the 

e of zircon, the increased demand for which caused its 
DI']',CE to rise temporarily to the same level as the 

ined for rutile. By the end of 1975, however, 
prices for zircon on European markets were in the 

of $140 to $160 per tonne for standard grade, and in 
range $160 to $190 per tonne for premium grade, 
iderably less than the maximum levels reached in the 

two years. Changes in quoted prices are reflected 
export data after a lengthy time lag, mainly because 
iderable quantities of exports are sold at prices set 

contracts written in previous periods. 
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Items 4 to 9 in Table 8.1 show that mineral sands 
exports represented about four per cent of the value of all 
minerals exports from Australia in recent years, and rose 
from 1.0 per cent to about 1.4 per cent of foreign exchange 
earnings from all exports of goods from Australia between 
1972-73 and 1974-75. 

Official information about employment, turnover and 
value-added in the industry is summarized in items 1 to 5 
in Table 8.2. Items 7, 9 and 11 in Table 8.2 indicate the 
size of the mineral sands industry in relation to the 
Australian economy as a whole. The figures in items 9 and 
11 show that the industry employed about 0.05 per cent of 
the total Australian workforce in recent years, and was 
responsible for about 0.07 per cent of total wages and 
salaries paid. Although the figures for value-added by 
industry are not strictly comparable with those for gross 
domestic product at factor cost, the data suggest that the 
industry has contributed between 0.12 and 0.15 per cent of 
the value of all goods and services produced in Australia. 
This is about twice the percentage contribution in respect 
of wages and salaries, reflecting the greater 
capital-intensity of the mineral sands industry when 
compared with the economy generally. 

No separate data are available in relation to the 
amount of income generated from capital invested in the 
industry, or for the amount of income owned abroad, both of 
which form p~rt of gross domestic product and value-added 
by industry. Income owned abroad would need to be deducted 
from the industry's contribution to the economy before 
estimating its net contribution to national income, since 
by definition the latter excludes income payable abroad. 

As shown in Table 8.3, the industry's operations 
account for about five per cent of all employment in mining 
and a slightly smaller proportion of wages and salaries 
paid in all mining activities. Figures for turnover and 
value-added by industry suggest that mineral sands 
activities represented about three to four per cent of the 
value of all mining operations in recent years. 

Further information concerning the revenue and 
of the industry is shown in Table 8.4. Although the 

between revenue and costs is likely to vary 
iderably in circumstances in which' average revenue is 

.uloieclt to significant variations, it appears that the 
"'I?enollture included in item 4 in Table 8.4 represented 

thirty-five to forty per cent of revenue in the years 
and that wages and salaries accounted for 

Ipp'rc1xi'_mately a further twenty per cent of revenue. Lease 
royalty payments were equal to about three per cent of 

ce"elollP in later years. 
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MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY AND AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY, 
1969-70 TO 1973-74 

1971-72 1973-74 
Item 1969-70 

Mine~aZ sands industry 
23 

1. Number of establishments n.a. 21 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

a 

b 

Employees: 
(a) administrative~ 

office, techn1cal 
and mining services 

(b) production and all 
other 

(c) total 

a 
Turnover 

value-added
b 

($m) 

($m) 

Wages and salaries ($m) 

Gross domestic product 
at factor cost ($m) 

Value-added by mineral 
sands industry as per 
cent of gross 
domestic product 

Total wages, salaries 
etc. ($m) 

wages and salaries paid 
by mineral sands 
industry as per cent 
of total 

Total labour force
c 

(m) 

Labour force in mineral 
sands industry as per 
cent of total 

844 748 836 

2,090 1,981 2,066 

2,934 2,729 2,902 

58.0 68.1 79.1 

39.9 44.5 52.8 

11.7 15.6 18.2 

Australian economy and the mineral 
sands industry 

26,880 32,945 45,211 

0.15 0.14 0.12 

15,633 20,061 27,502 

0.07 0.08 0.07 

5.363 5.542 5.845 

0.05 0.05 0.05 

Revenue from all sales, including capital work for own use. 

. change in stocks, less purchases and 
Turnover, plus or m~nus 
selected expenses. 

c In May of year shown. 

Sources: Australian Bureau of Statistic~, Mini~g Establi8h~e~t8: 
. f 0 tions' Austral~an Nat~onal Aaaoun s, 

Deta~l8 0 pera d E~ diture' The Labour Force, May 1975. 
National Income an xpen ~ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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TABLE 8.3: AUSTRALIAN MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY AS 
PERCENTAGE OF MIllING INDUSTRY, 
1969-70 TO 1973-74 

-------------
Item 1969-70 1971-72 1973-74 

Number of 
establishments n.a. 1.5 1.7 

Employees 5.0 4.3 4.5 

Turnover 3.8 3.4 2.8 

Value-added 3.7 3.1 2.7 

Wages and salaries 4.3 4.2 3.8 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Mining 
EstabZishments: DetaiZs of Operations. 

Items 10, 11 and 12 in Table 8.4 show the results 
of calculations which provide estimates of the approximate 
average cost ~f producing rutile and zircon in the years 
shown. As the data are based on actual costs incurred in 
those years, the estimates need to be expressed in terms of 
more recent price levels to facilitate their use later in 
the chapter. No specific price indexes are available for 
the purpose of making the appropriate calculations, but 
when price changes implicit in official estimates of 
expenditure on gross domestic product are used to express 
the values in item 13 of Table 8.4 in June quarter 1975 

levels, the adjusted cost per tonne is approximately 
for 1971-72 and $86 per tonne for 1973-74. 

General principles of benefit-cost analysis 

traditional benefit-cost analysis, the expected net 
in national income arising from any project can be 

eS'cl:maLed by finding the excess of the value of output from 
project over all the costs incurred, due allowance 

made for differences which may occur between the 
ts and costs experienced by the owners of the project 

benefits and costs accruing to the nation as a whole. 



TABLE 8.4: AUSTRALIAN. MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY, REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE, 1969-70 TO 1973-74 

1969-70 1971-72 1973-74 

Item 
$m 

Per cent 
of total $m Per cent 

of total $m 
Per cent 
of total 

1. Turnover 
2. Net additions to stocks 
3. Total (1 plus 2) 
4. Expenses: 

(a) Stores and materials 
(b) Electricity 
(e) Other fuels 
Cd) Other purchases for processing 

Or sale 
(e) Contracting, processing 
(f) Repairs and maintenance 
(g) Freight, other transport 
Total above expenses 

5. Value-added (3 minus 4) 
6. Wages, salaries: 

Ca) Office, technical, etc. 
Cb) Production, other 
Total 

7. Rent and lease expenses 
8. Royalties: 

(a) To governments 
(b) To other 

9. Remaindera (5 - (6 + 7 + 8» 

10. Total rutile and zircon produced 
(tonnes) 

11. Expenses (item 4) per tonne ($) 
12. Wages and salaries (item 6) 

per tOnne ($) 
13. Total (4 plus 6) per tonne ($) 

6.2 
2.4 
0.9 

1.9 
1.8 
3.0 
5.3 

3.7 
8.0 

0.7 
0.1 

58.0 
3.5 

61. 5 

21. 6 
39.9 

11. 7 
0.4 

0.8 
27.0 

10.0 
3.9 
1.5 

3.1 
3.0 
4.9 
8.7 

6.0 
13.0 

1.1 
0.2 

748,741 
28.82 

15.65 
44.46 

94.2 
5.8 

100.0 

35.1 
64.9 

19.1 
0.6 

8.3 
3.3 
1.2 

1.1 
4.1 
4.3 
5.8 

4.7 
10.9 

1.0 
1.3 0.3 

44.0 --

68.1 
4.4 

72.5 

28.1 
44.5 

15.6 
0.9 

1.3 
26.8 

11. 4 
4.5 
1.6 

1.5 
5.7 
5.9 
~ 

6.5 
15.0 

1.3 
0.4 

746,190 
37.60 

20.89 
58.49 

93.9 
6.1 

100.0 

38.7 
6l.3 

21.5 
1.2 

10.3 
3.4 
1.6 

0.1 
3.2 
4.6 

...!:.2. 

5.6 
12.6 

0.8 
1.7 0.3 

36.9 --

79.1 
1.8 

80.9 

28.1 
52.8 

18.2 
1.2 

1.1 
32.3 

12.7 
4.2 
2.0 

0.1 
4.0 
5.7 

..i.:.l 

6.9 
15.6 

1.0 
0.4 

655,054 
42.90 

27.78 
70.68 

97.8 
2.2 

100.0 

34.7 
""""65.3 

22.5 
1.5 

1.4 
""""39.9 

a This figure does not equal net profit, since no deduction has been made for expenses not included in item 4, 
nor for depreciation of capital. 

Values shown in items 1 - 9 are rounded to the closest $100,000; percentages are based on original data. 
Souroe: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Mining Estab~ishments: Details of Opepatidns, 1968-69 to 1970-71, 

1971-72 and 1973-74. 
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PzQz M - K + E - E (2) 
NNB PrQr + - b c 

where NNB ~ net national benefit; 

price of rutile per tonne; P ~ 

r 

Qr 
~ quantity of rutile in tonneSi 

price of zircon per tonne; P 
z 

Qz quantity of zircon in tonneSi 

M ~ current operating costs; 

K ~ capital costs; 

Eb indirect benefits; 

E indirect costs. 
c 

1 of minerals produced, it 
When esti~at~ng ~h~ ~:t~:en the revenue which is 

is necessary to dls~lnguls the mining firms and the net 
expected to be recelved by 'as the result of all 

f ' exchange earnlngs 
addition to o:elgn b Australian producers. These two 
sales of the mlnerals Y the sale of output from a 
amounts may differ becaus~ ived for other Australian 

ffect the prlce rece th project maya, 1 It was suggested to e 
production of the mlnera s. t income may be earned from the 
Commission that no net e~~~~ Fraser Island because 
export of mlneral sands t of rutile and zircon may 
marketing the expected ~utPufor the minerals to fall to 
cause average export prlce~. 's total foreign exchange 
such an extent that A~stra lad In these circumstances~ 
earnings will,not ~e lncrea~~ributable to the project wlll 
the net benefl~s dlrect~y at of resources yields no 
be negative, Slnce the l~PU tional output (Exhibit 288, 
increment in the value 0 na d' 5) 
Appendix 1, p.2, and Sub-Appen lX • 

'bl cur if there were 
Such a result could POSSl y,oc f the minerals by 

d keting and productlon 0 
unco-ordinate mar 'd if firms attempted to 
firms operating in Austral~a, t~nn in periods when demand 
maintain their rat~ ~f,pro uc ~~ shown by events in 1975, 
for the minerals dlmlnlshes: duced output and dismissed .. companles re 
when so~e ~andmlnlng f a downturn in sales, it seems more 
employees In the fa~e 0, be curtailed in such 
likely that pr~ductlo~fwl~lto prevent further downward 
circumstances 7n an e o~ consequence, the time taken to 
pressure on prlces. AS . Is is increased when demand 
extract a given level of mlnera 
contracts. 
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There are ~inimum prices below which producers will 
not operate because they need to cover the current costs of 
mining and processing. Once a mining operation has 
commenced and the initial capital expenditure has been 
incurred, firms will generally operate whenever prices 
exceed operating costs. This suggests that, based on 
recent average cost levels, firms may be prepared to accept 
prices down to a level which returns them about $200 per 
'double' tonne of rutile and zircon (i.e. a tonne of rutile 
plus a tonne of zircon). Before embarking on new projects, 
it seems that firms would need to see the prospect of 
obtaining an average of at least $300 per 'double' tonne to 
cover expected capital and operating costs. 

Falls in the price of zircon in the latter part of 
1975 illustrate the effects of both expanded supply and 
reduced demand on market prices. The availability of 
additional output from Fraser Island increased the total 
supply available to purchasers and made it more difficult 
for producers from other areas to sell their output. 
Although the extent to which supply and demand 
considerations separately affected prices cannot be readily 
ascertained, it seems evident that the availability of 
additional supplies, at times when demand is contracting, 
makes it necessary to reduce prices or curtail output, or 
to effect some combination of both, thus reducing the value 

export sales. Some price falls may be prevented by 
~"-,nrninated attion by the industry, with or without 
t~:~~:~~::::~t support. In late 1975, the Commonwealth 
;' agreed to lower minimum prices for exports of 

below those that previously prevailed. Without 
.o'vern@,ent intervention to fix a minimum price level, 

s may have fallen to lower levels. In such 
'ir'Ctlm,;t"nces it is necessary for producers to retard the 

of production to prevent stockpiling of the minerals 
Australia, so that the principal effect of -the downturn 
demand and the setting of minimum export prices is to 
long the life of available mineral supplies. 

Lack of information about the effects of output 
Fraser Island on the price and rate of production of 

le and zircon in Australia makes it difficult to 
~()rJ?orate such effects in the benefit-cost analysis in 

next part of this chapter. It is therefore important 
appreciate that the estimates of gross value of output 

ent estimates of total receipts by the mining firms 
on Fraser Island and that any effects arising 

ions on prices or on output of other firms 
deducted from gross and net returns before 

at estimates of net national benefits. 

This discussion of one possible difference between 
financial returns to the mining firms operating on 

Island and the benefits to the nation as a whole 
the necessity to consider whether there are 

items in the assessment of benefits and costs 
result in similar divergences. Another important 
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example may be the possibility that a project provides 
employment for resources which would otherwise be 
unemployed or under-employed. In many benefit-cost 
studies, this possibility is ignored on the grounds that 
the national economy has operated at high levels of 
employment in recent decades and that, to the extent that 
unemployment exists, the project under consideration 
provides no particular opportunities to utilize otherwise 
unemployed resources. Recent circumstances, with higher 
and apparently more persistent levels of unemployment, 
suggest that it may be more realistic to modify the 
traditional approach by allowing for a divergence between 
wage-rates and the opportunity cost of labour according to 
the general level of unemployment. In the estimates 
contained in sections 8.5 and 8.6, the approximate effects 
of such an amendment to costs are illustrated. 

In equations (1) and (2), no attempt was made to 
allow for the existence of overseas ownership of firms 
associated with the projects. However, overseas ownership 
implies that part of the income generated by a project 
accrues to non-residents, the amount depending on profits 
and other income payable abroad and the extent to which 
these returns are reduced by taxes and similar payments 
made to government authorities in Australia. consequently 
it is necessary to estimate the amounts of tax and related 
payments to governments by the firms concerned. These are 
not separately considered in the case of domestically-owned 
projects, because they are already included in net income 
generated by the project, and the whole of the net income 
remains in Australia. 

In the case of a project wholly owned by 
non-residents, net national benefits may be written as 

NNB f 

where 

NNB f 

t 

PQ 

M 

D 

r 

L 

Eb 
E c 

= 

= 

= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

t(PQ - M - D - rPQ - L) + rPQ + L + Eb - Ec (3) 

net national benefit from overseas-owned 
projects; 
average rate of income tax payable on net 
profits (as assessed for income tax purposes) ; 

value of output ; (PrQr + PzQz); 
current operating costs (excluding royalties 
and ,other payments to state and local 
governments) ; 
annual depreciation of capital expenditure; 

rate of royalty payments; 
other payments to State and local governments, 
for leases, rates, etc.; 

indirect benefits; 

indirect costs. 
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In cases involvin 
necessary to consider whefh~;erseas o~ners~ip, it is 
have been used in Austral' ,the cap~tal lnvested would 
under consideration or w~:t~n t~e absence of the project 
elsewhere in the wo;ld If t~: ~t ~ould have been employed 
have been employed in Austr l' c~pl~al would otherwise 
equation (3) a negative te a la, ~t lS,necessary to add to 
amounts of income tax and r~hrepresentlng the estimated 
would have accrued to Au to l~r government revenue that 
the capital concerned ~tr~sl~,~r?m the alternative use of 
whether the overseas f d ' ~ flcult to be certain 
Australia in the absenun sf~nvolved would have been used in 
F ce a sandmining , , raser Island but in v' f ' opportunltles on 
diversified scope' of th~e~ ~ t~e lnternational and 
concerned, it will be assu~e~a~lons of the parent companies 
have been invested in Aust l' hat they would not otherwise 
other government receipts ~: l~t' Consequently, taxes and 
treated as additions to A tsul,lng,from the projects are 
th t . . us ra lan lDcame T a s~mllar gains would h . 0 the extent 
use of the capital in oth ave accru~d to Australia from the 
attributable to oversea ~r Australlan projects, the gains 

5 lDvestment are overstated. 

As D M Minerals is at' 
overseas company and partl bPar nersh~p partly owned by an 
company, it is necessar t Y ~ a domest~7ally-owned 
calculations based on y ~,glVe appropr~ate weights to 
the net benefits of it:q~paelotn~ (2) and (3) when estimating 

, ra lons to Australia r . 
AIPPllication of benefit-cost analysis 

sand sandmining to Fraser 

appl~in~ the principles summarized in 
's'ect:1C>r ~t lS general p t' the previous 

about benefi~:ca~~e to make u~e ?f available 
from the fir costs, mod~fYlng the data 

its and costs whe~: concerned to reflect national 
, necessary The evid b f 

, SSlon appears to provide· ff" ence e ore 
ltate a reasonably accu t su lClent data to 
and benefits usually i~~leda~s~ssment ?f the economic 

cW>les Estimates ,u e In beneflt-cost 
on the ass~!p~~~n~a~~~~al benefits are heavily 

. The assumptions used in thab~uilfu~ure benefits and 
, which appear to be most e ~ ow7ng analysis are 
lnformation available t thappropr~at~ ln the light of o e ComrnlSSlon. 

One general difficult' , ts and costs in money t Y assoclated wlth expressing 
1 price levels durin erms relates to changes in 
t~. The usual pracii~~e ~~~ec~ed pe:iod of benefits 

1n terms of the avera' re ore, 1S to express 
'cular time period __ P~:f!~V~iS of prices ruling in 
the available data a y a recent one for 
s in price levels b:~:~!~ :ll~~ances ~o be made for 
chosen. In the estimates ~~a~e~ i~r~ods and the 
are expressed in terms of June q~ar~:; ~~~5m~~~~e 
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Price level changes also affect future benefits and 
costs. No particular problems occur when both price and 
cost levels are expected to change at the same rate in the 
future, since the relationship between prices and costs 
will be unaffected by percentage changes of the same 
magnitude. Past experience has shown, however, that prices 
for all commodities do not rise at the same rate, so that 
it is necessary to consider current expectations about 
future zircon and rutile prices. Costs per unit of output 
will be assumed to remain constant in terms of the June 
quarter 1975 price level. 

8.5 operations of D M Minerals 

Table 8.5 
and costs 
Minerals. 
following 

shows the data used in estimating the benefits 
associated with the sandmining operations of D M 

The assumptions made are outlined in the 
paragraphs. 

The time period was calculated by reference to the 
expected dry mill capacity of 32,500 tonnes of rutile and a 
similar quantity of zircon per annum (Exhibit 265, p.770) 
and dividing the quantities of estimated heavy minerals 
contained in the various leases (Exhibit 62) by the annual 
production figures. These calculations suggest a total 
life of twenty-three years if all areas covered by existing 
leases are mined, and if all applications for leases are 
granted and the areas concerned mined. For convenience, it 
was assumed that equal quantities of the two minerals will 
be mined in each of the first twenty-two years of operation 
and that the residual quantities are mined in the final 
year of operations. As already noted, the duration of 
mining may be affected by fluctuations in demand for the 
minerals, and the production figures used should be 
regarded as approximations to the course of events under 
the assumptions made. 

The estimates of capital expenditure in column (2) 
of Table 8.5 are intended to cover initial expenditure, 
annual replacement expenditure on equipment (such as 
vehicles, tractors, etc.), and additional capital 
expenditure which would presumably be associated with 
transferring activities to new areas of operation. It was 
assumed that capital equipment depreciates at a constant 
annual figure, as shown in column (3), and that there is no 
scrap value at the end of the operations. The figures in 
column (4) show the estimated value of capital equipment at 
the end of each year. 

In considering the price of the minerals, shown in 
columns (7) and (8), it will be noted that approximations 
to prices reported in 1974 and 1975 have been used to 
estimate the returns from the first year's output. AS it 
seems unlikely that the high level of these prices will 
persist, the price for rutile waS assumed to average $250 
per tonne over the remaining period of mining' operations 
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TABLE 8.5 (continued): ESTIMATES OF BENEFITS AND COSTS OF OPERATIONS OF D M MINERALS 

(1) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 

Revenue Total Profit Income 
from Operating Royalties Lease before tax tax on Profits revenue costs payments (11)-(12)- after tax Year zircon (PQ) r (PQ) profits 

(QzP z) (9) + (10) (M) (L) (l3) - (14) 
45% (15) (15) - (16) 

(6) x (8) - (3) 

$m $m $m $m $m $m $m $m 

0 
1 9.750 19.500 6.500 0.390 0.060 11. 550 5.197 6.353 
2 6.500 14.625 6.500 0.293 0.060 6.773 3.048 3.725 
3 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.060 5.180 2.331 2.849 

4 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.060 5.180 2.331 2.849 
5 4.875 l3.000 6.500 0.260 0.060 5.180 2.331 2.849 
6 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.050 5.190 2.336 2.854 i-' ... 
7 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.050 5.190 2.336 2.854 0 
8 4.875 l3.000 6.500 0.260 0.050 5.190 2.336 2.854 

9 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.050 5.190 2.336 2.854 
10 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.050 5.190 2.336 2.854 
11 4.875 l3.000 6.500 0.260 0.030 5.210 2.344 2.866 
12 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.030 5.210 2.344 2.866 
13 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.030 5.210 2.344 2.866 

14 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.030 5.210 2.344 2.866 
15 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.030 5.210 2.344 2.866 
16 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.020 5.220 2.349 2.871 
17 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.020 5.220 2.349 2.871 
18 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.020 5.220 2.349 2.871 

19 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.020 5.220 2.349 2.871 
20 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.010 5.230 2.354 2.876 
21 4.875 l3.000 6.500 0.260 0.010 5.230 2.354 2.876 
22 4.875 13.000 6.500 0.260 0.010 5.230 2.354 2.876 
23 8.250 9.000 5.800 0.180 0.010 2.010 0.904 1.106 

Totals 122.000 303.125 148.800 6.063 0.820 124.443 56.000 68.443 

8.5 (continued): ESTIMATES OF BENEFITS AND COSTS OF D M MINERALS 

(1) ( 18) (19) (20) (21) ( 22) (23) (24) (25) 
NNB 

NNB if NNB if wholly 
wholly locally 

Present Present Present Present 
Cash flow locally and overSeas worth value worth worth 

Year to firm owned and 
owned overseas 

factor (year 0) factor (year 0) 
(17)+(3)- (2) financed own'eci (11)- (12) (16)+(l3)+(14) 

{weighted (10% p.a.) (21)x (22) (5% p.a.) (21)x(24) - (2) + 15% of (17) 
average) 

$m $m $m $m $m $m 0 -8.000 -8.000 
1.000 1. 000 

1 7.103 12.750 6.600 8.445 0.909 7.677 0.952 8.040 
2 4.475 7.875 3.960 5.l34 0.826 4.241 0.907 4.657 
3 3.599 6.250 3.078 4.030 0.751 3.027 0.864 3.482 4 2.599 5.250 3.078 4.030 0.683 2.752 0.823 3.317 
5 3.599 6.250 3.078 4.030 0.621 2.503 0.784 3.160 
6 3.604 6.250 3.074 4.027 0.564 2.271 0.746 3.004 i-' 
7 3.604 6.250 3.074 4.027 0.5l3 2.066 0.711 2.863 ... 

i-' 

8 3 •. 604 6.250 3.074 4.027 0.466 1.877 0.677 2.726 9 -1.396 1.250 3.074 4.662 0.424 1.977 0.645 3.007 
10 3.604 6.250 3.074 4.662 0.385 1. 795 0.614 2.862 
11 3.616 6.250 3.064 4.657 0.350 1. 630 0.585 2.724 
12 3.616 6.250 3.064 4.657 0.319 1. 486 0.557 2.594 
l3 3.616 6.250 3.064 4.657 0.290 1. 351 0.530 2.468 14 3.616 6.250 3.064 4.657 0.263 1.225 0.505 2.352 
15 1.616 4.250 3.064 4.657 0.239 1.113 0.481 2.240 
16 3.621 6.250 3.060 4.655 0.218 1. 015 0.458 2.132 
17 3.621 6.250 3.060 4.655 0.198 0.922 0.436 2.030 
18 2.121 4.750 3.060 4.655 0.180 0.838 0.416 1. 936 19 3.621 6.250 3.060 4.655 0.163 0.759 0.396 1. 843 
20 3.626 6.250 3.055 4.652 0.149 0.693 0.377 1. 754 
21 3.626 6.250 3.055 4.652 0.135 0.628 0.359 1. 670 
22 3.626 6.250 3.055 4.652 0.123 0.572 0.342 1. 591 
23 2.106 3.200 1.260 2.230 0.112 0.250 0.326 0.727 Totals 68.443 131. 325 73.149 105.165 42.668 63.179 
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since there appears to be a general expectation that it 
will remain on a much hi9her plateau than was the case 
prior to increases in 1974 and 1975 (if only because of the 
general inflationary conditions which have prevailed in the 
world economy during this period). It also seems likely 
that zircon prices will fall back considerably from their 
recent levels and revert to lower levels than prices for 
rutile, but probably not to the much lower levels which 
formerly applied. Hence a long-term average price of $150 
per tonne was used, after an assumed fall to an average of 
$200 per tonne in the second year of operations. 

operating costs, as shown in column (12), are 
assumed to be $100 per tonne of mineral output. This is 
greater than the average of expenditure, including wages 
and salaries, per tonne of the two minerals produced in 
Australia in 1973-74 (see items 10-13 in Table 8.4 and the 
discussion at the end of section 8.2), and is intended to 
provide adequate allowance for the items not included in 
the official statistics. Although it appears that the 
sandmining industry has been able to take advantage of 
technological changes to reduce unit costs of production in 
the past, no evidence was presented which suggested 
substantial increases or decreases in costs over the 
estimated mining period (apart from general inflationary 
influences). Consequently, it was assumed that the 
production cost remains at $100 per tonne (in June quarter 
1975 price levels) throughout the period. 

Royalties were estimated on the basis of two per 
cent of total revenue, and lease payments by estimated 
annual payments provided in leases. The assumption was 
made that rentals are initially paid on all leases held but 
that these are phased out a few years after completion of 
operations on each lease. Actual lease payments may differ 
considerably from the figures shown in the table, but such 
differences would have little effect on the overall 
calculations because of their relative insignificance in 
relation to the main items of revenue and cost. 

The income tax estimates in column (16) assume that 
all profits are subject to a forty-five per cent rate of 
company income tax, this rate being chosen to represent the 
average rate which may apply over the expected period of 
operations. Column (17) shows the amount of profits after 
this tax is paid. Column (18) shows the estimated cash 
flow (after income tax is paid) to the owners of the 
project in each year. The figures in tl).i;s column suggest 
that the firm would recover more than eighty-eight per cent 
of its initial capital expenditure in the first year of 
operations and would recover all its initial capital outlay 
early in the second year of operations. ' 

Column (19) indicates the estimated net benefits 
which would accrue if the firm were wholly Australian owned 
and all capital expenditure were financed from Australian 
sources. column (20) shows the estimated net national 
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benefits if the firm were h 11 
all its after-tax profits ~bo ~ overse~s own7d, remitted 
cent withholding tax on such

roa ~nd pa~d a flfteen per 
between the net benefits pr~f~ts. The difference 
attributable to the fact ~~~~ ~n colu~ns (19) and (20) is 
abroad do not form part f t net ~roflt~ (after tax) owned 
Australians. 0 ne nat~onal LllCame accruing to 

Column (21) shows th 'h 
benefits on the assumption t~ ~elg ted average of net 
from the project will be a seventy per cent of profits 
locally owned in the firs~ve~s~~s owned and thirty per cent 
implied in Exhibit 101) ~lfh years of operation (as 
of profits will be owned ~~ ~reafter that fifty per cent 
~ith the reported provisionse~~ tpartner. In ,accordance 
lt was assumed that all cap't I he pa~tnershlp agreement, 
financed by Dillingham Co ~ a 7xpendlture will be 
sources. ns ructlons pty Ltd from external 

The total of column (21) h ' 
national benefits in exc sows estlffiated net 
period of operation of a~~s ~f,$105m over the expected 
When a rate of discount of ~lnlng leases and applications. 
applied to the estimate en per cent per annum is 
column (23), the presen~ of !~ture benefits, as shown in 
is approximately $43m. w~~~ ~~ the net national benefits 
of discount is used ~olum ;5 lve per cent per annum rate 
be approximatefY $63m. n ( ) shows the present worth to 

, , It is relatively simple to calculate the 
."erlEltlVlty of the estimates to chan es in " 

es. For example a fall' t~ the prlnclpal 

Ln'rr",_~~n producers of ' mineral ~~ndSee~~~~r~or:~~~~e of 
tio~~eo~e~ ~e~~ of ihe estimated revenue from the 

uu.ncrni~t!Ts.,to approxi~~~~~ySz:~~~d ~:d~~~n~~~ ~~~ ~~;!~~al 
i~r~h;o::~!~:~~~~~~~t~~~~~~:~~~:f:~~i~tf~~~:~~~;~~~ a 

are~tt~hat any such slowing in the r~te OfW~utPu~ 
e present worth of net n t' I b ' 

benefits are then postpo d t a lona eneflts because 
or'Bover f h ne 0 a later date 

, urdt er cost~ may be incurred in delaying the 
d"c~nn an processlng of minerals . th 

profits and' th ' ' Wl consequential 
ln e net natlonal benefit. 

Although it would be necessary to carr out 
,ed study ~f th7 extent to which the sand~inin a 
ltles provlded Jobs for otherwise unem 10 ed g 

an accurate assessment of diff p Y persons ial d' erences between 
. an econOffilC costs could be attem t . 

st~~np~:~i~~eUS~d to illustrate the m~g~ftu~es~P~~e 
, , a Justments for this purpose If 
lon of flve per cent d . a o _' were ma e from estimates of all 

peratlng costs to allow for the utilization of 
se unemployed resources, in the light of recent 

s of general unemployment in Australia th t' , e opera lng 
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costs in column (12) of T~ble 8.5 would be reduced by ~n 
undiscounted tot~l of $7.44m. This would h~ve the effect 
of adding approximately seven per cent to the estim~tes of 
the net nation~l benefit; th~t is, the tot~l of column 
(21) would then be ~pproxim~tely $113m, of column (23) 
~pproxim~tely $46m, and of column (25) approximately $68m. 
A fall in the export revenue of Australian producers of 
minerals sands equal to about thirty-seven per cent of the 
estimated revenue from the operations of D M Minerals would 
reduce net national benefits to zero in this case. 

8.6 Operations of Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd 

The estimates contained in Table 8.6 reflect an approach to 
the economic aspects of the operations of Queensland 
Titanium Mines pty Ltd similar to that contained in section 
8.5. The expected time periods and output levels are based 
on information supplied by the Company (principally in 
Exhibit 317). The estimates provide for approximately 
three years to complete operations on ML 84, followed by 
the same period to mine the MLs in the Indian Head - Waddy 
Point area, and a further two years to cover the mining of 
areas covered by its five MLAs. 

Table B.6 contains no estimates for locally-owned 
operations, since they would be irrelevant to this case. 
It is also unnecessary to calculate income and withholding 
taxes separately, since all profits (after payment of 
income tax) earned by Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd are 
assumed to be subject to the withholding tax. Hence column 
(16) of Table 8.6 shows the calculations based on the 
combined tax rate (45 per cent plus 15 per cent of 55 per 
cent, i.e. 53.25 per cent). 

The total of column (19) of Table 8.6 shows an 
undiscounted net national benefit of about $6.5m, which is 
equivalent to about $4.6m when discounted at the rate of 
ten per cent per annum, and approximately $5.4m when 
discounted at the rate of five per cent per annum. In this 
ca"se a reduction in the export revenue of Australian 
producers of mineral sands equal to about 21.5 per cent of 
the estimated revenue from the operations of Queensland 
Titanium Mines pty Ltd would cause net benefits to fall to 
approximately zero. A deduction of five per cent from 
operating costs, to allow for the utilization of unemployed 
resources, would increase net national benefits by 
approximately ten per cent; that is the total of column 
(19) would increase to approximately $7.1m, the total of 
column (21) to approximately $5.1m, and the total of column 
(23) to approximately $6m. In these circumstances, a fall 
in the export revenue of Australian producers of mineral 
sands equal to about twenty-four per cent of the estimated 
revenue from the operations of Queensland Titanium Mines 
pty Ltd would cause net national benefits to fall to 
approximately zero. 
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8.7 Summary of analysis of both operations 

In Summary, and ignoring adjustments that may be required 
to allow for effects on prices or to allow for the 
utilization of unemployed resources, the above calculations 
suggest that the present worth of all sandmining operations 
on Fraser Island is approximately $47.3m when future 
returns are discounted at the rate of ten per cent per 
annum and $68.7m when discounted at the rate of five per 
cent per annum. When no discount is applied, total net 
national benefits amount to approximately $l12m when added 
over the total expected period of operations. 

In undiscounted terms, gross revenue from sales of 
the two minerals is expected to aggregate approximately 
$333m, and the deduction of total operating and capital 
costs of approximately $190m, leaves profits __ before 
deducting taxes, royalties and lease payments __ of 
approximately $143m. Of this, approximately $31m 
represents profits owned abroad (after payment of taxes, 
royalties, etc.), leaving $112m as the estimated increase 
in Australian national income. The latter is made up of 
approximately $36m in the after-tax profits of an 
Australian-owned company, $68m in payments of company 
income tax and withholding tax to the Commonwealth 

.Government and $8m in royalties and lease payments to the 
Queensland Government and local authorities. 

AveragIng these undiscounted figures over the 
twenty-three year period of mining, the average annual net 

benefits would comprise approximately $3m in 
payments of company income tax and withholding tax to the 
Commonwealth Government, approximately $1.5m in after-tax 

fits of the Australian-owned company, and about $O.3m in 
Ities and lease payments to the Queensland Government 
local authorities. An average of approximately $1.3m 

would accrue to foreign-owned companies • 

If a discount rate of ten per cent per annum is 
the present worth of these average annual benefits 
about forty per cent of the undiscounted amounts, 
discount rate of five per cent per annum is 
the present worth of the average annual benefits 

be about sixty per cent of the undiscounted amounts. 
already stated, these benefits would be reduced to the 

that sandmining operations on Fraser Island affect 
received by other Australian producers of the 

'External' effects 

preceding estimates, no attempt has been made to 
~o'rD,nr"~t'p monetary values that would reflect so-called 
Kt,erna.l' benefits and costs associated with sandmining 

ies. Such 'externalities' may be broadly defined as 
its and costs which accrue to the economy as a whole 
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mall qiscloseq in the financial 
but which are not,nor y 'ateq with the projects 
transactions of fl~ms.aSS~ClsuCh values may be significant 
concerneq. The omlsslon , f 't is possible that favourable 
in some circumstances, sl~C~e~tain actions may outweigh the 
or unfavourable effects °t or serve to change the present 
directly measubrablf~t:f~~Ca~' important extent. 
worth of net ene 1 ., 

'd nce that certain works such as 
There was som~ eVl ~ilities, already constructed or 

transport and recreatlon f~. companies may be used by 
to be constructed by the ~~~~n~ither dire~tly for 
various members of the pu 'n access to Fraser Island 
recreational purposes or tOf~~l reated in this way should 
for similar purposes. B7ne

t
l s c

l
' effects On the other 

1 b sessed as ex erna .. b 
proper yeas , ' ht of evidence submltted Y 
hand, the overwhelm~n~ welg th t substantial losses would 
groups opposed to mlnln~ wa~t ~ value to the availability, 
be incurred by people w 0 a aC f the areas to be mined in 
and in some cases to the use, 0 

their undeveloped state. 

, of facilities provided by 
In relatlon to th~luseis mainly one of attaching 

mining companles, the pro em t worth of the stream of 
values to repres~nt the pre~~nd by such facilities through 
benefits which wlll b~ pro~~eedifficulties associated wlth 
time. There are consld~ra f'ts including the necessity to 
the assessment of such ene 1 f the facilities and the 
forecast future levels of use ~ provided to different 

b led on the serVlces , t f 
value to e P ac 'Although techniques eXlS or 
types of users through tlme. f't no direct evidence was 
the measurement of these,bene 1 ~ich quantitative estimates 
submitted to the CommisSlon on ~easurement problems may be 
of the effects could be made. 'n which the facilities 

, 1 t in circumstances ..... b 
partlcular y acu e those which would have een 
provided are,not the sa~e.as of services to potential users 
established If the prov~slo~ for providing facilities, as 
had been used as the crlt~~lat'on in which the work has 
opposed to the existing Sl u~ It of mining operations and 
been carried out as a by-pro ue 
related activities. 

, f both the conceptual and practical 
In Vlew 0 , 'th the assessment of such 

difficulties assoclated Wl made to include them in the 
benefits, no attempt has beent However it is relevant 
formal benefit-cost ass~ssmen s. s submitt~d to indicate 
to point out that no eVldence wa f these facilities would 
that total benefits from the uhsebo fits which might accrue 

ared with t e ene, " 
be large when comp , th mselves The CommlSSlOn 

h "g operatlons e .. . 1 11 from t e mlnln f't would be relatlve Y sma . 
considers such total bene 1 s 

incurred by those who 
with regard to the lO~s~~ operations in their 

value the areas affected by ml~logsubstantial conceptual 
undeveloped state, there are ~,sh are considered in the 
and methodological problems w lC 
next section. 
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8.9 Evaluation of environmental losses 

The traditional framework used in most benefit-cost studies 
suffers from a number of deficiencies which cast doubts on 
its usefulness as an analytical tool in cases where there 
are significant environmental considerations to be taken 
into account in the making of decisions about whether or 
not development of specific areas should take place. 
Methodological approaches have been developed in an effort 
to try to take proper account of what appear to be the most 
important aspects of the dynamic situations that exist when 
decisions have to be made about whether or not to proceed 
with the development of areas which contain valuable or 
potentially valuable environmental attributes. 

One significant result of recent research relates 
to the need to consider the losses associated with areas to 
be used for development projects where the retention of 
such areas in an undeveloped state is regarded as a 
valuable asset by at least some members of the population. 
This' contrasts with the traditional view, embodied in most 
benefit-cost studies, that land not currently used for the 
production of commodities does not represent a valuable 
resource, so that its development does not incur an 
opportunity cost in the form of losses incurred by those 
who value it in its undeveloped state. Recognition of this 
cost appears to be an important consideration in relation 

the sandmil}ing proposals on Fraser Island, where such 
ses will be incurred through the use of areas for mining 

in the more immediate future and over a very long span 
While uncertainty exists about man's ability to 

~"hi~bilitate and/or restore mined areas, account must be 
of the losses which will be suffered by those who 
the Island in its unmined state. Moreover, there is 
evidence that the real value placed on areas of high 

'n''ix:011m,enta quality, such as Fraser Island, will increase 
ially through time. This is apparent from 

trends in developed economies with respect to 
and supply factors associated with manufactured 

on the one hand and the availability of high quality 
ronmental areas on the other. 

Growth in real incomes per head in developed 
ies in recent decades has increased the demand for 

manufactured goods and for services provided by the 
environment. However, it is clear that in recent 

the demand for services provided by the environment 
been growing more rapidly than the demand for 

ctured goods. The availability of many manufactured 
has reached or seems likely soon to reach saturation 
, while the demand for recreation and related 
ies continues to grow rapidly. Accompanying these 

the rtion of consumer expenditure going to 
goods is no longer rising, and an increasing 

ge is being spent on services, including travel and 
costs incurred in visiting recreational areas. In 

this increasing travel and related expenditure is 
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reflected in the rapid 9rowth in demand for the use of 
national parks and similar areas whi~h afford people the 
opportunity to make closer contact w~th the natural 
environment (see section 7.6). 

On the supply side, technol09ical change, capital 
investment and increasin9 skills have combined to reduce 
the average costs and prices of most manufactured 900ds 
relative to changes in general price levels. By contrast, 
the supply of high quality natural environmental areas 
cannot be increased, since such areas are generally 
incapable of being replica~ed. ~onsequ7ntly the marked 
differences in supply cons~derat~ons re~nforce the 
influences operating on the demand side i~ raising the 
value of environmental areas and the serv~ces they provide 
in relation to the value of manufactured goods. 

since most of the minerals produced by extractive 
industries are used as inputs into manufactured goods of 
various kinds, it is important to investigate likelY,trends 
in the use of minerals obtained from development ~roJects, 
as well as trends in the manufacture and consump~~on of the 
goods in which they are incorporated.Technolog~~al cha~ge 
and secular trends in consumption have been assoc~ated w~th 
significant changes in the pattern of manufact~red,goods 
consumed and have also made possible the subst~tut~on of 
various materials as inputs to productive proc7sses. T~US 
the opportunities for substitution,by alternat~ve ~ater~als 
may be of particular importance, s7nce the 7xtractlon of 
some materials used as inputs may lncur envlronmental 
losses and others may not do so. On the other hand, the 
scope for sUbstitution l?etw~en environmenta±---c;t-r~~ ~~~~_ 
restricted by the available supply, and subst~tut~on 
possibilities are much more limited compared w~th those for 
manufactured goods. 

With respect to the quantitative a~se~sment of 
demand factors, it is apparent that the ~a~n ~nfl~ences 
the growth in the value of servic7 s prov~ded by h~gh 
quality environmental areas are l~kely to be 

(a) the rate of growth in the number of people 
wishing to make use of the areas concerned, 
a result of both general increases in , 
population and in the increased proport~on 
the population becoming aware of the value 
such areas; 

on 

as 

of 
of 

(b) the rate of increase in the average value of 
benefits from such areas as real income rises 
and an increasing percentage of income is spent 
on recreational and related activites; and 
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(cl the optimal economic 'carryin9 capacity' of the 
areas, which may be defined as the maximum 
number of people who may use the areas in any 
given time period so that the benefits derived 
are not reduced by the activities of excess 
numbers of people. 

It is evident that the existence of a ceiling under (c) may 
be extremely important in many areas, since increased usage 
stemming from the influences in (al cannot continue at an 
exponential rate without affecting the environmental 
quality of these areas. 

Recent investigations have shown that approximate 
estimates of these determinants of the value of benefits 
from environmental resources may be made if sufficient 
research effort is devoted to the task. Given estimates of 
parameters (a), (b) and (c), the extent to which the 
current annual value of preservation of an area would 
increase through time may be calculated. In simplistic 
terms, one appropriate procedure would be to calculate the 
growth of one dollar's worth of current benefits, resulting 
from changes under (a) and (b), taking account of limits 
imposed under (c), and then to find the present worth of 
current and future benefits by using the same discount 
rates as are applied to the net benefits from development 
of the area. The present worth of benefits in future years 
will depend ipitially on the relationship between the 
overall growt~ of the value of benefits under the 
influences listed in (a) and (b) on the one hand, and the 
rate of discount on the other. In those years in which the 
combined effect of growth under (a) and (b) exceeds the 
discount factor, the present worth of benefits will exceed 
one dollar; in those years in which the discount factor is 
greater than the growth elements, the present worth will be 
less than one dollar. The sum of the present worth of all 
future benefits will generally be substantial although, 

the carrying capacity constraint operates, only value 
',LII~,r~dses under (b) will be possible and it is then more 

ly that the present worth of future year's benefits 
fall. Recognition of the capacity constraint makes it 

that the total present worth of benefits will be 

Attaching what may be regarded as realistic values 
gr:o'~th components, carrying capacity and discount rates 

in the United States show that the present worth of 
sum of benefits provided by important environmental 

may be more than 100 times their value in the base 
when a ten per cent rate of discount is used. Much 
increases may be applicable at lower discount rates. 

way of illustration, suppose that benefit-cost analysis 
that the present worth of a proposed development, 

:i.sco'Ullt<ed at the rate of ten per cent per annum, is 
$50m, and that the present worth of the sum 

benefits through time due to the development is 100 
the benefits in the base year. Then the important 
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question is whether the value of benefits lost in the base 
period is greater or less than $500,000 Ci.e. $50m divided 
by 100). This result raises the question of the value of 
preservation in the base year. united States stUdies use 
available data about the number of people visiting an area 
and their willingness to pay, as disclosed in what they 
actually pay for travel and access to the area, as a basis 
for deciding whether the value of current benefits required 
is clearly above or below the net benefits from development 
of the area. 

The methodology does not necessarily provide a 
clear answer in all cases since the final estimates may 
leave considerable doubt about whether ~evelopment or 
preservation benefits are greater. Evi~ence presented to 
the Commission in relation to Fraser Island was grossly 
inadequate for making the calculations required, but the 
methodological approach at least indicates some of the most 
important" factors which need to be taken into account, if 
only subjectively. 

The procedures described above do not take account 
of the value of areas preserved to people who benefit from 
a knowledge that irreplaceable natural areas exist and will 
continue to exist for the benefit of future generations, 
even though they may never visit the areas themselves. 
These so-called 'option values' appear directly relevant to 
Fraser Island because of the many Australians who 'have 
shown interest in retaining the areas concerned in an 
undeveloped state, even though they have no immediate 
intention of visiting them. The aggregate value of such 
option values also appears likely to grow over time and in 
view of the fixed supply of high quality environmental 
areas, may well grow at a faster rate than the rate of 
discount. 

8.10 Importance of Fraser Island reserves of mineral sands 

Table 8.7 summarizes the most recent estimates of 
economically recoverable and sub-marginal reserves of 
rutile, zircon and ilmenite in Australia. Evidence 
submitted to the Commission shows that reserves in leases 
granted and applied for on Fraser Island amount to 
approximately 793,000 tonnes of rutile and 832,000 tonnes 
of zircon. It appears that the Island contains about nine 
per cent of recoverable reserves of rutile in Australia and 
about fifteen per cent of those located on the east coast. 
The Island's zircon reserves- are equal to about five per 
cent of recoverable reserves in the whole of Australia and 
approximately seventeen per cent of those available from 
the east coast. If annual output of each mineral from the 
operations of D M Minerals is approximately 32,500 tonnes 
and the output from the operations of Queensland Titanium 
Mines pty Ltd continues at recent levels, total output from 
the Island will be equal to approximately fourteen per cent 
of total Australian production of rutile in recent years 
and about nine per cent of zircon production over the same 
period. 
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The effect of curtailing ~otential out~ut from the 
Island has to take into account the fact that severallother 

, 1 ded l'n the figures for east coast and tota areas lnc u , h h b 
Australian reserves relate to areas WhlC ave een 
'frozen' for environmental or similar reasons~ orhrel~te to 

, , till under consideration. It lS t ere ore 
mlnlng leases s , 'b'l'ty that any reduction in 

;~~~~~a~;O~oF~~~:~d~~l~~~ ~~;s~e~r~sentt:dh~ygh~~~~~~~~~~on 
of reserves and output than lS represen th 

f~~b~~~eI:~~~~t~t~~l;'cu!~at~m~~~~~;e~a~~ ~~:~; pr~duction, 
irrespective of its partic~lar or~g~~ke~yy ~~n~~d~~~~~W~~ebY 
al ternative courses of actlon mos . . he 
producers and consumers of the two IDl.nerals and t 
end-products manufactured from them. 

8.11 d d supply of rutile and zircon Consequences of re uce 

t ' f the markets for rutile Information about the opera lon 0 
and zircon and the end-products in which they are , 

h t a reduction in the potentlal 
incorporated suggests t a from some eastern Australian 
supply of the two minerals 

be expected to have the following cons~uences: sources can 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

, ' the demand for rutile and zircon an lncrease In t t 
from other sources, including other eas coas 
areas and western Australia, which togeth~r 
seem likely to be able to meet a substantlal 
part of future,world demand for some 
considerable tlIDej 

a possible increase in the price of rutile, an 
outcome which may be alleviated to t~e extent 
that production from western Austr~lla and 
other sources is increased, but WhlCh may 
eventually occur earlier than would be the case 
if all the recoverable east coast reserves were 
available; 

an additional incentive to proceed ~ith ~lans 
to increase the output of upgraded llmenlte, 
articularly from Wes~ern.Australlan sources, 

~hUS increasing the llkellhood that more , 
synthetic rutile will ,be used in the productlon 
of titanium dioxide plgments; 

a possible acceleration 
substitutes for natural 
end-use s; and 

in efforts to find 
rutile in its other 

to the extent that any increase in the,~rice 
end-products takes place, an acceleratlon of 
research into substitutes for those 
end-products. 

of 
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While it is impossible to be certain about the 
final outcomes of these changes on the ~rices for 
end-products, partly because the degree of ~rice change is 
unknown and partly because the ~ercentage of cost accounted 
for by inputs of titanium varies markedly between ~roducts, 
it might reasonably be expected that there will be some 
increase in the prices of end-products as a result of a 
curtailment of sandrnining on the east coast of Australia. 
This is not a certain outcome, however, since it is 
~ossible that beneficiated ilmenite will eventually prove 
to be less expensive than natural rutile in the production 
of titanium dioxide pigments. To the extent that there 
would be any effects on the prices of end-products, these 
would be felt mainly by users of products such as paint, 
paper and plastics, which together account for a high 
proportion of total titanium usage. In other uses, the 
cost of titanium is generally a small part of total costs, 
and any increase in price seems unlikely to affect the 
quantity of end-products demanded to any marked extent. 
Moreover, it appears that the long-run effect of any price 
increase may be to encourage the development of substitutes 
for those uses of titanium dioxide pigments, such as paint, 
which do not provide extensive opportunities for recycling. 

In relation to zircon, east coast supplies do not 
form such a large part of total recoverable reserves as is 
the case for rutile, mainly because of the availability of 
a higher proportion of zircon in deposits at Eneabba and 
other places In Western Australia. Consequently, it 
appears that a curtailment of east coast production of 
zircon would result in a proportionately smaller direct 

on zircon supplies than is the case for rutile. 
'~)r,oover, it seems that the effects on the total quantity 

zircon exported from Australia would be negligible. In 
of the difficulties encountered in disposing of zircon 

various periods in the past, reduced supplies may help 
sustain price levels for this mineral. In the event 

a reduction in zircon production on the east coast of 
lia was instrumental in causing the price of zircon 

rise, this could cause some reduction in the quantity 
for refractory and foundry uses, for which 

SUjOstJ,tlltes are available. In other uses, where no 
are readily available, it seems doubtful 

any likely effects on the price of zircon would 
a substantial difference to the price of end-products 

to the quantities demanded for these purposes. 

Summary 

considering the overall 
'sion not to permit the 

, it is necessary to 
~E'ct:s of such a decision 

economy_ 

effects on Australia of a 
export of minerals from Fraser 
investigate the principal 
on important aspects of the 
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The afore9oin9 benefit-cost analysis shows that 
sandminin9 on Fraser Island would contribute an addition of 
approximately $lOm to Australian income in years in which 
prices for the minerals remain at the hi9h levels of 1974 
and early 1975, fallin9 to about half that amount if prices 
fall to what appear to be more realistic 10n9 term 
averages . A fi9ure of $5m is equal to less than 0.01 per 
cent of Australian national income of over $54,~Om in 
1974-75. Bearin9 in mind that any reduction in prices 
received or quantities sold abroad by Australian producers 
as a consequence of sales of rutile and zircon from Fraser 
Island would have to be deducted from these fi9ures, it 
appears that production of mineral sands from Fraser Island 
would have only a very mar9inal impact on the overall level 
of income or activity in the Australian economy. 
consequently a curtailment of such minin9 would have only'a 
very small impact on the Australian economy as a whole. 
Moreover, the matters discussed in Section 8.9 SU9gest that 
those sections of the community which value the land 
covered by minin9 leases and minin9 lease applications in 
its undeveloped state may incur substantial losses jS a 
resul t of minin9. I 

The conclusion to be drawn from the discussion in 
Section 8.11 is that, althou9h there may eventually be some 
increase in prices of end-products and some SUbstitution of 
other minerals for Australian output of rutile as a result 
of a curtailment of sandminin9 on the east coast of 
Australia, the net effects of such changes on consumers of 
final products would not be sufficiently important to 
justify interference with environmentally fra9ile.areas. 
The conclusion appears to hold whether the consumers of the 
final products are Australians or residents of other 
countries. 

Some consideration may also be 9iven to the effects 
of a restriction on exports of minerals from Fraser Island 
on the Australian balance of payments with the rest of the 
world. At price levels rulin9 in 1974 and early 1975, 
annual mineral output from the Island would produce export 
income of about $2Sm, which would represent an addition of 
about 0.3 per cent to total Australian export earnin9s of 
nearly $8,SOOm in 1974-75. Falls in prices for the 
minerals would result in smaller contributions to total 
export income, as would any effects on the prices or 
quantities of minerals produced in other parts of 
Australia. These fi9ures also make no allowance for 
profits payable abroad, which would reduce net forei9n 
exchange earnin9s by about $Sm per annum at recent price 
levels. Because of the comparatively favourable prospects 
for Australian exports in the lon9 term, and because it 
seems likely that any reduction in the value of exports-of 
mineral sands from the east coast would be offset by 
increased exports from Western Australia, it does not seem 
appropriate to 9ive any particular wei9ht to balance of 
payments considerations in assessing the sandmining 
proposals on Fraser Island. 
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The matters considered in this chapter lead to the 
conclusion that a decision not to permit exports of mineral 
~ands from Fraser Island would have, at most, a very small 
~m~act ?n the Aust:alian economy as a whole. Any losses 
wh~ch m~9ht ?therw~se occur would be reduced to the extent 
that pr?duct~on from Fraser Island is replaced by 
p:oduct~on from other Australian sources of rutile and 
z~rco~ •. The.exten~ of the profits fore90ne by the 
s~ndm~n~n9 f~rms, 1f all MLs and MLAs on Fraser Island were 
m~ned, can be seen in the totals of column (17) of Table 
8.5 ~nd 8.6, whi?h indicate that the undiscounted after-~ax 
pro~~ts of D M M~nerals would fall by about $68m and the 
und~scounted after-tax profits of Queensland Titanium Mines 
PtY,Ltd woul~ fall by about $Sm over the estimated lives of 
the~r op~rat~ons. In these fi9ures no allowance is made 
for th~ ~mpact o~ the profits of other producers of mineral 
sands ln Austral~a as a :esult of sales from production on 
Fraser Island. The prof~ts fore90ne by the two firms would 
be reduced to the extent that profits are made before 
minin9 on the Island is terminated. 

, There would also be a reduction in taxation 
rece~~ts of the ~o~onwealth Government as a result of the 
curta~lment of m~n~n9, but such a reduction would be offset 
to the ext~nt that m~nin9 operations are stimulated 
elsewhere ln Austral~a. Reductions would also occur in 
royalty and lease payments to the Queensland Government 
unless there were increases in such payments from other' 
vent~res estaplished within the State. Althou9h the 
rece~pts by the Queensland Government from these sources 
woul~ not be ~arge when related to that Government's total 
:ec~~pts, res~dents of the local economies directly and 
~nd~rectly affected by the sandminin9 operations on Fraser 

would suffer relatively more important losses in 
of employment and income fore90ne. These re9ional 

··eltt"cts are considered in Chapter 9. 



CHAPTER 9 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SANDMINING ON FRASER ISLAND 
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT : REGIONAL ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

9.1 Introduction 

The main purpose of this chapter is to consider the 
environmental aspects of decisions relating to the export 
of mineral sands from Fraser Island insofar as they relate 
to the impact of the sandmining on the regional economy 
directly affected by the mining operations. Some 
quantitative assessment of the regional impact of the 
operations has been made by using official statistics based 
on local government areas. In this respect evidence was 
given to the Commission that the principal areas directly 
affected by the operations of D M Minerals are the ,City of 
Maryborough and the Shire of Burrum, and the principal 
areas directly affected by the operations of Queensland 
Titanium Mines pty Ltd are the city of Gympie and the Shire 
of Widgee. Accordingly this chapter examines the available 
data for these four areas (hereafter called the region) to 
asseSS the impact of sandmining on the regional economy. 

A brief survey of population, workforce and 
unemployment in the region is contained in Section 9.2. 
Section 9.3 contains an estimate of the value of regional 
income; Section 9.4 is devoted to the contribution made by 
sandmining operations to regional income and employment; 
Section 9.5 makes brief reference to some aspects of 
employment provided by tourist activities on Fraser Island; 
and the final section considers whether the region should 
be given special economic assistance if a decision is made 
to prohibit the export of mineral sands from Fraser Island. 

9.2 The regional economy 

As shown in Table 9.1, the region's population increased 
from 47,159 to 48,049 during the 1961-71 intercensal 
period. A further increase of 751 is estimated to have 
occurred during the three years to mid-l974. 

• 

The only area to show a persistent increase in 
population was the Burrum Shire, which gained 1,724 
additional people between 1961 and 1971, mainly because of 
the growth at Hervey Bay. While both Maryborough and 
Gympie recorded population gains between 1961 and 1966, 
they lost through net emigration between 1966 and 1971. 
Widgee Shire suffered a decline in population throughout 
the period. Estimates of population ch~nges in more recent 
years suggest a continuation of these trends. 
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As a result, the proportion of Queensland's 
population residing in the region declined from 3.1 per 
cent in 1961 to an estimated 2.5 per cent in 1974, with 
Burrum Shire being the only area to retain its share of the 
State total over that period. Between 1966 and 1971 births 
exceeded deaths in the city of Haryborough by 563, so there 
was an apparent net emigration of 965 people from the city. 
In this respect Haryborough shared the experience of many 
non-metropolitan areas in Australia during this period. 

The attraction of the Hervey Bay area as a place of 
residence for retired people is illustrated by the data in 
Table 9.2 which show that Burrum Shire had a much higher 
proportion of Queensland's population aged sixty-five years 
and over than it had of the State's total population. The 
same was true, though to a lesser extent, in the Cities of 
Gympie and Haryborough. The emigration of younger people 
to other areas was partly responsible for this outcome. 
Detailed data show that almost all the loss of popUlation 
from Haryborough between 1966 and 1971 was accounted for by 
a decline in the numbers of children and young people under 
twenty years of age. 

The increased proportion of the population in older 
age groups was associated with a relatively small reduction 
in the total labour force resident in the region between 
the 1966 and 1971 censuses. As shown in Table 9.3, there 
was a small decline in the total labour force in the 
combined Haryborough-Burrum area, a loss of over 300 
persons in Haryborough being substantially offset by the 
increase in workers resident in Burrum Shire. The decline 
of 240 in the labour force in the corooined Gympie-Widgee 
area was almost entirely attributable to the reduced number 
of workers located in widgee Shire. 

It is also apparent from Table 9.3 that during this 
period the region had the same difficulty as most other 
non-metropolitan areas in retaining employment 
opportunities in primary and secondary industries. Because 
of changes in classifications between the two censuses, the 
.data in the table overstate the reduction in the number of 
people employed in manufacturing industry; but there was 
undoubtedly a substantial loss of employment opportunities 
in this type of activity between the two census dates. As 
against this, however, the creation of additional jobs in 
the tertiary sector made a substantial contribution to the 
maintenance of labour market opportunities in the area. 

Data relating to unemployment levels at the time of 
the 1971 census are contained in Table 9.4 and indicate 
that the region's overall unemployment rate at that date 
was approximately the same as that in Queensland as a 
whole. Unemployment levels were relativelY lower in the 
Gympie-Widgee area, marginally above the State average in 
Haryborough and substantially higher in the Burrum Shire. 
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TABLE 9.3: EMPLOYED WORKFORCE IN REGION 1966 AND 1971 

1966 

Industry City of City 
Regional total 

Mary- Burrum Sub- of 
Widgee Sub-

Shire total Shire total per cent 
borough Gympie number of total 

Agriculture 197 872 1,069 332 2,146 2,478 3,547 20.7 

Mining 69 171 240 26 88 114 354 2.1 

Manufacturing 2,266 317 2,583 624 247 871 3,454 20.2 

Electricity, 231 
gas, water 

101 332 94 11 105 437 2.6 

Construction 563 265 828 396 83 479 1,307 7.6 

Tertiary 3,763 1,095 4,858 2,464 408 2,872 7,730 45.2 

Others 127 41 168 74 47 121 289 1.7 

Total 7,216 2,862 10,078 4,010 3,030 7,040 17,118 100.0 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Brisbane. 

TABLE 9.3 (continued): EMPLOYED WOlrnFORCE IN REGION 1966 AND 1971 

1971 Change in region 
1966 to 1971 

Industry City of City Regional total 
Burrum Sub- Widgee Sub-Mary- Shire total of Shire total number per cent number per borough Gyrnpie 

of total cent 

Agriculture 212 714 926 309 1,728 2,037 2,963 17.6 -584 -16.5 
Mining 42 111 153 37 96 133 286 1.7 - 68 -19.2 
Manufacturing 1,894 329 2,223 459 149 608 2,831 16.9 -623 -18.0 
Electricity, 

126 76 202 63 17 80 282 1.7 -155 -35.5 gas, water 

Construction 416 295 711 408 108 516 1,227 7.3 - 80 - 6.1 
Tertiary 4,036 1,428 5,464 2,603 602 3,205 8,669 51. 6 +939 +12.1 
Others 162 151 313 118 103 221 534 3.2 +245 +84.8 

Total 6,888 3,104 9,992 3,997 2,803 6,800 16,792 100.0 -326 - 1. 9 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Brisbane. 
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More recent data on employment in the region supplied by the Department of Labor and Immigration 
H 

(Exhibit 650) is summarized in Table 9.5, which also 
ro 

contains comparative data for estimated unemployment rates 

<-'Q) 
o u 

in Queensland and Australia from November 1974 to August 
<-',... 

'" 00 .,. 
'" 00 ... 1975. Although labour force estimates for local government 

'HO '" 'D 
00 m M co M M '" I'-

available for intercensal periods, it 

0'H 
areas are not 

appears H '" '" H H '"i H H 
unlikely that there has been any marked change in the total 

<-',... 
<=I" 

workforce in any of the local government areas in the 
Q)O 
0.0 

region since the 1971 census, except for Burrum Shire 
ro 

(Table 9.1) • Consequently the percentage figures shown in 

,...H 
Q) 

Table 9.5 may be taken as reasonable approximations to the 
~ 

degree of unemployment in the region during the period shown, although the percentages for Burrum Shire may be Ul 
overstated when compared with the other areas. t:> <-' 

Ul ro 
Z H 

As in other areas of Australia, the level of 
~ till'-

co 'D 00 '" ... ... 
unemployment in the region increased considerably in 1975 • 

'" '" u rom 
'"i '" M 0-, 0 m H M I'-

'" The data also reflect the addition of school leavers to the 
'" M rl 'd H 

I'- Q) Q) 

M labour force in December and the marked seasonal variation 
m >,<=1 

H 
in the region associated principally with employment in the 

rl o " Hr, 

sugar industry. Although the total region had average 
E; 

~o 
unemployment in excess of the State and national averages 

..: 
Q)M 

in this period, it appears that the City of Maryborough has 
is <=l 

t:> 
been less affected by unemployment problems than Queensland 

H 

or Australia as a whole. 
t!J 
~ 

Q) ~ 
<=l ro , Z Q) 

.0 H 0 
til Estimate of regional income 

,... 
'M E; 0 ,... Z 'H 
01 official estimates are available of the value of 

~ m '" M H '" '" '" incomes received in particular regions of 
~ 

,... M 

'" or " '" I'- co '" ... 0-, m 
til 0 00 '" 0 m 

Although no evidence was submitted to the 
0 0 0 H '" 0 H .0 , , 

M 'M ssian this matter, it is desirable to have 
co ... '" '" I'-

on 
an 

~ ro I'- M 
H '" <-' ~ H <-1 

I'- til te of the region's income to assess the relative 'M 
of the contribution of sandmining to its 

Z H 
<-' t:> ro 
ro <-' 
<-' 0 

E; Ul ... 
Table 9.6 contains estimates of the region's gross 

'H 
0 at factor cost (defined as the value of goods and 

m 

" produced after deducting the cost of goods and 
~ ro. 

used in the process of production but before 
H 

Q) 01 ,... 
allowances for the depreciation of capital " 

..: 
01 Gross product is equal to total incomes paid 

E; 

ro 
'd s of production, and it is necessary to deduct 

Q) .<:: 
<=l of depreciation of capital to arrive at figures 

,... tJ> 
ro ro " H income. 0 
til <-' ,... 

Q) H <=I <=I 0 
'M ro Q) 

The calculations in Table 9.6 are based on the 
Q) .0 

0. Q)- <-' Q) ~ >, Q) 

" available statistics which are reasonably consistent 
,... ,... 

~ 
,... 0 

'M <-' ()I 

of industry classifications for employment and 

,... ro 'M 
:<: .<:: N t!J .<:: N Q) 

Ul " H 'H data. Labour force data from the 1971 population 
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used in conjunction with estimates of 

0 

~ " 0 Q) " <=I are 
gross 
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prepared by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
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ro lian National Accounts National Income and 
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tUJ:'e) • The methodology that product 
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assumes gross 
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person in each industry group in the region was the 



TABLE', 9.5: UNE}1PLOYMENT IN REGION: PERSONS REGISTERED WITH COMMONWEALTH EMPLOYEMENT SERVICE OFFICES 

November 
1974 

December 
1974 

January 
1975 

February 
1975 

March 
1975 

April 
1975 

May June 
1975 1975 

July 
1975 

August 
1975 

Area 

City of Maryborough 

Burrum Shire 

City of Gympie 

widgee Shire 

Total 

(i) 

315 

260 

145 

110 

830 

Number of persons registered in region 

507 

379 

287 

263 

1,436 

504 

482 

337 

290 

1,613 

434 

424 

330 

230 

1,418 

399 

402 

277 

199 

1,277 

287 

300 

255 

163 

1,005 

313 

241 

200 

142 

896 

232 

261 

156 

126 

775 

292 

269 

194 

195 

950 

259 

294 

211 

192 

956 

5.7 

12.6 

6.8 

7.0 

4.1 

9.4 

6.3 

5.7 

(ii) Number of persons registered as per cent of total labour force as at 1971 census 
4.5 

7.6 

4.9 

5.0 

3.3 

8.2 

3.8 

4.4 

4.1 

8.5 

4.8 

6.9 

3.7 

9.2 

5.2 

6.8 

City of Maryborough 

Burrum Shire 

City of Gympie 

Widgee shire 

Total 

Queensland 

Australia 

4.5 

8.2 

3.6 

3.9 

4.9 

7.2 

11. 9 

7.1 

9.3 

8.4 

(iii) Number of persons 

3.5 5.2 

3.2 4.5 

7.2 

15.2 

8.3 

10.2 

9.4 

6.2 

13.3 

8.1 

8.1 

8.3 7.5 5.9 5.2 

registered 

6.4 

as per cent of estimated labour 

6.3 5.7 5.1 4.5 

5.2 5.0 4.5 4.4 4.1 

4.5 

force 

4.4 

4.1 

5.6 

4.5 

4.2 

5.6 

4.6 

4.2 

Sources: (i) and (ii): Exhibit 650; (iii) Department of Labor and Immigration, Monthly Review of the Employmen.t situation, November 1974 

to August 1975. 

Industry Emp10yed 
labour force 
30 June 1971 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing 

Mining 

Manufacturing 

Electricity, gas, water 

Construction 

Transport, storage and 
communication 

Wholesale and retail 
trade 

Public administration, 
business-and community 
services 

Other 

5,170 

13,265 

6,684 

11,261 

6,081 

6,580 

4,344 

5,092 

2,587 

926 

153 

2,223 

202 

711 

1,201 

1,630 

1,969 

977 

E< ~imate of gross product in 1970-71 (1970-71 prices) 
Adjustment to allow for increase in labour productivity 

Estimate of gross product in 1974-75 (1970-71 prices) 
Adjustment to allow for increase in average prices 

Estimate of gross product in 1974-75 (June quarter 
1975 prices) 

Adjustment to allow for estimated depreciation of 
capital goods 

Estimate of net product in 1974-75 (June quarter 
1975 prices) 

.... 

Estimated 
gross product 

«2) x (3» 

4.787 

2.030 

14.859 

2.275 

4.324 

7.903 

7.081 

10.026 

2.527 

55.812 
3.907 

59.719 
32.248 

91. 967 

-7.357 

84.610 

30 
(5) 
No . 

2,037 

133 

608 

80 

516 

1,273 

512 

1,155 

486 

gross product 
«2) x (5» 

(6) 
SIn 

10.531 

1. 764 

4.064 

0.901 

3.138 

8.376 

2.224 

5.881 

1.257 

38.136 
2.670 

40.806 
22.035 

62.841 

-5.027 

57.814 

Sources: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian 
1973-74; 1971 population census bulletins. 

National Accounts -- National Income and Expenditure 

.... 
m 
m 

.... 
m ..., 
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same as that in each industry group in Australia in 
1970-71. This approach overstates gross income accruing to 
residents of the area to the extent that productivity in 
the region may be lower than the national average, and also 
to the extent that income produced in the region accrues to 
non-residents of that region. 

The calculations show an estimate of approximately 
$56m for the gross product of the Maryborough-Burrum area 
in 1970-71 and an estimate of approximately $38m for the 
Gympie-Widgee area. To make these fi?u~es comparable with 
data relating to the effects of sandmlnlng, adJustments are 
needed to allow for the growth of output between 1970-71 
and 1974-75 and for the increase in average price levels 
between 1970-71 and the June quarter 1975. No direct 
estimates are available with respect to the growth in 
output in the region, and the best approximation which can 
be made is to assume an increase in output per person 
commensurate with that achieved nationally. As already 
noted it seems likely that there was little overall change 
in th~ size of the labour force in the region between 
1970-71 and 1974-75, so that no adjustment is required on 
that account. Data for the national economy show that an 
addition of approximately seven per cent would be 
appropriate to allow for the increase in average labour 
productivity between 1970-71 and 1974-75. The Consumer 
Price Index indicates that an increase of fifty-four per 
cent is required to allow for price movements between 
1970-71 and the June quarter 1975. The effects of making 
these adjustments are shown in Table 9.6: the resultlng 
estimates are approximately $92m for Maryborough-Burrum and 
$63m for Gympie-Widgee. 

Little reliable information is available about the 
extent of depreciation on capital equipment, but in recent 
years recorded depreciation provisio~s have amounted to 
about eight per cent of gross d,?mestlc product for, 
Australia as a whole. Using thls percentage to adJust the 
regional estimates produces a figure of approximately $85m 
for net product for the Maryborough-Burrum area and 
approximately $58m for the Gympie-Widgee area for 1974-75 
(expressed in June quarter 1975 prlces). 

9.4 Effects of sandmining operations 

An assessment of the impact of the sandmining operations on 
the regional economy requires an estimate to be made of 
both their direct and indirect effects on reglonal income 
and employment. Direct effects occur through the 
employment of workers by the ~andmining firms and also 
through the income generated In the local economy as a 
result of purchases of goods and services from businesses 
located in the region. Indirect effects occur thr,?ugh 
subsequent additions to spending on goods and serVlces by 
recipients of the initial increases in income. 
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The evidence indicates that 141 persons were 
employed by D M Minerals as at 19 June 1975 (Exhibit 265 
p.779) and 175 persons in September 1975 (Exhibit 575) , 
There was also evidence that the total number to b • 
employed by this firm in its operations (both on a~d off 
the Island) ~ay rise to 210 (Exhibit 288, Sub-Appendix 2). 
The lat~er flgure would represent about three per cent of 
the estlmated labour force of the City of Maryborough and 
abou~ two per cent of the estimated labour force of the 
comblned Maryborough-Burrum area. Other evidence indicated 
that Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd provides direct 
employment for 132 employees (Exhibit 317 p 7) h' h ' 
lightl 1 th f' , • , W lC lS 

S Y ,ess ,an ,lve per cent of the estimated labour 
force resldent In Wldgee Shire and about two per cent of 
the labour force of the combined Gympie-Widgee area. 

The magn~tude of incomes created by direct 
emp~oyment assoclated with the mining operations can be 
estlmated from data relating to average wage and salary 
payments. Evidence was given to the effect that th 
average ann~al earnings in the mineral sands indust~y in 
~11e'=ns~and In the December quarter of 1974 were 

xlmately $8,163, which gives an estimate of 
;~lPf)r()x:imately $1.71m as the annual wage and salary payments 

~10 employees (Exhibit 288). Adjustment to allow for 
lncrease In average male earnings in Queensland from 
Decembe~ quar~er 1974 to the June quarter 1975 would 

thls .estlmate to $1. 77m. On a similar basis 
wage a~d salaries paid by Queensland Titanium Mines 

Ltd would be about $l.lOm. 

,There ar~ considerable difficulties associated with 
tlng the dlrect regional component of operating 

~P,"u'u~~ure (othe7 than wages and salaries) of the 
,u'"Ul~ulng operatlons, since accurate estimates would need 

,?n data de~ailing the components of such 
In the reglon and the extent to which such 
creates,regional incomes on the one hand and 
the reglon to pay for imported components on 
~t seems clear that the principal incomes 

are In the form of the value-added regionally in 
u"racr and other work performed for the mining firms and 

sale of goods and services to them. 

Evidence was given to the effect that the 
~d:""orls of D M Minerals would create an annual regional 

t of operating expenditure (other than wages and 
) ,?f $840,000 and the operations of Queensland 
Mlnes Pty Ltd of $220,000 (Exhibit 288). Both 

irrroc,rr,te:Fl,aate to the net regional effect after allowing 
co~ponents. These estimates appear to have 

expressed In 1973-74 price levels: when converted to 
quarter ~975 prices they would be about $1.12m in the 
of D M Mlnerals and approximately $290 000 for 
land Titanium Mines Pty Ltd. ' 
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, d in addition to the initial 
As ment~on~d :i~~; ~~yments and local incomes 

effects of wage an s e of oods and services by the 
generated by the purchas ygto make allowance for the " f' it is necessar m~n~ng ~rms, , aused by increased 
secondary effects on ~~c~me~scof the initial increases in 
expenditure by the rec~p~e~omic model is available for the 
incomes. A we~l-known eC~imates. The extent of the , 
purpose of mak~n? S~?h,~Sd by three important 'leakages 
induced effect~ ~s ~m~ e the amount taken in the form of 
from regional ~ncome: (~~ch are paid to governmental 
income and other,taxes w ~ ion and not automatically 
authoriti~s ~uts~de th~ r~g (b) the extent to which incomes 
respent w~th~n the re?~on, not automatically used for 
are saved and the sav~nJ~t e within the region; and (c) 
financing capital

f 
~xpent~dU~omponents in meeting the 

the importance 0 ~mpor e , 
demands of consumers in the reg~on. 

f the first two 'leakages', national 
In the case 0 I' d to ascertain the extent 

averages may ~easonably beb~iPi~ethe case of (c) it w~uld 
of the dampen~ng effects, 'd ble amount of research ~nto 
be necessary to do a con~~ eIaeconomy before very precise 
the structure of the ~e?~onated components could be made. 
estimates of local ~n ~mp~~ure of the region under 
However, the economlC stru bl similar to other Australian 
consideratio~ seems ~eason:hi~h suggests that the addition 
non-metropolltan reg~onst' tes of direct expenditure 
of twenty per cent to es lm~ te in estimating the extent of 
effects is probably ~p~roprlaWhich would be generated 
the additional annua ln~omec D 'Multiple Objective 
(McColl, G,D. and ~hrosdYRegio~~l Development', Economic Benefit-Cost Analysls an 
Record, 48 (1972) pp.20l-9). 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED EFFECTS ON REGION~L INCOME 
TABLE 9.7: $m per annum (June quarter 1975 prlces) 

Item 

Direct effects: 

Wages and salaries 

Local content of other 
operating expenditure 

Total direct effects 

Secondary effects 
(addition of 20 per cent) 

Total effects 

D M Minerals 

1.77 

1.12 

2.89 

0.58 

3.47 

Queensland 
Ti tani UIn Mines 

Pty Ltd 

1.10 

0.29 

1. 39 

0.28 

1. 67 
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The figures shown in Table 9.7 suggest that the 
sandmining operations add about $Sm per annum to the income 
of the region. The estimate for D M Minerals is equal to 
about 4.1 per cent of estimated net income of the 
Maryborough-Burrum area and the estimate for Queensland 
Titanium Mines Pty Ltd is equal to about 2.9 per cent of 
the estimated net income of the Gympie-Widgee area. 

These estimates relate to the continuing effect of 
sandmining operations after they have commenced, and do not 
incorporate any estimates of effects arising from initial 
capital expenditure associated with the operations. The 
effect of such expenditure is generally to provide an 
initial effect on regional economic activity which precedes 
the start of operations. No evidence was submitted on 
which to base an assessment of the effects of initial 
capital expenditure, but it may usefully be thought of as 
advancing the date on which the regional effects commence. 

Nor do the estimates take account of any stimulus 
any local economic activity caused by the mining 

~;oper'ations in respect of additional expenditure on 
ities Which might be required to meet the demand for 

i0goods and services for the mining operation, or from 
reased demands associated with the general uplift in 

activity in the local areas. In regions where 
?C(,orLsiderable excess capacity already exists, such effects 

not be of great significance. However, it was 
tted to {he Commission that there had been an 
tant contribution to business confidence in the 

Marvbc,rcugh-Burrum area as a result of the commencement of 
Dn,eraLions by D M Minerals (Transcript p.2436). It was 

tted that other recent events, such as an upsurge 
for sugar mill and mining machinery, had also 

ibuted to the more optimistic attitude prevailing in 
area recently (Transcript p. 2428). 

Effects of tourism 

to the Commission that an increase in the 
on Fraser Island could create incomes in 

Mclr~{b'~roULgrl-13urrum area commensurate with those 
sandmining operations of D M Minerals. For 

the total direct effects of additional 
by tourists would have to be approximately 

to $2.89m per annum (Table 9.7) since the secondary 
would probably be similar in each case. 

The Commission sought assistance from many 
ses in the hope that, with their help, it could 

enough data to prepare its Own approximate estimates 
expenditure in the region by visitors to Fraser 

Two witnesses provided estimates of annual tourist 
ture: one calculated it as being about $500,000 

288) and the other at about $1,470,000 (Exhibit 489). 
all the evidence into account, the Commission 

41 
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reached the view that the first of these figures is too low 
and the second is probably too high. The cormniss

ion 
was 

unable to undertake the very considerable research that 
would be necessary to produce a more accurate estimate. 
But, whatever the precise figure, if an expenditure of $lm 
per annum were nearer reality it still implies that there 
would have to be a threefold increase to match the direct 
regional impact of the operations of D M Minerals. 

Although the amount spent per head varies greatly 
between tourists who stay in fully-serviced accormnodation 
and those who go bushwalking, it seems not unreasonable to 
suggest that a threefold increase in expenditure implies a 
similar increase in the number of tourists. Herein lies 
the dilemma. Several of the earlier chapters in this 
Report have cormnented on the laissez-faire nature of 
tourist activities on Fraser Island and the problems that 
have already arisen because of the growing numbers of 
people holidaying along the east coast. The point has been 
made, too, that a plan of management is urgently required 
for Fraser Island but that this, in turn, implies the 
appointment of personnel to implement and supervise such a 
plan. To the extent that such staff are employed by 
government departments or agencies and are paid by funds 
drawn from general revenue sources (or derive their income 
from tolls or fees imposed on tourists), the contribution 
to local employment and income from tourism would be 

increased a 

In the short-run, at least, the numbers of persons 
in the local area providing services to tourists and who 
~epend on the visitor industry as their main source of 
lncome will, judging from experience elsewhere in 
Australia, probably grow at a greater rate than the numbers 
of tourists themselves. It is less easy to predict the 
medium or longer-term outcomes. On the one hand, there 
appears to be little doubt that Fraser Island is attractive 
to some folk because of its free, easy and informal 
life-style and the lack of controls (including the absence 
of almost anyone directly charged with the responsibility 
for policing the few controls that exist). The increased 
numbers of tourists (and the greater competition for 
favoured camp sites or treasured fishing spots), along with 
the likely imposition of some forms of controls, 
restrictions, permits, fees and similar outward signs of 
what may appear to be regimentation or officialdom might 
lead some people to seek uncontrolled areas -- if these are 
available __ elsewhere. On the other hand, the upgrading 
or extension of services and facilities (such as mainland 
firms specializing in hiring four-wheel drive vehicles) may 
attract the less self-contained or more timid tourists as 
well as those who feel more at ease in a crowd. 

On balance, it seems most probable that there will 
be further substantial increases in tourism on Fraser 
Island, including visits by those wishing to take advantage 
of its general attractions as a holiday area, to enjoy the 
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o~portunities it provides for bo· .. tlmes of the year and t .untlful flshlng at certain 
features. There ~eems n~ ~xp~~lence its environmental 
create~ by these activitieso~illthat employment and income 
to estlma.te the extent of s h grow, but it is difficult uc growth. 

9.6 The r 7g+onal economic effects 
sandnunlng operations of curtailing 

It is clear from a consideration of eff~c~s of sandmining operations on the likely regional 
declslon to prohibit or curtail h Fraser Isla~d that a 
fro~ the Island would have . t e export of mlneral sands 
the areas concerned. Altho~nhlmportant economic impact on 
to to~rist activity by thosegwhthere may be some stimulus 
kept In a relatively undevel ~ prefer to have the Island 
employment and income genera~~~ .sta~~, the levels of 
offset the losses to the . In t lS way would not 
mining activities for manreglon caused by the cessation of 
be borne in mind that theY y~~rs. Nevertheless it needs to 
region of such a decision ::ll~ates of the impact on the 
sandmining; if the impa t a e to a complete cessation of 
economic activities suc~ wa~ partly offset by other 
sandmining ort the e~ster ~s l~creased tourism or 
south of Indian Head th~ a~ac below mean high-water mark 
extent, be mitigated: verse effects would, to some 

Cons~deration of the di . . of a decision to prohibitstrlbutlo~ of benefits and 
,m:ln,erals from Fraser Island su or curtall the export of 

for regional economic l~~::tStth~t a strong case 
as a whole. Those who woul~ b

O ~.made good by the 
pe,cls~on to curtail sandminin . ene It most from a 

in its undeveloped stafeWOUld be ~hose who value the 
~oJmrolssion indicates that the . The eVldence before the 

of the region who pr~~~~l~h?oncerned are not only 
ma~y ~ustralians living outsi~s ~~tcome! but 
, It lS likel th tee reglon. In 

ustralia would valueYtheaIS~:~X ~ut~re residents of 
woul~ therefore also ultimat tn 

ltS u~developed state 
curtall sandmining. e y beneflt from a decision 

Those who would lose f owners of the sandminin rom such a decision would be 

G 
g ventures the Commo 1 h 

overnments (through th l' n~ea t and 
ty revenues) the em 10 e oss of taxatlon and 
costs in finding ot~ yees who lose their jobs and 
.. ~dditional incomese~r:~i!~y~en~h and ~he recipients 
lndlrectly __ as a result of In .e.reglon -- directly 

in Chapter 8, the mining f. the ~lnlng operations. As 
which would need to be tl~ms .ave already earned 

dering any case for a en lnto account in 
Commonwealth and Quee~~~~e~sating them. The losses by 

.c,)~parison with th . n Governments would be small 

r
es""". elr overall reve d part of the ben . nues an would 

to curtail minineflts foregone as a result of a 
orr"'~'ties are not avaliabi! ~ltethrnativ~ employment In e reglon, many 
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employees who lose their jobs will seek employment 
elsewhere and to the extent that they are &Mccessful in 
finding equally productive employment, no national economic 
loss will occur as a result. To the extent that displaced 
employees find such employment within the region, no 
regional loss will occur. But unless other economic 
activity is generated in the region, the losses to regional 
income may be important; consideration therefore needs to 
be given as to whether some form of governmental assistance 
should be provided in the event that there is no offsetting 
increase in economic activity. 

It appears that different approaches to the 
question of special economic and other assistance may be 
appropriate when no activity has actually commenced before 
a decision is made as compared with the situation which 
arises when economic development has already begun. In the 
former cases, no expenditure may have been incurred by 
residents of the region and no expectations about future 
incomes created, and a decision that development is not to 
proceed avoids movements of labour and other resources in 
the expectation of receiving future income. Where 
operations have commenced, as in sandmining on Fraser 
Island, assistance to the region in the event of a 
subsequent cessation of sandmining may be justified by the 
expectations created and the decisions to commit resources. 
In this respect, a further distinction may be made between 
operations which had commenced before it was announced that 
an Inquiry under the Environment Proteotion (Impaot of 
Proposals) Aot would be held, as in the case of the 
operations of Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd, and those 
which commenced after that date, as in the case of D M 
Minerals. In the latter instance, those benefiting from 
the operations were aware that such an inquiry would be 
held as well as of the possible consequences of its 
recommendations when they commenced production, and were 
presumably prepared to take the risks associated with 
decisions made following such recommendations. 

The differences noted above may need to be taken 
into account in considering appropriate measures to assist 
the region concerned. In this respect, there appear to be 
few, if any, precedents on which to base a consideration of 
the appropriate course of action by the Commonwealth 
Government. However, a representative of the former 
Department of Manufacturing Industry informed the 
Commission that it would be appropriate for representatives 
of a region adversely affected by a decision taken on 
environmental grounds to apply for assistance from the 
Commonwealth Government (Transcript pp.3299-33lB). One 
possibility may be for government action to be taken to 
stimulate economic activities in which the region already 
has important human and material resources. This may be an 
attractive proposition in the case of Maryborough, where a 
stimulus to engineering and associated industries may be an 
efficient way of providing alternative employment and 
income opportunities in the event that adverse effects on 
that area were not offset by other activities. 
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, ,However, it does not see 
Comm~ss~on to make specif' m appropriate for the 
Commonwealth Government O~Ct~~Commendations to the 
measures taken would need ~s matter, especially as an 
of Commonwealth and Queensi~n~e formulated in the contex~ 
7conomic development in the ?overnment policies towards 
~s c~ear that considerabl mreg~on concerned. Moreover it 
carr~ed out into the mor y or7 research may need to b 
~conomy of a decision no~ ~~ta~led effects on the regi~nal 
from Fraser Island bef approve the export of m'n 1 ' t ore any detail d ~ era s 
ass~s ance are formulat d e proposals for 
undertaken in conjuncti e . ,SUch research shoUld be 

on w~th the Qu 1 eens and Government 
,ACcordingly, the Co ' , . 

appropr~ate steps be taken ~~ss~o~ rec~mmends that 
~l:~~~::~s~and Government t ,~n,conJunct~on with the 

assistance is r~qu~r~~O;~d~ whateyer economic or 
?OOd an~ losses which rna b he reg70 n concerned to 

>aec~s~ons wh~ch may be mad fYll e ~usta~ned as a result of 
s Report. e 0 OW~ng the conSideration of 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE MAKING OF DECISIONS IN 
RELATION TO THE EXPORT OF THE MINERALS OF FRASER ISLAND 

10.1 Introduction 

The chapters assessing the evidence on the environmental 
significance of Fraser Island and t~e environm7ntal effects 
of sandmining operations there prov~de the bas~s for the 
analysis, in this chapter, of 

the environmental aspects of the making of 
decisions by or on behalf of the Australian 
[Commonwealth] Government in relation to the 
exportation from Australia of minerals, 
(including minerals that have been sub)e~ted to 
processing or treatment) extracted or wh~ch may 
hereafter be extracted from Fraser Island 

In order to make Findings and Recommendations on 
their environmental aspects, it is desirable to be clear 
about the nature of the decisions which may be made on the 
subject of the export of the minerals of Fras7r Island. 
The ultimate decisions are made under Regulat~on 9 of the 
Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations. The effect of 
this Regulation is to prohibit, inter alia, the export from 
Australia of all rutile and zircon unless written export 
approval is granted and produced to the collecto~ of 
Customs. The Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulat~ons have a 
similar effect. It is thus necessary for exporters to 
apply for approval to export minerals extra~ted fr?m F~aser 
Island, and for decisions to be made on the1r appl1cat~ons. 

Evidence was also given to the Commission 
concerning the making of decisions of an administrative or 
policy nature, apparently without any s~ecific statutory 
basis, relating to the approva~ and reV1ew of proposed 
contracts to sell rutile and z~rcon extracted from Fraser 
Island to overseas purchasers. The effect of such 
decisions was to indicate whether particular export 
proposals were likely to be approved before exporters, , 
committed themselves contractually to purchasers (Exh1b1t 

611) • 

Bearing in mind that the Commission mu~t also 
report on the environmental aspects of the ma~~ng of 
decisions on the export of minerals 'which may hereafter 
extracted from Fraser Island', it may well be that the 
decisions already mentioned do not comprise a complete 1 
of pending or potential 'decisions' within,t~e t~rms of, 
Direction establishing the Inquiry and def~n1ng 1tS sub) 
matter. It is also possible that the type and form of , 
decisions __ particularly those of a policy nature -- wlll 
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change f~om,time to time. It is therefore impossible for 
the,C?IDID1SS10n ~o ha~e evidence about every conceivable 
decl~lon that mlght ln future be made affecting the export 
of ~lnerals extracted from Fraser Island. Nonetheless, it 
is lmp?r~ant to identify the nature of the broad category 
of d~clslons referred to in the Direction establishing the 
Inqulry: the evidence indicates that it is whether or not 
to permlt the export of minerals extracted from Fraser 
Island~ though the,form, content and source of legal 
a~thorlty fo~ p~rt1cular decisions may vary from time to 
t1m~. Thus lt 1S appropriate to concentrate on the 
env1~o~m~ntal aspects of two sorts of decisions: the first 
~rOhlb7t1ng exports, the second permitting them. While the 
1~genu1ty of m~n could,devise innumerable decisions which 
m1ght be made ln relatlon to the export of minerals 
extracted from Fraser Island, the essence of them all is 
whether or not to permit exports. These decisions are at 
present,m~d~ within a legal framework which has the effect 

proh1bltlng the export of rutile and zircon extracted 
fr?m Fras~r,I~lan~, but containing a discretion to waive 
thlS proh1blt1on ln particular cases. The High Court of 

,has recently , held that environmental factors may 

~ ;~~;~i~~,~~~ilnto account In the exercise of this discretion 
s Incorporated Pty Ltd and Another v. The 

and Others, unreported, 1976). 

, The environmental aspects of the making of 
Slons about the export of minerals extracted from 

'r~~c'r Island iinclude, but are not confined to, their 
!onsequ.ences or effects on the environment. They comprise 

most part, the significant environmental ' 
1Il~~~cdtion~ of possible decisions and those environmental 

of lmportance which might be considered or looked 
nnr,nn the course of the making of decisions 

Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 
Sub-sections 5. (1) and 11. (1)). ' 

This chapter now considers, in turn the 
,viLr()nlment:a aspects of the making of deci~ions not to 

the legal prohibition on the export of minerals 
ted from Fraser Island (Section 10.2) and the 

, , , aspects,of the making of decisions waiving 
1bltlon (Sect~ons 10.3 and 10.4). These sections 

the environmental aspects of the fundamental 
relating to the export of minerals extracted from 

Island, including those relating to the present 
,rB,r,nrs of Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd and 

MJ.nE,r,,"s, mining leases as yet unmined, and areas which 
present time, are not covered by mining leases. ' 

, Those specific decisions considered in Section 10.3 
1nvolve permitting the export of minerals extracted 

particular sites above the mean high-water mark on 
Island fall into the same category as the other 

O~.U~LS considered in that Section. 
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The environmental aspects of the makin of decisions 
no 0 walve e ega pro 1 1 lon on e expor 0 
minerals extracted from Fraser Island 

At present the only minerals extracted from Fraser Island 
for export in commercially significant quantities are 
rutile and zircon. No Australian market for rutile or 
zircon exists which would justify the extraction of these 
minerals on Fraser Island, nor was there evidence of the 
likelihood of the development of such a market in the 
foreseeable future. Although the ilmenite produced in 
association with the extraction of rutile and zircon from 
Fraser Island is currently being stockpiled, the extraction 
of minerals from the Island for such a purpose would not, 
at present, be economically viable. Hence a decision 
prohibiting the export of minerals extracted from Fraser 
Island would lead to the termination of sandmining there. 
The principal environmental impact of such a decision, 
therefore, would be to encourage, in the national interest, 
the conservation and maintenance of those qualities 
assessed in previous chapters which make it of great 
environmental significance to the people of Australia. 

Sandmining on Fraser Island represents only a very 
small part of the nation's total economic activity (Chapter 
8); moreover, there are alternative sources of rutile, 
zircon and ilmenite (which may eventually be substituted 
for rutile in many uses) elsewhere on this Continent 
(Section 8.11). Hence, decisions absolutely prohibiting 
the export of minerals extracted from Fraser Island are 
unlikely to have more than a very marginal impact on the 
level of economic activity in Australia, and would have no 
significant effects on its balance of in~ernational 
payments or on its capacity to meet overseas demands for 
rutile and zircon. There was no evidence to suggest that 
the prohibition of the export of minerals extracted from 
Fraser Island would be an act of economic chauvinism. 

Such a prohibition would not adversely affect the 
present system on Fraser Island of closely supervised 
sustained-yield logging, which is important to the economy 
of the region and consistent with the maintenance of those 
environmental qualities which make the Island of great 
value to the people of Australia. Indeed, such a 
prohibition would ensure that no conflict between the 
interests of sandminers and loggers occurred in the future. 
Nor would this prohibition have any adverse effects on 
tourist activity on the Island. Although the evidence 
failed to establish that, in the short term, such a 
prohibition would actually stimulate tourist activity, it 
did suggest that the continuation of sandmining would 
eventually adversely affect the tourist potential of Fraser 
Island by destroying those values which make it so 
attractive to many visitors. Having regard to the whole 
body of evidence before the Commission, including the 
evidence on the economic effects of Fraser Island 
sandmining, the absolute prohibition of the export of 
minerals extracted from Fraser Island would be in the 
overall interests of the people of Australia as a whole. 
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Even so, the regional economy would suffer some 
adverse effects if the eXport of all minerals extracted 
fro~ the Island were prohibited (Chapter 9). These adverse 
reg10na~ ef~ects -7 which would not be felt by the timber 
or tOU:1St 1ndustr1es -- could be redressed by suitable 
econom1C or other assistance. Such assistance would not be 
the same as compensation to mining firms. 

T~ere was,n~ evi?ence of any practice of paying 
comp~nsa~10n to m1~1ng f1rms following the rejection of 
appl1c~t10ns to,wa1ve the legal prohibition on the export 
of rut1le,and Z1rcon. In any case, it will be recalled 
from Sec~10ns 8:5 and 8.6 that D M Minerals will probably 
r~c~ver 1t~ ?ap1tal outlay in a relatively short period of 
m1n1ng act1V1ty. The evidence before the Comm' , , d' h 1SS10n 
1n 1cates t at Queensland Titanium Mines Pty Ltd h d 
recove:ed a subs~antial amount of its initial capi~al 
expend7ture by m1d-1975 (Exhibit 317, p.9) and subsequent 
operat1~n~ ~oul? have contributed further to the recovery 
of the 1n1t1al 1nvestment and to the Company's profits. 

Though this prohibition on the export of minerals 
e~t:acted from Fraser Island may remove the incentive of 
m1n1ng lessees to rehabilitate those areas already mined 
they would still be bound by the rehabilitation provisio~s 
of ~he relevant leases, and liable to the forfeiture of 
the1r g';larantee~ and securities in the event that they-were 
not ~a~1sfac~or71~ performed (cf. Mining Lease 102 Special 
Cond1t10~ 3;r M1n1ng Lease 84 First Schedule, Clause 4). 
In the c1rcu~s~ances, this rehabilitation would require 
close superv1s1on by the appropriate authorities. 

Th~ ~nvironmental aspects of the making of decisions 
Wa1v1ng the legal prohibition on the export of 
!U1nerals extracted from Fraser Island 

extraction of ~i~erals from Fraser Island is absolutely 
, upon dec1s1ons (under the Regulations discussed 
10n l?l) waiv~ng the prohibition on the export of 
and Z1rcon der1ved from the Island. The immediate 

sequence of such decisions will be the continued 
"r,~cc1,on of minerals, and the environmental aspects of 

mak1ng-of such decisions encompass the environmental 
ts of this extraction. 

The immediate environmental consequences of mining 
well,as important environmental aspects of decisions ' 

tt1ng exports, are the certain destruction of all the 
vegetation in m:Lned areas and major alterations to 

~opogr~p~y: A similar degree of certainty exists as to 
1mp~ss1~111ty of the restoration of the original 

t10n 1~ th~ se~se of re-establishing the original 
and,d1st:1but1on of species in their former 

-La."~_un~h1ps w1th one another (Section 6.1). The 
of t~e original topography after mining may be 
posslble but is quite impracticable on Fraser 
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Island as well as being prohibited by the Special ?onditions 
of the mining leases in the case of those dunes wh~ch 
originally had side slopes greater than twenty degrees from 
the horizontal. The importance of the Island to 
Australians depends to a great extent on the qualities of 
its natural vegetation and topography. The environmental 
aspects of decisions waiving the prohibition on the export 
of minerals extracted from Fraser Island involve not only 
the destruction of these qualities on mined areas but also 
the certainty that they will never be restored. 

Turning to rehabilitation, that is the reinstating 
of mined areas by reforming and revegetating them (Section 
6.1), the degree of probability of actually achieving 
particular results on Fraser Island falls f~r belo~ the 
level of certainty attached to the destruct~on of ~ts 
original vegetation and the permanent alteration of its 
topography by mining. It must be asked about such areas on 
the Island as foredunes and hind-dunes, where the 
rehabilitation of vegetation is ecologically possible, 
whether such rehabilitation will, in fact, be successful in 
the sense of attaining self-sustaining plant communities 
with a reasonable representation of the pre-existing 
structure species and functions (Section 6.1). Here there 
are a ran;e of variables which cannot be precisely 
quantified but which, o~ the who17 , t 7nd against ~uccessful 
rehabilitation. These ~nclude cl~mat~c factors l~ke 
cyclones and droughts; human factors such as varying 
degrees of perseverance and skill in carrying out 
prog.rammes of rehabilitation e'.'tending well b7yond the 
economic life of the ore depos~ts; and econom~c factors 
including the increasing costs of ~uccessf~l r7h~bilitation 
in times of inflation and fluctuat~ng prof~tab~l~ty. 
Accordingly, an important environmental,aspect of any 
decision permitting the export of the m~nerals from Fraser 
Island is that the successful rehabilitation of the 
vegetation of foredunes and hind-dunes is unl~k71y., The 
disastrous consequences of unsuccessful rehab~l~tat~on are 
set out at length in Chapter 6. 

The evidence did not establish the ecological 
possibility of the successful rehabilitation of vegetation 
on steep dunes on Fraser Island after mining, but rather 
the probability that the steep dunes of Fraser Island 
cannot be successfully rehabilitated after mining. It 
follows that an environmental aspect of any decision 
permitting the export of minerals extracted from the steep 
dunes of Fraser Island is that their rehabilitation is even 
more unlikely than is the case for foredunes and 
hind-dunes. 

The evidence establishes that rain-forest areas 
cannot be successfully rehabilitated after mining. 
Rain-forests exist within some mining leases and l7ase 
application areas. It is quite likely that econom~c ores 
will be found in some of these rain-forests, though there 
was some evidence before the Commission that, as at June 
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19?5, D M Minerals was not intending to mine the 
ra~n-forests on ML 102. Nevertheless, an environmental 
aspect of a~y decision having the effect of permitting the 
export ~f m~nerals produced from rain-forests on Fraser 
Island ~s that the rehabilitation of those rain-forests 
actuall~ affected by mining will not be successfully 
accompl~shed. 

, ,Continued sandmining, with the exception of 
sandm~n~ng below the mean high-water mark on the beach 
south of Indi~n Head (Section 10.4), is inconsistent with 
the c~n~erva~~on of the Island's natural environment. 
Sa~dm~n~ng w~ll cause, or be directly associated with 
maJor permanent and irreversible environmental harm t~ the 
l~ndscap~, v~getation and lakes of the Island. This harm 
w~ll be ~nev~table even ~f,-- despite overwhelming evidence 
to the contrary -- rehab~l~tation after mining should be 
found tO,be ec~logically possible and achieved in practice 
on all m~ned s7te~ on,the Is~and. Continued mining will 
destroy ~he un~fy~n~ ~mpress~on of wilderness that at 
prese~t ~s such an ~mportant characteristic of the Island, 
and,w711 harm, or detract from the value of, many of its 
str~k~ng natural features such as its perched lakes Th 
suc7essf~1 rehabilitation of the Island's vegetatio~ e 
(WhlCh, ln any event, is unlikely to occur) on a landscape 

fla~ter and more uniform by mining cannot involve the 
-creat~~n of,the natural wilderness qualities of mined 

WhlCh wl11 be lost forever by mining. 
I 

Decisions permitting the export of minerals 
ted from Fraser Island do not have entirely adverse 

r~nmental impli7ations since there would be certain 
f~ts to the re~l~nal economy associated with activity 

~enera.t by sandmlnlng on the Island (Chapter 9). 

, Sustained-yield logging on the Island will not be 
'~~gn'lflcantly ~ffected by sandmining within existing mining 

ses th~ugh lt may be adversely affected if sandmining 
perm~tted elsewhere. Sandmining will ultimately 

lu,'el'S"i'V affect tourist activity on the Island since it 
v~.n~uaLly make the Island less attractive to 

Although the regional economy would benefit from 
~U"l:nuea sandmining on Fraser Island, this sandmining 

have, at ~ost, ~n~y a,very marginal impact on the 
~f economlC actlvlty ln Australia as a whole, and no 
lcant effects on the capacity of Australia to meet 

{el'~~'~ de~ands fo: rutile and zircon or on Australia's 
of lnternatlonal payments. It is also possible 

exports of ru~ile and zircon from Fraser Island will 
the 7xport ~ncome from other Australian sources and 

~~Y"Llflcantly reduce, or even eliminate the net 
~~V"~l benefits to be derived from exports' from the 

(Chapter 9). Even if no such reduction occurs, the 
~.~~1 interests of the people of Australia as a whole will 

served by continued sandmining than if decisions 
encouraging the conservation of the Island by 

~.".~.L~.lng the export of minerals extracted from it. 

;1 
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The environmental aspects of the making of decisions 
waiving the legal prohibition on the export of minerals 
extracted from MLs 102 and 95 

There was evidence of a decision in 1975 confining 
a rovals of D M Minerals' export contracts to those 
r~iating to the sale of minerals extracted from MLsdl~2da~d 
95. The main source of this evidence was a ~e~ter a e 
June 1975 (Exhibit 56) written by the ~hen M1n1st7r for 
Minerals and Energy to Mr C. E. Mustch1n of D M Mlnerals 
which stated, inter atia, that 

The Australian Government has ~ecided that no 
further export contracts for m1neral sands from 
Fraser Island, whether from leases granted 
before or after 9th July, 1974, other than 
leases 102 and 95, will be consi~ered by the 
Government, until after the publlC . 
Environmental Inquiry on Fraser Island 1S 
completed and the Commissioner's [sicl report 
is considered. 

Thou h in the passage quoted, this decision is expressed 
as b~i~ of an interim nature, the same letter 7oncl~des 
ith WO~dS suggesting that consideration was be1ng.g1ven to 

~he desirability of applying it on a permane~t basls. Its 
environmental aspects will therefore be exam1ned. 

The immediate consequence of a decision approving 
all ex ort contracts relating to MLs 102 and 95 would be 
th t m;st if not all the economic ores of these leas7s 
wo~ld be ~xtracted, a~ the decision is ~ot formulated 1n

It terms limiting D M Minerals to any part1cula: tonnage •. t 
ld t of itself involve any comprehens1ve restra1n 

~~usan~~i~ing conducted on the Island ~ince it would have 
no effect on the present mining oPde~a~l~ns ~~ ~~~en~;a~~eir 
Titanium Mines pty Ltd on leases a ]Oln1ng. ' 
harmfpl environmental consequences, The envlronmental 
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aspects of such a decision involve those permanent 
alterations to the landscape, topography and vegetation of 
the areas mined which have already been described generally 
in this section and in more detail in Chapter 6. However, 
its environmental aspects are not confined to the 
environmental effects of sandmining within the boundaries 
of the mined leases, significant though these effects are, 
particularly since MLs 102 and 95 occupy some 6,118 ha 
extending approximately fifty-two kilometres along the 
popular east coast of the Island (Fig. 3.3(a); Exhibits 75 
and 76). 

The fundamental question is whether the 
environmental aspects of a decision confining exports to 
the products of MLs 102 and 95, and the completion of the 
mining of most of the heavy minerals found in these leases, 
involves the destruction, or significant diminution, of 
those qualities which make the entire Island worthy of 
conservation in the national interest. It is necessary to 
have regard to the extent of the areas likely to be mined 
following such a decision as well as their position on the 
Island generally and in relation to important features such 
as the eastern beach, lakes, Beauty Spots and Lookouts. It 
has already been mentioned that the combined area of MLs 95 
and 102 is approximately 6,118 ha. In the event of a 
decision limiting D M Minerals' exports to the products of 
these leases it would be unreasonable to assume that any 
economic ores found in them would remain unmined, because 
there would/no opportunity to pursue richer ore-bodies 
elsewhere on the Island. Nor would it be reasonable to 
assume that large areas within these leases would be 
unaffected by mining. 

The position of these leases is of great 
significance (Fig. 3.3). ML 102 is adjacent to the southern 
portion of ML 95, and both are close to the popular east 

of the Island. The mined areas of ML 102 are already 
ly visible from the foredunes between them and the 

as well as from the vicinity of Markwell '.s and Ocean 
Lo,ok:oUltS from which a panorama of the east coast may be seen. 

the Commission viewed the mined areas from the 
inity of Markwell's and Ocean Lookouts, in February 1976, 

were of such a comparatively small scale in relation 
huge sweep of sea and landscape visible from that 

as to be neither remarkable nor offensive. Mining 
then, of course, confined to the southern part of ML 102 
to dunes of relatively low altitudes. The evidence 

;UUL~L:ates that economic ore bodies extend very close to 
Lookout (Fig. 2.2), while ML 95 either includes it or 

jacent to it. If both leases are worked, a wide strip 
by D M Minerals could extend as far as seventeen. 
tres southwards from these Lookouts where it would 

the areas mined by Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd. 
lSite,ad of the natural landscape and vegetation now seen 

these high places the observer, looking to the south, 
see a coastal strip permanently affected by mining for 

would seem to be virtually its entire length. These 
lnclalne:ntal changes to the landscape and vegetation of Fraser 

would extend northwards from these Lookouts for as 
as ML 95 was mined. 
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Bearing in mind the to~ographic~l chan~es and 
destruction of natural vegetat~on assoc~ated w~th 
sandmining on the Island, and the improbability of , 
successful rehabilitation, the mining of the econom~c ores 
on MLs 95 and 102 would involve significant cha~ges to ~he 
environmental qualities of the Island as an ent~ty. Th~s 
would be particularly apparent from the ~astern beach 
opposite the mined areas, to people look~ng southwards from 
the vicinity of the two Lookouts, and from the air. 

ML 102 is adjacent to Lake Boemingen, a Beauty 
Spot and a perched lake of grea·t attraction and scientific 
impo~tance. The attractiveness of Lake ~oeminge~ to a 
great extent lies in its wilderness sett~ng. Th~s 
wilderness would be destroyed altogether on the southeast 
side of the Lake, and adversely affected at a somewhat .. 
greater distance on its eastern approaches. Ref~rence h~s 
already been made to the arbitrary, and largely ~ne~fect~ve, 
legal barrier imposed between the Lake and the perm~tted 
mining path (Section 6.6), as well as to the risks of , 
polluting the Lake, altering its wat~r-table, and harm~ng 
its ecosystems by the continued wo:k~ng of ML 102. The 
wilderness setting of Lake Wabby w~ll a~so be affect~d by 
mining in its vicinity on ML 95. c~nce~vably! D,M M~n~rals 
might voluntarily refrain from work~ng areas ~t,~s ent~tled 
to mine in order to ensure that the effects of ~ts 
operations could not be seen from the lake shores. Such 
stand-off distances would be additional to the buffer,zones 
contained in mining lease Special Conditions. This k~nd of 
voluntary restraint would not, how~ver, prese:ve the • 
wilderness setting of these lakes ~n any mea~~ngf~l way, 
their attractiveness lies to a great extent ~n be~ng 
approached through an extensive wilderness as well ~s by 
their relationship to that wilderness. Apart ~rom ~ts 
effects on the wilderness setting of Lake Boem~ngen and 
Lake Wabby, the mining of MLs 102 and 95 wo~ld ~estroy the 
present overall impression of wilderness wh~ch ~s , 
fundamental to the Island's importance to the Austral~an 
people. 

Looking at the evidence as a whole, it is difficult 
to identify any more environmentally significant and 
fragile area on the Island than that covered,by ~LS 1?2, 95 
and the nearby mining leases of Queensland T~tan~um M~nes 
pty Ltd MLs 84 104 and 105. The environmental aspects of 
decisio~s havin~ the effect of peeJ;'J!)J.i::,ting the mining of 1 
or any of these leases will invOlve major permanent and 
irreversible environmental harm to the landscape;, 
vegetation and lakes of the Island and, conse':!uently, 
substantial-ly damage its value to the Austral~an people. 

! I li,t' ,J 
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The environmental aspects of the making of decisions 
waiving the legal prohibition on the export of 175,000 
tonnes extracted from MLs 102 and 95 

There was evidence that by June 1975 D M Minerals had been 
permitted to enter into export contracts for the sale of 
175,000 tonnes of minerals to be extracted from MLs 102 and 
95, and that the partnership had been encouraged to supply 
as much as possible (if not all) of this quantity from ML 102 
This approval, which does not seem to be based on any • 
statutory power, does not exempt D M Minerals from the 
requirement of applying for permits under the Customs 
(Prohibited Exports) ReguZations for the export of 
individual shipments in satisfaotion of these contracts. 
There was also evidence that D M Minerals had applied for 
and been granted such permits for specifio shipments in 1975. 
The High Court of Australia has recently held that in 
making decisions on such applications the Minister is 
entitled to take environmental factors into account 
(Murphyores Incorporated pty Ltd and Another v. The 
Commonwealth and Others, unreported, 1976). Such decisions 
are clearly within the terms of the Direction establishing 
the Inquiry and are decisions involving the consideration 
of matters affecting the environment to a significant extent 
(Environment Protection (Impact of ProposaZs) Act, 
Sub-section 5. (1)). It is therefore necessary to consider 

envirrnmental aspects. 

Permit decisions allowing the export of 175,000 
of minerals from MLS 102 and 95 will be followed by 

sturbance by mining of a sufficient area of land 
these leases to meet this tonnage. Although, in 

, D M Minerals was clearly being encouraged to meet 
tonnage from ML 102, on the evidence before the 

~C"'Ul,"'ssion it was not then required to do so. Subject to 
terms of the leases, D M Minerals was entitled to 

this tonnage from anywhere within the combined areas 
s 95 and 102. In the event that the partnership was 

.~rrl~L:ea overall to the exportation of 175,000 tonnes from 
Island and had no expectation of being permitted to 
any minerals in excess of this quantity, it could 
be expected to confine its operations to ML 102 if 
and more accessible ores are available in ML 95. If 

a policy of mining the economio ores of ML 102 
proceeding to ML 95 there is some uncertainty 

l~l'Ul=r 175,000 tonnes could be extracted from ML 102. 
rived from the Company and exhibited at the Inquiry 
that this tonnage could be extracted entirely from 

02, a view shared by the then Minister for Minerals and 
in May 1975 (Exhibit 56). Nevertheless, there was 

doubt on this point for the approval to enter 
export contracts being related to both leases 

any formal requirement to mine ML 102 before 
ing operations on ML 95. 
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There are thus several possibilities relating to 
the area which might be disturbed by mining if D M Minerals 
were limited overall to the export of 175,000 tonnes from 
MLs 102 and 95. The most likely of these are that: 

(a) most of the economic minerals of ML 102 would 
be extracted and the mining path would then 
move northwards from ML 102 into ML 95 in the 
direction of Ocean and Markwell's Lookouts 
without actually extending north of those 
places; 

(b) all (or almost all) the economic minerals of ML 
102 would be extracted, and ML 95 would remain 
unmined; 

(c) the richer and more accessible deposits of 
minerals on both leases would be extracted. 

The environmental aspects of these can each be considered 
in turn. 

(aJ Mining on ML 102 and ML 95 south of the Lookouts 

The effects of mining MLs 102 and 95 south of the Lookouts 
havE already been discussed in some detail in this section. 
It has been pointed out, inter alia, that from these high 
places an observer, looking to the south, might ultimately 
see a landscape fundamentally altered by mining for up to 
seventeen kilometres, bearing in mind that the decision 
under consideration would have no effect on the operations 
of Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd on leases close to ML 
:C02. Taking into account the topographical changes 
associated with sandmining above mean high-water mark on 
the Island, the permanent destruction of the natural 
vegetation, and the improbability of its successful 
rehabilitation, the mining of 175,000 tonnes of ores from 
ML 102 and ML 95 south of the Lookouts would involve 
significant and harmful changes to the environmental 
qualities of the Island as a whole. 

As also explained earlier in this section, the 
wilderness setting of Lake Boemingen would be destroyed on 
the southeast and adversely affected to the east of that 
Lake by the mining of this area. The ~a~er-table ~f Lake 
Boemingen would be affected by these m1n1ng operat10ns 
while the Lake itself would probably be polluted by 
nutrients and, as a result, harm would be caused to its 
ecosystems. The mining of this area would probably resu~t 
in the loss of that unifying impression of wilderness Wh1Ch 
is one of the Island's greatest attractions. 

Given the environmental significance of this area in 
relation to the Island as a whole any limitation of D M 
Minerals' exports to 175,000 tonnes mined from this area 
would be undoubtedly an unsuccessful compromise between 
economic development and the maintenance of the Island's 
environmental quality. 

(bJ Mining ML 102 without mining ME 95 

This would probably result in the mining of almost all the 
economic ores of ML 102. The detailed effects of mining ML 
102 on Lake Boemingen and on the topography and vegetation 
of mined areas have already been set out in this section of 
the Report. It will be recalled that ML 102 adjoins the 
leases being worked by Queensland Titanium Mines pty Ltd so 
that, ultimately, the mining of ML 102 would result in a 
wide mined strip extending southwards from Lake Boemingen 
to the southern end of the Island. This case is obviously 
distinguishable from the former example involving partial 
mining of ML 95 in that different areas would be mined in 
order to satisfy the necessary tonnage. Nevertheless, on 
the evidence, the Commission is unable to conclude that by 
confining D M Minerals' operations to ML 102 the overall 
environmental qualities of the Island will somehow remain 
unimpaired. Given its environmental significance and, in 
particular, its strategic setting close to Lake Boemingen 
and the east coast of the Island, it would be very likely 

that the Island's unifying impression of wilderness 
Id be lost, following the mining of ML 102. 

The extraction of the richer and more accessibZe 
deposits on ML 95 and ML 102 

not poss~ble to estimate with any preC1S10n what 
would ultimately be affected by mining in this case. 

[ow'ever, it is likely that, in order to minimize the costs 
of time associated with shifting the primary 

plant from place to place, mining would be 
concent~'ated on a series of contiguous and readily 

sites rather than scattered throughout the full 
breadth of those leases. On this basis it would 

that mining would proceed on ML 95 north of 
Lookouts, given that the present operations are now 
on ore bodies well to the south of the Lookouts, on 

Thus it is quite likely that the overall result 
be the mining of sufficient areas of ML 102 and ML 95 
of the Lookouts to satisfy the necessary tonnage. 

environmental effects of such operations would be 
fore similar to those described in possibility (a). 

was evidence of the making of decisions in 1975 
ing the export of particular shipments of minerals 

from ML 102, subject to the performance of its 
vironmlenltal' Special Conditions (Exhibit 457, pp.12, 16 

17; Exhibit 54; Transcript pp.2052-9). It would seem 
in the absence of an Environmental Impact Statement 

to the submission of this Report, the Commonwealth 
er:nment sought to take environmental matters into 

when making decisions on applications by D M Minerals 
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